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This study seeks to illuminate Pope's Eloisa to

Abelard by investigation of its internal structure of
words and images, its literary relationships, its cultural
and intellectual contexts, and its meaning as an artifact.
First, Eloisa to Abelard (1717) appears related to

The Letters of Abelard and Heloise (1713) in very special

ways hitherto unnoticed.

Pope draws heavily upon Abelard 's

letters, as well as Heloise

's,

in order to heighten the

passionate conflict of Eloisa by placing her drama
inextricably within a liturgical and devotional context.
Secondly, in Chapter II, the poem develops a

resolution of Eloisa 's conflict between desire and devotion
by dramatizing the action of divine grace upon her otherwise

hopeless dilemma.

Thus developed, the poem stands in

opposition to many current developments in late 17th and
early 18th century thought, especially in their religious
and moral aspects.
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In Chapter III, Eloisa to Abelard is shown to utilize

the heroic epistle of Ovid in not only formal ways, but

thematic and structural ways as well, especially in regard
to the dramatization of the human psyche under the twin

disciplines of law and adversity.

Also, thematic and

structural relationships are found between Eloisa to

Abelard and Drayton's Eng lands Heroicall Epistles (159799)

,

which serve as a bridge L-dtween the rigors of law and

adversity on one hand, and the healing power of grace on
the other.

Eloisa to Abelard also appears to contain several

possible echoes to significant thematic and structural
details in some poems by Richard Crashaw.

Chapter IV completes the study by showing the

confessional and liturgical structure of the poem which
supports its Christian vision of human nature struggling
to justify itself before a just but merciful God,

IX

CHAPTER

I

POPE'S ELOISA TO ABEIARD AND
"THOSE CELEBRATED LETTERS"
In view of the customary austerity of Samuel Johnson's

critical judgment, his praise of Pope's Eloisa to Abe lard
(1717) is memorable:

"

The Epistle of Eloisa to Abelard is

one of the most happy productions of human wit,"

Johnson

then discusses the history of Abelard and Heloise, and

concludes with an appraisal of Pope's poetical genius:
the subject is so judiciously chosen, that
it would be difficult, in turning over the annals
of the world, to find another which so many circumstances concur to recommend. We regularly interest
ourselves most in the fortune of those who most

deserve our notice. Abelard and Eloisa were
conspicuous in their days for eminence of merit.
The adventures
The heart naturally loves truth.
and misfortunes of this illustrious pair are
known from undisputed history. Their fate does
not leave the mind in hopeless dejection, for they
both found quiet and consolation in retirement and
piety.
So new and so affecting is their story,
that it supercedes invention and imagination ranges
at full liberty without straggling into scences
of fable.
The story, thus skilfully adopted, has been
Pope has left nothing behind
diligently improved.
him which seems more the effect of studious perseverance sind laborious revisal. Here is particularly
observable the curiosa felicitas , a fruitful soil
Here is no crudeness of
and careful cultivation.
sense, nor asperity of language.-'-
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Johnson's image from gardening suggests an intimate relationship between nature and art, and more particularly the

integral unity of Pope's subject matter and his art.
story of Abelard and Heloise offers "a fruitful soil,

If the
"

it

deserved the "careful cultivation" of Pope's art.
Eloisa to Abelard remains to this day sufficiently
esteemed to appear in anthologies of literature, yet some

modern critics have not admitted a central fact of Pope's
poetical achievement

— that

unity of subject matter and art

implied by Johnson in his image from gardening.^

Professor

Reuben Brower, for example, sees Eloisa to Abelard as

essentially a tour de force
of the poem is Ovidian,

"

:

"the essential poetic design

and Pope has attempted, but only

"very nearly succeeded in doing the impossible, in natural-

izing an alien literary tradition and form. "^

To Professor

Brower, Eloisa to Abelard is thus merely an English rendition

of hybrid foreign materials, a French story cast in the mold
of the Latin heroic epistle of Ovid.

The heroic epistle,

however, had been successfully written in English by Michael

Drayton in his Englands Heroicall Epistles

(

1597-99) more

than a century before Pope, and Drayton's work had remained

popular throughout his lifetime and the seventeenth century.^
If an "alien" tradition had to be

"naturalized" at all, it

would seem that Drayton's poems had already completed the
process.

In the present chapter, we will seek to elucidate

the basic Christian fabric of the poem in an effort to

discover some of the ways by which a "careful cultivation"

3

helps to create,' out of a collection of old letters, a new

poem with ito own sigr'-ificant meaning.

One of the most influential modern scholars of

medieval thought, Etienne Gilson, has praised Pope's Eloisa
to Abelard for capturing the essential spirit of the twelfth

century letters of A'belard and Heloise
oath," Professor Gilson declares,

:

"l would net take an

"that Pope is always

faiT.hful to the thought of Heloise,

But I know at least

four of his lines which Heloise herself would have been sorry

not to Lave written, so well do they express what the Abbess
of the Paraclete suggests on each page, without daring to

give it expression:
Still en that breast enainour'd let me lie.
Still drink delicicus poison from thy eye.
Pant on thy lip, and to thy heart be prest;
Give all thou canst and let me dream the rest.
(121-24)

—

If thiis is not what Heloise was thinking as she wrote

Letters II

a.nd

IV of the Correspcnden3e, then it is useless

for other poets to try to express her experience.
line, especially, is priceless, "5

The last

Professor Gilson thus

notices in Pope's poem the preservation of the passionate
intensity of Helcise's emotional struggle.

The correspondence

of feeling that Professor Gilson perceives between the

original medieval letters and Pope's poem suggests, in turn.
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the possible existence of an important contextual and

thematic continuity between them.
:i'i

"TV.e

Argujnent" prefixed to Elcisa to Abe lard . Pope

states that his poem is "partly extracted" from "these

celebrated letters" of Abelard and Heloise,^

arid

the profusion

of parallels between Elcisa to Abelard and John Hughes' 1?13

translation of the Letters of Abelard and Heloise (the first
in English) indicates Pope's immediate source.

Many of

these parallels, but by no means all, are cited in the

introduction and notes to the Twickenham Edition of Eloisa to

Abelard .

In addition. Professor Geoffrey Tillctson and other

scholars have reviewed at some length the complicated history

of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century translao

tions of the Abelard and Heloise letters.

They seek to

establish that the difference between the twelfth century
letters and the later translations arises from the infusion
of the popular seventeenth century rhetoric of romance into
the twelfth century letters.^

Certainly we can agree that

obvious differences separate the seventeenth and eighteenth

century tran;Dlations from the medieval letters:

Hughes

himself knew that his translation had cast off the bulk of
what he calls "School Divinity, and
those LmedievaOj

Times."

.

.

.

the Learning of

Without exception, however,

modern studies of Pope's poem have ignored the persistence of
an enduring Christian context and theme in the medieval
letters, in the seventeenth and eighteenth century French

and Er.glish translations, and in Pope's Eloisa to Abelard.

5

A summary cf the history of the letters from the medieval
originals to the form in which they reached Pope will not
cr.ly

suggest the alterations they suffered^, but also may

affirm the basic contextual and thematic continuity of the
Afcelard and Heloise story.

At Paris, in I6I65 Francois D'Amboise published the

first edition of the medieval Latin letters as part of a

larger edition of Abelard's works. 11 r"The high regard of
I

D'Amboise for the letters anticipates the esteem felt for
them in later times especially for their war-m and passionate

confessions of a^rdent mutual love.

But the confessions of

love represent only a small portion of the letters, and even

they usually appear within a larger Christian context of sin,
suffering,

an.d

hope for redemption.

Heloise and Abelard have

committed a sin by loving each other without regard for the
divine and eternal laws of the Church to which they previously

had sworn their faith.

Each has sinned by turning away from

God in favor of one of His creatures, and they come to see
the calamities separating them irrevocably from each other
as punishment for their sin.

The purpose of their punishment

and suffering is to re-direct their now fruitless manifesta-

tion of human love to include God, its source and end«j
Heloise 's struggle in the Letters reveals her attempt to see
in her love for Abelard the seed of a renewed love for God.
"Her prcblem,

"

as Professor Gilson explains,

"is to find in

the passion this man inspires the strength required for a
life of sacrifice which is both meaningless and impossible

6

save on the level of the love of

God.-Il-'

Helolse,

ajid

Abelard too, are sustained in this struggle by the faith that
w^-^t seems an

impossible task for mere human will can be
Suffering

effected with the assistance of God's grace.

attains meaning for Heloise and Abelard from their conviction
that God benignly directs all human events toward human

redemption and salvation.

-'

Later in the seventeenth century, Roger de Rabutin,
Comte de Bussy (l6l8-93), translated into French three

letters of the original eight--two letters by Heloise (Letters
II and IV) and one by Abelard (Letter III)."^^

Bussy chose

the most passionate letters and added freely to the Latin

original, but his translation nevertheless preserved the

main Christian context and theme of the Latin letters.

And

while Bussy, who wrote The Amorous History of the Gauls (I666),

certainly emphasized the frankly sensuous and passionate
character of the letters, it surely is a distortion to see in
Bussy's Heloise, as Pr-ofessor Tillotson has done, "the dynsmo
"^^
of what amounts to a 'romantick' novel.

By heightening

the passion of Heloise for Abelard, Bussy actually raises

into sharper relief (Helcise's struggle between the love of

creature and the love of Creator \which we have seen to be a

central conflict in the Latin letters.
As an epistolary model for a passionate nun deserted

by her lover, Bussy had the letters of Marian-na Alcofcrado,
published at Paris in I669 as Lettres portugaises

.

Although

these letters from a Portuguese nun do little to suggest a
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depth of agony in the human soul, they provided Bussy with an

already popular and analogous subject written in contemporary
style.

Other French translations based en Bussy 's appeared in
the late seventeenth century^

'

and Pierre Bayle in:-.luded

many details of the Heloise and Abelard story in his Critical
and Historical Dictionary (I697: English trans., 1710).-^°

Francois Du Bois used Bussy 's MS tremslation, Bayle

's

Dictionary, and an anonymous I693 French translation

(published at The Hague) to fashion a collection of the
letters which included two entirely fabricated letters and a
trajislation of Abelard

's

Historia calamitatum .-^^

it was the

fifth edition of Du Bois' collection (1711) that John Hughes

translated into English.
The Latin letters of Heloise and Abelard had suffered

not only translation, but also truncation and accretion,

before they came into the hands of John Hughes,

Yet in spite

of this series of alterations, the traditional Christian

context

ajid

theme of sin, suffering, and redemption survived.

Hughes found this theme in Du Bois' edition, and he preserved
it in his own translation of the letters into English.
profijision of parallels

The

between Pope's Eloisa to Abelard and

Hughes' translation may therefore affirm more than mere
sajnilarities of diction; they may affirm also the continuity

of the basic Christian contextual and thematic fabric of the

medieval Latin letters in both Hughes and in Pope.

Pope's

Eloisa to Abelard, like the letters that serve as its source.

8

concern with
is distinguished, we shall see, by its emphatic

human frailty and suffering and with the problem of salvation.

If in cne sense Pope's pcem has lost the specific

medieval tone of the Latin letters, in another deeper sense
view
it has retained what is essential to them: the Christian

merciful
of man humbled by his own weakness before a just but
God.

II

The Christian view of man in Eloisa to Abelard appears
in sharp outline when we consider some of the more important

ways in which Pope used Hughes' translation of the Letters .
in
In Hughes' translation of the Letters, Heloise appears

her convent fully aware of her guilt and sin in a Icve which
has no room for God: "l am here,

I

confess, a Sinner, but one

who far from weeping for her Sins, weeps only for her

1/3

ver;

far from abhorring her Crimes, endeavors only to add to them"
(p.

123).

Heloise confesses herself a sinner, but admits

the imperfection of her act of contrition.

She admits that

she does not have "the sincere Desire of being truly penitent.

Thus I strive and labour in vain" (p. 123). Without the

perfection of the indispensable act of contrition, which
depends upon the firm intention of the will to return to
God, Heloise remains immersed, unrepentant

in her crimes.

and unforgiven,

She recognizes the weakness of her own will:

"I am conquered by

my Inclination.

My K-ve troubles my Mind,

:

9

and disorders my Will" (p. 124),

The specific disorder of

her will that Heloise confesses is the exclusion of God from

her devotion: "Amor^ those who are wedded to God

I

serve a

Man; Amorig the Hercick Supporters of the Cross I am a poor

Slave to a Human Passion; at the head of a Religloub

Community I am devoted to Abe lard only" (p, 123)«

Pope's

Eloisa, too, acknowledges the Impotence of a will that
carjnot retLirn her to God as long as she remains an absolute

"slave" (178) to Abelard, land the outlines of Eloisa's
stri;ggle appear sharply drawn in the balanced antithesis of

his couplet

wretchi believM the spouse of God in vain.
Confessed within the slave of love and man,
(177-78)

Ahi

^

Like Hughes' Heloise, Pope's Eloisa recognizes her "crime"
(104, 135, 193), her "guilt" (230), her "stain" (266), and

her "sir." (191).^^

Hughes* Heloise understands clearly that for their

sin "of a Criminal Love" she and Abelard now suffer punish-

ment at the har.ds of God: "the whole Wrath of Heaven fell on
us in all its Weight" (p. I69),

She perceives her own

punistunent to be particularly appropriate to the nature of

her sin

— the

letters and conversation which before had given

her happiness and pleasure now cause her misery and pain:
"Those tender Letters

I

passionate Conversations
Pain

nc'W,

have wrote to you, and those
I

have had with you, give me as much

as they formerly did Pleasure" (p. I85).

Heloise

admits the culpability of her willful sin with Abelard, and

10
she knows too that she could have avoided her punishment by

abstaining from her sin: "l ought to have foreseen other more

certain Evils; and to have consider 'd that the Idea of lost
Enjoyments would be the Trouble of my whole Life" (p. 173).
The "idea of lost Enjoyments" recurs frequently in
Pope's Eloisa to Abelard .

For instance, the sudden loss of

the enjoyment of love is woven into the very structure of

line 37, where misery follows happiness by only the short

breathless pause of a caesura: "Now warm in love, now with'ring in thy

bloom."

The first word of the following line

seems to punctuate the loss of happiness with an abrupt

finality:

"Lost in a convent's solitary gloomi

21

Eloisa

"

then recalls the happiness she enjoyed in her passion for

Abelard (55-96), but also immediately remembers the subsequent brutal revenge taken on Abelard:
This sure is bliss (if bliss on earth there be)
And once the lot of Abelard and me.
Alas how Chang 'di what sudden horrors rise]
A naked Lover bound and bleeding lies
I

(97-100)

Throughout much of the poem, in Eloisa 's reminiscences and

dre^s, the "idea of lost Enjoyments" haunts and

tortures

her.

Her torture is all the more intense for she has lost, in

addition to Abelard, her God,
The memory of all that has been lost through her sin

moves Eloisa to an intense awareness of her misery.

Her

tears, which Professors Audra and Tillotson somewhat jocularly
see as a "deluge" imitating lachrymose epics and romances,

are moved by her recognition that her sin-damaged world

22

11
is indeed a vale of tears.
In the final sentence of Hughes* translation, Abelard

implores Helcise to shed tears which will help prepare her
for eventual salvation

— tears

of contrition:

"may you shed as

many Tears for your Salvation, as you have done during the
Course of cur Misfortunes" (p. 218).

But Hughes' Heloise,

like all Christians, remains uncertain whether her tears

will be effectual for her salvation.

In her final letter to

Abelard she compares his relatively peaceful seclusion with
her torments:
You Abelard will happily finish your Course,
Desires
your
and Ambitions will be no Obstacle to
your Salvation, Heloise only must lament, she only
must weep without being certain whether all her
Tears will be available or not to her Salvation.
(P. 199)
Pope's Eloisa, haunted by memories of the image of Abelard as

her lover, fears the stubborn strength of her love for the

man will render her tears useless for her salvation:
Nor pray'rs'nor fasts its (her heart '^ i tub bom pulse restraii,
Nor tears, for ages, taught to flow in vain.
(27-28)

Specifically, Eloisa questions whether her tears of anguish
at the loss of Abelard do not in some way withhold her from

full contrition at the loss of God and, therefore, from final
salvation.

In both Hughes and Pope,

Elosa recognizes that as

long as her continued desire for Abelard diminishes her love

of God she remains in danger of losing her own salvation.
As seme of the notes to the Twickenham Edition show.

Pope readily borrowed hints and passages from Hughes' transla-

tion of Abelard *s letters, and adapted them to Eloisa 's
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expression of her grief and suffering.

Pope seems particular-

ly to borrow from Hughes' Abelard in order to emphasize and
the iramat-ic conflict in which Eloisa finds herself

sh&,rj>en

engaged,

F'^r

instance, when Hughes' Abelard replies to

Heloise's first letter, he recalls the solemn ceremony that

marked

h.er

you spoke

entrance into the convent
yv^ur

:

"l saw your Eyes,

when

last farewel, fix'd upon the Cross" (p. 154),

Pope not only gives Abelard 's observation to Eloisa, but
also, in a radical contradiction of Hughes' translation, he

alters the situation significantly,

Eloisa fixes her gaze

not upon the Cross to which her sacred vows commit her, but

upon Abelard:
Yet then, to those dread altars as I drew.
Not on the Cross my eyes were fix'd, but you,
(115-16)
«

Pope deepens the dramatic conflict within Eloisa 's soul by

showing that her love for Abelard literally diverts her from
her devotion to God,
Pope uses other passages in the same letter from

Abelard to dramatize within Eloisa the conflict between the
love of Abelard and the love of God,

Lines I89-98 in Eloisa

to Abelard are structured on a series of thoughts taken from

Hughes' Abelard,
Case of

li^T'Ve,

"To forget," according to Abelard,

"in the

is the most necessary Penitence, and the most

difficult" (p, 147),

To Pope's Eloisa, the difficulty of

forgettir^g becomes a part of her suffering:
8.11 affliction taught a lover yet,
'Tis sure the hardest science to forget I

Of

(I89-90)
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Hi^hes' Abelai'd asks,

"How can I separate from the Person I

love, the Passion I must detest?" (p, l4l).

Pope, in a

chiasmic couplet, adapts Abelard's dilemma to Eloisa*s own
struggle in order to distinguish her crime from the source
of her love and pleasure, or the "sin"
"sense "— "offender "

— "offence"

from the

.

How shall I lose the sin, yet keep the sense.
And love th' offender, yet detest th* offence?
(191-92)

Hughes* Abelard continues to meditate upon the difficulty of

separating the person of Heloise from the passion he continues to feel toward her:

What Abhorrence can I be said to have of my
Sins, if the Objects of them are always amiable
to me? , , , 'Tis difficult in our Sorrow to
distinguish Penitence from Love, The Memory of
the Crime, and the Memory of the Object which has
charmed us, are too nearly related to be
immediately separated,
(P, 1^1)

Abelard's inability to separate the hateful crime, or sin,
from its beloved object, Heloise, reappears in the ajiti-

thetical balance of Pope*s couplet:
How the dear object from the crime remove.
Or how distinguish penitence from love?
(193-9^)

When Hughes' Abelard laments the self-contradictions that
contribute to his sufferings, he verifies what Heloise had

written to him in her first letter.

Heloise had realized

that "a Heart which has been so sensibly affected as mine

cannot soon be indifferent.

We fluctuate long between Love

and Hatred, before we can arrive at a happy Tranquility"
(p, 129).

Abelard admits to Heloise that he suffers

:

14
the same fluctuation of love and hatred:

once pierced with your Sorrows and its own

different Disquietudes

I

"my Heart is at

...

in such

betray and contradict my self.

I

hate you; I love yoU; Shame presses me on all sides" (pp. 142,
135).

From the preceding exchange in Hughes, Pope draws

signal words and phrases to frame Eloisa's conflict of

passions

Unequal task] a passion to resign.
For hearts so touch 'd, so pierc'd, so lost as mine.
Ere such a soul regains its peaceful state.
How often must it love, how often hate I
(195-98)

Pope's Eloisa then contrasts the pain of suffering
that springs from her love for Abelard to the bliss offered
to her by the love of God:

But let heav'n seize it, all at once 'tis fir'd.
Not touch 'd, but rapt; not waken »d, but inspir'dj
Oh comei oh teach me nature to subdue.
Renounce my love, my life, my self and you.
Fill my fond heart with God alone, for he
Alone can rival, can succeed to thee.
(201-06)

—

Pope draws most of his inspiration from Hughes' Heloise to

describe the effect of the love of God on the tortured soul.
However, he does respond, it would seem, to the amplification
of certain phrases that appear in the letters of both Heloise
and Abelard.

In her first letter, Hughes' Heloise implores

Abelard for help in overcoming her suffering: "Oh, for
Pity's sake, help a Wretch to renounce her Desires, her
self, and if it be possible even to renounce Youl

"

(p.

125).

Later in the same letter she declares to Abelard that God

exercises a singular power over him: "God has a peculiar

15

Right over the Hearts of Great Men, which he has created.

When he pleases to touch them, he ravishes them, and lets
them not speak nor breathe but for his Glory'* (p. I3I).

In

her second letter to Abelard, Heloise declares, in a passage

suggesting lines 205-06 of Eloisa to Abelard , that Abelard's
rival for her love is God

:

"When I have told you what Rival

hath ravished my Heart from you, you will praise my
Inconstancy.

...

By this you may Judge that

that takes Heloise from you" (pp. 183-84).

'tis God alone

Pope seems to

recall what Abelard had revealed to Heloise in his first
answer to her: "My Jealousie seemed to be extinguish'd:

When

God only is our Rival, we have nothing to fear" (p. I52).
Pope's characteristic method, it would seem from the examples
above, is to use scenes and phrases from Hughes' translation
to sharpen by contrast and antithesis the dramatic conflicts

that make up Eloisa' s suffering.

His borrowings from Hughes,

which here extend through the wide range of three lengthy
letters (pp. 125-84), are compressed into an intensified and

tightly knit drama of suffering and potential redemption.
Hughes' translation does not permit the mere recog-

nition of human sin and weakness (with its resultant suffering) to be a final pronouncement on the human condition.

In

his first reply to Heloise, Abelard points the way from

weakness to strength

— the

way of the Cross: "How weak are we

in our selves, if we do not support our selves on the Cross
of Christ?" (p. 135).

Later in the same letter, Abelard

sees the work of God even in human weakness:

"Who does not
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imow that 'tis for the Glory of God^ to find no other
Foundation in Man for his Mercy, than Man's very weakness?"
(p.

153).

If man's very weakness becomes the occasion for

God's revelation of His mercy to man, Abelard Implies that

even man's weakness has a purpose in the divinely created
world.

Heloise had said as much in her first and most

famous letter to Abelard:
I am ready to humble myself with you to the
wonderful Providence of God, who does all Things
for our Sanctification, who by his Grace purifies
all that is vicious and corrupt in the Principle,
and by the inconceivable Riches of his Mercy draws
us to himself against our Wishes, and by degrees
opens our Eyes to discern the Greatness of his pQ
Bounty, which at first we would not understand.
-^

(P.

125)

Hughes' Heloise discovers here how God, by an act of grace,

empowers man's will and "draws us to himself against our

Wishes,"

When she cries out for help, however, she is not

certain whether her prayer is inspired by God's grace or
goaded by despair:
Lord]

"What a Prodigy am I?

Enlighten me,

Does thy Grace or my own Despair draw these words

from Me?" (p. 123).

Pope's Eloisa echoes this doubt by

questioning the source of her own prayer:
Assist me heav'nl but whence arose that pray'r?
Sprung it from piety, or from despair?
(179-80)
Elcisa's question about the source of her prayer must be

answered within the context of the traditional Christian

understanding of prayer.

The ability to pray to God comes as

a grace from God to man.

Prayer is an act of human will, and

thus the power of the will to seek God by prayer comes to man

:
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as a grace from God.

In contrast to prayer,

the state of

despair in Christian psychology marks the worst possible

estrangement from God- -the utter loss of hope in the efficacy
of divine mercy.

Despair itself becomes a state of sin, for

with the loss of hope man suffers the loss of his power to
repent and to be forgiven.

-^

The state of despair defines,

in one way, the locus, or mental place, of hell and its

tortures.

In The Faerie Queene

^

the tortures of hell as Despair,

the Redcross Knight feels
"that cursed man,

"

seeks to

convince him to commit suicide:
the Miscreaunt
Perceived him to waver, weake and fraile.
Whiles trembling horror did his conscience daunt.
And hellish anguish did his soule assailej
To drive him to despaire, and quite to quaile,
Hee shewd him, painted in a table plaine.
The damned ghosts that doe in torments waile.
And thousand feends that doe them endlesse paine
With fire and brimstone, which for ever shall remaine.
(F.Q. I.ix.49)

And in Paradise Lost, Satan,

"rackt with deep despair" (1. 126),

embodies hell:
Me miserable] which way shall I fly
Infinite wrath, and infinite despair?
Which way I fly is Hell; myself am Hell,
(IV. 73-5)
In contrast to Satam and his de£.pair, Adam and Eve receive
"prever.ient grace,

"

the grace which anticipates and empowers

repentance
Thus they in lowliest plight repentant stood
Praying, for from the Mercy-seat above
Prevenient Grace descending had remov'd
The stony from thir hearts, and made new flesh
Regenerate grow instead. th§,t sighs now breath 'd
Unutterable, which the Spirit of prayer
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Inspir'd, and wing'd for Heav'n with speedier flight
Than loudest Oratory
(XI.' 1-8)
.

.

.

Elclsa. like Adajn and Eve^ prays for God's assistance to help

her ccmbat her frailties.

Her prayer comes from her recogni-

tion of her ovm weakness--a state of self-knowledge which in

Christian psychology marks the opening of the way to God.
Eloisa's prayer 5 then, most certainly does not spring from
despair^ and if it does not spring from her own "piety,

"

it

shows nevertheless her will to commimicate with God.
In Hughes' translation of the Letters, Abelard agrees

with Heloise that, given the fact of human weakness, men must
seek assistance from God:

"We shall more certainly compass

our End [ot conquering temptations^ by imploring God's

Assistance, than by using any Means drawn from our selves"
(p.

208).

Earlier, Abelard had declared the necessity of

divine assistance to free the lovers from the bondage of
their sin: "We must have the Assistance of God, that we may

break our Chains j we have engaged too deeply in Love, to
free our selves" (p. 154).

With the assurance that the

assistance of divine grace renders the human will efficacious

where it once was weak, Abelard exhorts Heloise to resolve
to correct the mistakes of their past relationship:

"Let us

repair, as far as is possible, the Evils we have done
(p.

..."

155).

We have seen earlier in this essay how Pope adapted to
his epistle passages on suffering from the letters of Hughes'

Abelard.

Now we should notice how Pope again borrows from
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Hughes' Abelard an intensely dramatic scene in which he

creates Eloisa's -will to "repair ^ as far as is possible^ the
Evils

£she
I:-.

dene,"

ha^jj

Abelard 's first letter to Heloise^ he describes his

own humility as a sinner before God, and confesses his

persistent weakness before the temptation of his love for
Helcise; "l am a miserable Sinner^ prostrate before my
Judge, and with my Face pressed to the Earth,

I

mix my Tears

and Sighs in the Dust, when the Beams of Grace and Reason

enlighten me.

Come, see me in this Posture, and solicite
2"

me to Icve you

[^,J

Come, if you think fit, and in your

Holy Habit thrust yourself between God and me, and be a Wall
of Separation.

Come, and force from me those Sighs, Thoughts,

and Vows, which

I

owe to him only.

Assist the Evil Spirits,

and be the Instrument of their Malice" (p, 14^),

Shortly

after summoning Heloise, Abelard reverses himself and
resists the temptation that would separate him from his God:
"Let me remove far from you, and obey the Apostle who hath

said fly

''

(p.

146),

Pope adapts Abelard 's situation in Hughes' translation

of the Letters by responding to a hint in the first letter of
Heloise: "Even into hjly Places before the Altar

me the Memory of our guilty Loves,

carry with

They are my whole Business,

and far frcm lamenting for having been seduced,

having lest them" (p, 175).

I

I

sigh for

Pope expands the hint from

Heloise with specific details taken from Abelard.

In the

following lines, Eloisa's visions of Abelard before the

,
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altar interrupt her prayers at Matins and her devotions

during the celetraticn cf the Mass,

Her visions of Abelard

disrupt the formal order cf the rituals of devotion to God^
and in this way become what Hughes

'

Abelard called "a Wall

of Separation":

What scenes appear where-e'er I turn my view]
The dear Ideas ^ where I fly, pursue
Rise in the grove, before the altar rise.
Stain all my soul, and wanton in my eyes I
I waste the Matin lamp in sighs for thee.
Thy image steals between my Gcd and me.
Thy voice I seem in ev'ry hymn to hear.
With ev'ry bead I drop tco soft a tear.
(263-70)

Eloisa's vision of Abelard's "image" (268), in effect^ blots
out the image of her suffering God on the Crucifix,

The

image of Abelard becomes "a Wall of Separation" between

Eloisa and the Image of God,
Pope's Eloisa, like Hughes' Abelard, perceives the

light of divine grace within her soul when, aware of her

sinful submission to temptation during her devotions, she

humbles herself in the dust (279).

Pope omits Abelard's

conjunction of "Grace and Reason" in favor of "dawning
grace ""-an omission that avoids the blurring of distinctions
caused by Hughes

'

conjunction, and focuses sharply the

Christian perspective in which Eloisa to Abelard must be seen
and understood.

But at the same time that Eloisa perceives

the light of gz-ace in her humility, she also summons the

tempting vision of Abelard to "oppose thy self to heav'n":

While prostrate here in humble grief I lie.
Kind, virtu'vus drops just gath'ring in my eye.
While praying, trembling, in the dust I roll.

J
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And dawning grace is opening on my soul:
Come, if thou dar'st, all charming as thou art J
Oppose thy self to heav'n; dispute my heartj
Come, with one glance of those deluding eyes,
Blct cut each 'bright Idea of the skies.
Take back that grace, those sorrows, and those tears,
TaJce back my fruitless penitence and pray'rs.
Snatch me, just mounting, from the blest abode.
Assist the Fiends and tear me from my Godi

-^

(277-88)

Pope follcws Hughes' Abelard fairly closely in this passage,

with cne important exception.

Hughes' Abelard calls Heloise

to be near in her "Holy Habit'' (p. 144, quoted above), but

this detail forms no part of Eloisa's analogous vision.

Only

after Eloisa has rejected the temptation of Abelard 's opposi-

tion to God

(''No,

fly me. fly me] far as Pole from Pole" (289])

will she summon him to herself in his appropriate "Holy Habit,"
In a vision of her own future death, Eloisa sees Abelard in

the crucial role of a priest administering the last rites and

sacrament to her.

As a priest, Abelard is the agent of God,

and a ccmmur.icatcr of God's grace to man.

But even within

her vision of Abelard as a priest, Eloisa must suppress the

recurring temptation of Abelard as a lover who sucks the last

breath of her sexual "death":
Thou, Abelard I the last sad office pay.
And smooth my passage to the realms of the day:
See my lips tremble, and my eye-balls roll.
Suck my last breath, and catch my flying soul
Ah no in sacred vestments may'st thou stand.
The hallow 'd taper trembling in thy hand,
Pr-esent the Cross before my lifted eye.
Teach me at once, and learn of me to die.

—

(321-28)

When Elcisa sees Abelard in his "Holy Habit,

"

his "sacred

vestments," he dees not "blct out" the Dnage of God from
her, and he does not "steal between" her God and herself.
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Instead^ Abelard now holds the Cross before Eloisa and

""^l

functions as the means by which she fixes her attention

\

primarily upcr. the Cr-ss and the love of God that it signifies.

This dramatic scene, which Pope creates from a mere
hint in Hughes' translation of the Letters ^ shows quite

literally in its physical configuration that Eloisa no longer
diverts her eye from the Cress to Abelard^ but keeps the
Cress foremost in her devoti-n.
CrosS;,

Behind and beneath the

Abelard the man as priest^ the agent of God. supports

the new order of Eloisa 's love--a love that now embraces

first

God;,

and then Abelard the sanctified man.

In this new

hierarchical order of love, Elcisa properly adapts her love
for the creature to her devotion to the Creator,

Eloisa 's

vision of Abelard the priest and agent of God marks the
most vivid discovery in the poem of what in Hughes' translation of the Letters Heloise called "the wonderful Providence
of God^ who does all Things for our Sanotification" (p. 125).
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CPIAPTER II

"REBEL NATURE" AND "GRACE SERENE"

Shortly before the publication of Eloisa to Abelard
on June 3? 1717, Pope^ in a letter to Martha Blount, seems
to refer to the distinctive passional character of his poem:
I am here l.no place namecy studying ten hours
a day, but thinking of you in spight of all
the learned.
The Epistle of Eloise grows
warm, and begins to have some Breathings of
the Heart in it, which may make posterity
think I was in love.^

In this letter to a young lady later supposed by some to be

his mistress.

2

Pope seems to recall, from Hughes' transla-

tion of the Letters , Abelard

hope that Heloise, when she

's

had received a love letter he had sent to her,

"would read

with pleasure those Breathings of my heart.

The echo in

"3

Pope's personal correspondence suggests at once his thorough

assimilation of Hughes' translation of the Letters and his
full response to the passionate love they portray.
As we have seen.

Pope responded also (indeed it would

have been strange if he had not) to the pervasive religious

context enclosing the drama of Heloise and Abelard--a context
he developed into a functional and integral part of his poem.

The walls of Eloisa'

s

convent cell describe a Christian

setting in which her experience and its meaning must be

understood.

In this chapter,

I

26

shall examine the specific
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Christian matrix in which appears, as Pope says in the
"AJrgument" prefixed to Eloisa to Abelard ,

"so lively a

picture of the struggles of grace and nature, virtue and

passion."

In the four sections that follow,

I

(1) consider

the traditional Christian union of nature and grace, in which

context "the struggles of grace and nature" occur;

briefly various kinds of attacks on this

(2)

examine

traditional, union

of grace and nature in the religious milieu of Pope's time;
(3) consider Pope's

rejection of these contemporary attacks

in his Essay on Criticism (I7II); and (4) examine some

specific passages in Eloisa to Abelard in order to begin to

determine the function and meaning of "the struggles of grace
and nature, virtue and passion" in the poem.

Pope's statement that Eloisa to Abelard shows "the

struggles of grace and nature, virtue and passion" falls within the larger traditional Christian context of values apparent

throughout the poem.

Within this ancient context, men have

their nature from God, and, as a consequence, have the

alternative and opportunity to orient the dictates of their
nature to the order of ethical responsibility and spiritual

excellence communicated as law to man from God,
Long before the advent of Christianity, of course,

classical writers and teachers vigorously endorsed the idea
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of nature as an ethical force.

In the I^ws

,

Plato argued

that the term "nature" signifies not the first creative

power, but that which comes into being as a result of the

manifestation of divine reason.

Man's soul, like the uni-

verse, is a part of a divinely imposed order that must be

maintained by the government of reason manifested in ethical
discipline. 5

Although Aristotle employed "nature" as a norm

with a complex variety of meaning, in the Nicomachean Ethics
he emphasized the capacity of human nature to receive and

develop moral virtues:

"nature gives us the capacity to

receive them, and this capacity is brought to maturity by

habit."

Cicero enlarges the concept of the natural capacity

for moral virtue in the individual to include a manifest

disposition toward moral virtue in the aggregate of individuals of a whole society.

In Cicero, nature as a total

order of structured creation includes reason that guides the
acts of its reasonable creature, man.

The structure of reason

that man derives from nature Cicero identifies as law--the

social dictates of moral virtue.
In Christian philosophy, nature participates in God's

Being, and receives a firm basis of justice and law conferred
o

by God.

St.

Paul identifies the law inherent in nature when

he defends the Gentiles who "do by nature the things contained
in the law" (Rom.

2; 14). 9

Later, Clement of Alexandria in

his ethical homilies invokes nature as an ethical force that

should guide daily human conduct. ^"^
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In the times of the early Latin Church Fathers ^

the

concept of nature infused with moral law appears most fully-

developed and articulated in the works of St. Augustine, and
in The City of God

he stresses the goodness of nature.

For

St. Augustine the angels, and each other kind of creature

including man, receive from God a distinct nature that
renders them individuals.

Each individual nature makes up

one part of nature's total hierarchical order of natures,
or essences, directed toward a goal ordained by God.

Each

nature within the hierarchical order retains its original
goodness intact until it somehow seeks to operate contrary to
the goal for which God has ordained its creation out of

nothing,

St. Augustine examines the chief among fallen

angels, Satan, and accordingly concludes "that the flaw of

wickedness is not nature, but contrary to nature, and has
Satan's

its origin, not in the Creator, but in the will.'

original nature is good because created good by God.

Satan's

will remains the sole source of his evil, but even this lack
of good God uses to effect even greater good.

repeats what emerges as a crucial point

by God are good:

".

.

.

— all

IP

St. Augustine

natures created

thus there is no being contrary to

God, the Supreme Being, and Author of all beings what soever ."13

Even vice, or evil manifest, depends upon some nature in

which to exist.

Evil has no being in Itself, for it is a

negation of God's act of creation.

Nature, to St. Augustine

does not exist apart from the goodness created in it by God,
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and in man the divine source of this goodness of creation

becomes manifest in so far as man establishes and maintains
a moral order in conjunction with the divine order of nature

everywhere apparent.
The goodness of created nature, including

from God's infusing it with law.

This law in nature derives

from the Creator and in God is simply God Himself.
Himself, law is eternal.

stems

maji,

Like God

As communicated in nature, law

manifests itself as the natural order and structure of
creation, or natural law.

In man, this natural law serves

as a light from God, and functions as his conscience.

The

conscience as a natural light from God informs and directs
the moral order that man must establish and maintain.^

The

varied commands of man's conscience, then, spring from his
nature and the eternal law of God infused therein.
But as St. Augustine makes clear in his description

of the human conscience, man must answer the demand of the

eternal law as manifested in his conscience by the embrace
of his will.

As Gilson explains,

going to will it?

"Man knows the law.

Henceforth, that is the question.

Is he

Every-

thing depends on the decision man will or will not make to

allow the order he sees imposed by God on nature to reign

within himself,"

St. Augustine presents this critical

issue of human will and its response to the eternal law
his very affirmation of the eternal law in man.

claim ignorance of the law in Matt. 7

:

12

m

No one can

inscribed by God
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in all human hearts:

"That which to thyself thou wouldest

not have done^ do not thou to another."

Not only do all

men know this law by nature, it is written in the Scriptures,
But the failure of men to follow this law rests not with any

Ignorance of it, but their unwillingness to act by it.
St. Augustine insists,

As

"For it was not that they had it not

written, but read it they would not."

'

In so far as the

human will resists and ignores the natural law of conscience,
human sin results.
If,

in St, Augustine's psychology, human will were the

final and absolute determinant to the possibility of human
salvation, man's salvation would be lost in the sinfulness

of his fallen state, or his perverse application of his will.

After having rejected the demands of conscience, man's

natural powers of virtue created in him by God lose much of
their efficacy, and would remain helpless to direct man to

salvation if God did not grant to men an additional assistance
in the form of a wholly gratuitous gift of supernatural grace,

in the sacrifice of Jesus Christ, that corrects the disorder

created by man's will, restores the possibility of merit to
human virtue, and redirects man's will to the embrace of
1

eternal law and salvation.

o

In this way, grace does not

oppose or defeat nature, but assists and fulfills ito
St. Thomas Aquinas affirms the August inian concept of

the order of nature.

Thomas concludes that

In his account of the creation,

St.
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... in natural things species seem to be
arranged in degrees; as the mixed things are
more perfect than the elements^ and plants than
minerals J and animals than plants, and men
than other siniinalsj and in each of these
one species is more perfect than others.
Therefore, as the divine wisdom is the cause
of the distinction of things for the sake of
the perfection of the universe, so is it the
cause of inequality.
For the universe would
not be perfect if only one grade of goodness
were found in things. -'9
In the hierarchical system of nature,

every created being

receives from God an essence, or nature, originally good:
".

.

.

thus every actual being is a good, as having a

relation to good.

For as it has being in potentiality, so

has it goodness in potentiality."
Evil itself cannot be a
21
n^
nature,
and exists only in good as privation of good.

Evil occurs only when an individual

nature willfully falls

short of its created order within the due disposition and
end of nature, 23

Nature itself, then stands as an established

order, and any deviation or denial of this order constitutes

an evil, or privation.
The concept of nature in St, Thomas includes the rule
of law by which God governs his creation and its acts.^

The total plan of order by which the universe functions
exists in the mind of God as the eternal

law.^

As the

eternal law participates in the actual workings of created
nature, it manifests itself as natural law.^^

The natural

law therefore appears to man as a reflection of the eternal
law,

2'^

and this reflection cannot be effaced from the hearts
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of men.

With the exercise of his reason^ man can construct

a just system of human law,

in so far as his hioman law

receives guidance from the eternal and natural law. ^

In

order that man may perceive and participate in the eternal

and natural law as they direct him to his supernaturs^l end,
God gave man the additional direction of divine law^ in the

Within

revelations of His Old and New Testaments to man.-^

the structure of these four laws, the eternal, the natural,

the human, and the divine, man finds and according to his

will may participate in the total order of created nature
and its end,

•Active participation in the created order of nature
by a human being depends, St, Thomas tells us, upon the
conformity of his will to the eternal law, or the will of
God,

^1

In order to do this, man finds it necessary to place

his will under the direction of his intellect and reason

which stand as the natural manifestations of the eternal
law in man. 32

Human conscience contains the precepts of

natural law in the mind of man, although conscience may be
laid aside, 33

The power of the human intellect and will

determine human moral acts, and these acts constitute the

human means by which man wins or loses his salvation,-*
St, Thomas concludes his volume

(Sum. thenl.

,

la-IIae)

on the analysis of human action, including the human will,

with a statement on the role of divine grace.
clusion to the volume, his analysis

Without this con-

of human acts would be
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incomplete and therefore unintelligible.^^
St. Augustine^

similar to

St. Thomas distinguishes between the powers

created in man^ in human nature^ by the original gift of
Gcd^

called sanctifying grace^ and the special gift of

actual^ or gratuitous, grace that man needs to implement
and use his original natural gifts. 37

Actual grace then is

not contranatural in any sense, but manifestly supern atural
as an added gift of power from God to man.

The very action

of actual grace bears directly on the natural human intellect
and will by which man must seek his own salvation, 38

Man

himself becomes the chief focus of the harmony of grace and
nature for, in the words of an eminent theologian,

"I'.e

is

the image of God by his nature and the son of God by divine

grace, "39

Richard Hooker, writing from within a vast inter-

connection of the classical, patristic, and scholastic traditions^ defends the episcopacy of the l6th centuiy Church cf

England by explaining in detail how the laws of church and
state government are derived from the natural law and the

eternal law of God.

Hooker's famous articulation of the

operation of eternal God on temporal nature clearly affiz-ms
the vital linkage between God and his creation:

"his command-

ing these things to be which are, and to be insuch sort as

they are, to keep that tenure and course which they do,

importeth the establishment of nature's law.

This world's

first creation, and the preservation since of things created,

what is it but only so far forth a manifestation by

35

execution; what the eternal law of God is concerning things

natural? ''^"^

Per Hooker, the law of God is written in hearts

of men as "the universal law of mankind, the law of Reason.;

whereby they judge as by a rule which God hath given unto
all men fcr that purpose.
hearts,, mar.

ho
it,^'^^

-^"^

What God has inscribed in human

may discover as natural law, if he will only seek

Tne law that men

m^^.y

find in their hearts, the law of

reason, should move their wills to seek in all hjman actions
"the utmost good and greatest perfecti:;n whereof Nature hath

made it capable. "^3

xn this way.

by natural law,

universal law of marJcind^

''the

Hooker sees man directed
"

originating

from the eternal law of God at creation, to rectify his own
actions in order tu effect (in so far as possible by human

means) his own salvation.

Since these human means to salva-

tion spring from a natural law in all
them natural:

mank.ind,.

Hooker calls

"Our natural means therefore unto blessed-

ness are our works; nor is it possible that Nature should
ever fj.nd any other way to salvation

tl-'.an

only this,"

But Hooker immediately develops the weakness of h^uman

works before the judgment of God.

Human will itself

remains demonstrably unable to choose consistently the

greater good before the lesser.

Failui-e in this fui-da-

mental kind of choice immerses man and his efforts willfully
in sin "which can-not be done without the singular disgrace

of Nature, and the utter disturbance of that divine order, "^
In the face of the fact of human sin, human salvation can

be effected only by supernatural assistance cf divine grace:

36

There resteth therefore either no way unto
salvation, cr if any, then surely a way which
is supernatural^ a way which could never have
entered into the heart of man as much as once
to conceive or imagine, if God himself ha.d
not revealed it extraordinarily. For which cause
we term it the Mystery or secret way of salvation.^o

Hooker sees the fact of human sin not simply as the weakness
of nature in man, but the occasion of God's grace of com-

passion and redemption to man,
La,ter,

-^

in the seventeenth century, latitudinarian

and conservative churchmen alike reasserted the need of
nature, human nature, fcr the revelation and assistance of

divine grace.

For instance, Isaac Barrow, whose works Pope

included in his own library ^^^
the continuing need fcr grace,

recognized in human nature
"the immense g.jodness and

pity" of God that rescues man from his fallen state by the
gift of Christ:

Almighty God, seeing the generality of
manJkind alienated from Himself by gross ignorance
of its duty toward Him, and by habitual incli-nations to Vic-late His hcly laws (originally
implanted by Him in our nature, or anciently
revealed to cur first parents), immersed in error,
enslaved to vice, a.nd obn.i'Xi'us to the woeful
c.:nsequences of them, severe punishment and
extreme misery, was pleased in His immense goodness
and pity to design its rescue from t^har~'s^i
,5-Jcondition
,
.

,

The inability of nature alone to achieve ur-irn with

Christ forms the key argijment of Archbishop

Jolfin

Tillot son's

sermon on "The Necessity of Supernatural Grace, in order to
Qleac^

a Christian Life,"

Under the

rurir.ing

of Christ given to relieve and assist nature,

title "The grace
"

Tillotson

"
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argues the weakness of man within the traditional Christian

doctrine of nature dependent on divine grace;

Whatever natural power we have to do any thing,
is from Gcd^ and an effect of his Goodness j but
God considering the lapsed and decayed condition
of Mankind_, sent his Son into the World, to
recover us out of that sinful and miserable condition
into which we were fallen.
And this super,
natural Grace of Christ is that alone, which can
enable us to perform what he requires of us.^,

.

In this sermon "the strength of evil Habits.

"

or our b;aman

naturals inveterate inclination to rebel against God,
requires "supernatural Grace and Assistance for our
reccvery,

-^-^

In two Whitsunday sermons "of the Spirit of Grace,

Jeremy Taylor also examines the relationship of nature and
grace, and describes the way by which grace may draw ''rebel

nature" in man into a new and rectified order with God.
Taylor contrasts fallen nature in man, "the loosenesses of
nature, "5^ with the rectified nature of man infused by the

Holy Spirit, and shows that "while the Spirit dwells in us.
we cannot sin; that is, it is sigainst our natures, cur

reformed natures, to sin.

"-^-^

Endowed with the Spirit of

Grace, man cannot sin ''without great trouble

d^ing violence to his nature,
..56

a good man's nature,"

,

.

<,

.

„

<,

without

Every sin is against

Taylor illi;miinates this rectified

nature given to man by grace in his explijation of 2 Feter 1;
3-4:

his divine power hath given unto us all
things that pertain unto life and godliness,
through the knowledge of him that hath called
us to glory and virtue:
Whereby are given unto us
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exceeding great and precious promises: that by
these ye might be partakers of the divine nature
•

•

•

Taylr r argues the ada,ptability of human nature to be par-

takers of divine nature by grace^ and that "this new and

gcdlike nature £lsj given to every person that serves God,

whereby he is san.ctified
this [charismaj

.

.

.

The Greeks generally call

gracious gift,
an extraordinary
57
superaddition to nature. . ."
And Robert South (I663,

'a

'

1716), Prebendary of Westminster, in another Whitsunday

celebrates "God's gracious love and condescension

serraon_,

(-0

to man"-^

in the Pentecost, fcr, he states:
It was an action that carried in it
such bright testimonies of a supernatural
power, so much above, may against the means
and actors visibly appearing in it; that I
know no argujnent from metaphysics or natural
philosophy, that to my reason proves the
existence of a Deity more fully than the
consideration of this prodigious revolution, ^9

Although we should not neglect the theological
differences that distinguish, for instance. Hooker from
Aquinas, or Barrow from South, nevertheless the Christian

philosophers briefly reviewed display a common and enduring
commitment to the view that the order of nature is created,
sustained, and complemented by the supernatural grace of
God.

Nature, although involved in man's first disobedience,

does n.t maintain its radical opposition to God, but through
the Redemption of man by Christ becomes oriented to a new

destiny given by gi-ace.
The harmony of grace and nature in the writers reviewed
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Implies a meaningful coherence to human endeavor and purpose
in the search for unity with God.

It implies,

indeed, that

in traditional Christian psychology the passions and virtue

function as unified powers of the soul."*^

Man experiences

not only a variety of passions, but also (as we have seen
above) a moral conscience infused by God,

"'-

and a will

capable of implementing the directives of that conscience. ^^
The passions, or the sensual appetite, are not basically

sinful in Christian psychology; rather when guided by the

moral conscience and directed by the will, the passions can
lead man to embrace a known good, which constitutes the

traditional Christian definition of virtue. ^
As Robert South indicated in his sermon above, super-

natural power may act "against," or in opposition to,
means," or ability and will, of human beings.

"the

In this sense,

perhaps, we can see that "the struggles of grace and nature"
in Pope's Eloisa to Abe lard do not necessarily preclude or

refute the possibility of their enduring union.

Indeed,

Eloisa, while intensely suffering in sin and despair in what
she sees as Hell, passionately experiences and receives

(entirely gratuitously) the first motions of grace healing
her sin-torn soul.

The passions, morally guided by grace,

thus seem essential to achieve what Pope, in a la.ter poem,

calls "The first, last purpose of the human soul":

the

restored harmonious union of grace and nature in "LOVE of
GOD, and LOVE of MAN. "^^

II

Against the background of the traditional Christian

harmony of nature and grace ^ we now may focus more sharply
certain important developments in the religious milieu of
Pope's Augustan England.

In this way, we may see Eloisa to

Abe lard in the full perspective of its relationship to ancient

Christian tradition and the state of these traditions in

Augustan England,
The history of Augustan Christianity has undergone

modification and reinterpretation by scholars in our century.
Students of l8th century cultural and religious history no

longer remain content with neat generalizations about the
"languid" Augustan age. ^

To Thomas Carlyle the history of

I8th century Christianity culminated in "an age fallen
languid:,

destitute of faith and terrified at skepticism. "^^

The severe spiritual impotence attributed by Carlyle to late

l8th century Christianity now seems less applicable to the
intellectual milieu of any part of the l8th century than it
once did.

Instead, the history of Augustan Christianity

reveals, as Roland Stromberg has shown, a vigorous and vital
age in which evidence of genuine Christian commitment emerges

from muc'h of the abundant contemporary theological controversy;
It is common to meet the opinion that
religion fell into sad decay in England's
Augustan age, the victim of complacence and
materialism. There is indeed evidence to
support this view. Much of it, however,
requires criticism and careful weighing]
and when we are done, our judgment must be
that this age was, in its own way, deeply
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concerned with religion. How, otherwise,
are we to account for the vast body of
religious literature produced, and for the
great interest religious questions aroused?
It will be our thesis that this spate of
theological disputation, far from being whollyinconsequential, was actually interesting and
important; that the years between I690 and 1740
were in fact years of crisis in the religious
foundations of Western civilization. They were
years not so much of languid doubt as of critical
tension, "7
If,

as Stromberg suggests,

the widespread theological disputes

signal a vigorous commitment to the defense of traditional
Christianity, we must not lose our focus on the source of
the profound religious crisis in the Augustan age;

the wide-

spread religious discontent of the age, and the major issues
at the heart of this discontent.

During the first half of these years of religious
crisis. Pope developed his poetic genius; and if we remember

Pope's characteristic passionate sensitivity to the contem-

porary state of art, learning, and morals as shown in his
Essay on Criticism (I7II), we should be surprised if he,
the poet who wrote the Messiah

;

A Sacred Eclogue (1712),

failed to be alert to the religious milieu of his own times.
In the midst of this crisis, perhaps not wholly by coinci-

dence, he wrote and published in 1717 Eloisa to Abelard^

poem concerned, we have seen in Chapter

I,

with the inter-

twining of human and supernatural values, of nature and
grace.

Within Augustaui Christianity, five basic issues

principally bear on the relevance of the traditional

a
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Christian supernatural mysteries to the individual Christian
and his salvation:

(1)

(2) the Ari9,n heresy;

the Socinian, or Unitarian, movement^

(3)

the Arminian movement;

(4)

the new

emphasis on natural religion; and (5) the growth of increas-

ingly secular and materialistic concepts of human psychology.
The religious crisis of the Augustan age seems to have

stemmed from the way these five kinds of dispute stimulated^

on the one hand, the growth of skepticism, or perhaps simple

unconcern, about the importance, and in many cases the very
existence, of the traditional Christian mysteries.

On the

ether hand, as a reaction to the growth of skepticism, a
resultant uneasy feeling seemed to grow among believers that
the mysteries somehow required defense and justification.
The Socinian-Unitarian movement, widely influential

in 17th and l8th century England, contested the traditional

Aaglijan and Roman Catholic concept of Deity. ^9

The opening

sentence of Stephen Nye's summary and defense of Socinian
doctrine in his anonymously published tract, A Brief Histo ry
of the Unitarians, Called also Socinians, 2nd ed.

(Londcn,

1691), clearly states "their doctrine concerning God":

They affirm, God is only One Person, not
Three.
They make our Lord Christ to be the
Messenger, Minister, Servant, and Creature ct
God; they confess he is also" the Son of God„
because he was begotten on Mary by the Spirit
or Power of God, Luke I. 33Z
But they deny that
he or any other Person but the Father (the God and
Father of the said our Lord Jesus Christ) is God
Aljnighty and Eternal.
The Holy Ghost, or Spirit,
according to them, is the Power and Inspiration
of God, Luke I. 35. r^
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For the doctrine of the Trinity, the Socinians could find no

text in the Scriptures to support it.

The Trinity "is

contrary to the whole Scripture, which speaks of God as but
one Person; and speaks
such as

_!,

of_

him and t£ him by singular Pronouns,

Thou , Me ^ Him , &c. which are never usea but of

single Persons,'"

Moreover, the Socinians found the doctrine

of the Trinity inadequate when examined under the light of

human reason.

Nye argues that "Our Lord Christ is by the

sacred Writers, so distinguished from, and opposed to God
that it amounts to as much as an express denial that he is
Gcd,

Nothing that is God can be distinguished from, or op-

posed to Godj for Distinction and Opposition suppose
As Mr, McLachlan summarizes,

Diversity,"'
reason, too,
to convince:

^he

"At the bar of

doctrine of the Trinitjj utterly failed

three persons in one substance were an

impossibility of thought.

The doctrine seemed, in fact, a

metaphysical labyrinth, out of which it was impossible to
find one's way.

Moreover, to make man's salvation depend

upon so abstruse a teaching, which had no practical
significsLnce for the Christian life, was absurd.

Its place

was therefore taken by the doctrine of the Unipersonality of
Gcd and its natural corollary the humanity of Christ, "'^
The doctrines of Socinus (Fausto Sozzini L1539-I604J

,

follow-

ing his uncle Lelio Sozzini j[l525-62j), contested directly

against the mysteries of Christ, and Nye echoes this doctrine

when he specifies Christ as merely the "Creature of G:d,"
Robert South stated in a sermon defending

the: m.ysteries

of

As
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the deity of Christ

"Socinus held that he was a mere

:

mar.,

and had no subsistence or being at all^ till such a time as
he was conceived by the Holy Ghost in the womb of the Virgin
Mary. "^^
The Sooinian attack on the divine nature of Christ led.

inevitably it would seem^

t:

a radical dispute on the tradi-

tional Christian concept of the Atonement.

McLachlan argues ^

"Here^

"

Mr-.

"Socinus most clearly revealed his control-

ling ethical interest,

.

.

.

Socinus argued that the work of

Christ was to make a new moral impression upon mankind, to

influence men not God,

Moreover^, the condition of God's

forgiveness of sins was not punishment but repentance.

In

this as elsew>iere [socinusj laid great stress upon the

prophetic function of Christ:

rather than the Reconciler, "'^

pre-eminently the Revealer
Christ as Revealer must have

men able to receive and embrace his message of Gcd's will.
In the So'jinian doctrine, natural man therefore preserves a

potential capability of moral perfection free fr^m any taint
or disability of original sin.

The Socinians "promulgated a

new cr.nception of the Christian religion as primarily the
saving kncwledge of God, mediated through Christ, which gives
to men eternal life.

To learn God's will, as it is revealed

by Christ, and to obey it is the sum and substance of the
if,

Christian life.'

In another Sccinian tract. Brief N.;tes on

the Creed of St . Athanasius, the anonymous author stressed moral

conduct rather than theological dogma:

"a good life is of

absolute necessity to salvation, but a right belief in those
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points that have always been controverted
degree necessary,'

,

,

.

is in no

The Socinian revision of Christian

theology., whatever auspicious effects it had on the growth

of religious toleration in the 17th and 18th centuries,

clearly undermined the Christ-centered structure

traditional Christian mysteries.
out J

'.
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f the

As Roland Stromberg points

"the making of Christ a creature displaces the vital

emphasis from faith to works ^ from salvation by divine grane
to salvation by worthy conduct, "'^

High- churchman Robert

Southj in effect, doubted the efficacy of the Socinians to

maintain any high degree of "a good life,

"

for he saw their

doctrine as motivated by pride:
The Socinians, indeed, who would obtrude
upon the world (and of late more daringly than
ever) a new Christianity of their own inveriting,
will admit of nothing mysterious in this religion,
nothing which the natural reason of man can not
have a clear and comprehensive perception of: and
this not only in defiance of the express words .;f
scripture, so frequently and fully affirming the
contrary, but also of the constant, universal
sense of all antiquity, unanimously confessing
an incomprehensibility in many of the articles
So that these bold persons
of the Christian faith.
stand alone by themselves, up:n a new bottom, and
an upstart principle, not much above a hundred
years old, spitting upon all antiquity before them^
and , , , are the only sect of men in the world
who ever pretended to set up or own a religion wlth-^
out either a mystery or a sacrifice belonging to it.
The Socinian dismissal of Christian mysteries remains for South
not only contrary to Christian Scriptures, but also contrary
to Christian morals.

The Socinian controversy continued into

the early l8th century, and in 1715 Stephen Nye, no longer
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obliged to publish his tracts anonymously^ summariEed the

anti-Trinitarian doctrine in The Explication of the Articles
of the_ Divine Unity ^ the Trinity , and Incarnation .
In some points similar to the protracted Socinian

controversy on the doctrine of the Trinity, the Arian movement against the doctrine of the Trinity gained impetus in
the early l8th century.

This heresy centered attention on

negatijig the mysterious doctrine of the person of Christ,

and sought to justify naturalistic conclusions very similar
to those already outlined above in Nye's Brief History of the

Unitarians .

The principal spokesmen for the Arian heresy

in Pope's time were William Whiston and Samuel Clarke.
Clarke, famous for his Boyle Lectures on the Demonstration

of the Being and Attributes of God (1704), affirmed in a

new book. The Scripture - doc trine of the Trinity (1712), the
subordination of Christ to God the Father, to whom alone

belonged

Tfforship as a

divine being,

Clarke rejected as

spurious all worship of the Holy Spirit, which he saw

subordinate to Christ as well as the Father.

Clarke's

Arianism, therefore, reinforced the Socinian attacks on the

mystery of the Trinity, and advocated its replacement by a
more rational concept of Deity.
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Arminianism, the third basic revision of the super-

natural content of Augustan Christianity that we shall
examine, became so widespread in Pope's time that it emerges
Op

as

"not heresy but orthodoxy.

"

The teachings of Jacobus

Arminius (Jacob Harmensen, 1560-l609)j, the Dutch Remonstrant^

^7

sought to mitigate the concept of human depravity in the

doctrine of original sin by reviving, not unlike Socinus,
a new realization of what he saw as man's free moral

excellence.

He emphasized mediation between the mutually

opposed doctrines of free will and predestination, potential
hraian

moral excellence and necessary human depravity.

But

instead of maintaining a mediatory position, 17th and l8th

century English Arminians in practice drew closer to an

unqualified embrace of faith in man's salvation by moral
excellence alcne---a faith in Christianity as primarily an

ethical religion and moral code,

Augustan Arminianism in practice, then, emei-ged as
a neo-Pelagianism,

"the classic example of a Christianity

stressing God too little and man too much.

Like the

Socinians, the Arminians minimized the importance cf Christ
as the Reconciler between God and man, and weakened the

traditional Christian doctrine of the Atonement by hinging
human salvation upon a supposed human potential for moral
excellence.

In a revival of the doctrines of Pelagius,

the

British theologian active during the first quarter of the
5th century in Rome, the Augustsm Socinians and Arminians

reasserted the conviction against which St. Augustine toiled
vigorously-'-that men can achieve their own salvation with-

out the aid of divine grace.
In the Arminian and Socinian doctrines, man appears
as a creature whose salvation rests largely within tne

efficacy of his own human spirit and its process of ethical
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self -development

.

Living by a moral code, man acts in the

world without the crippling stigma and depravity of original
sin.

The Arminian and Socinian rejection of the doctrine

of original sin points to the heart of their dispute with
85
traditional Christianity--the problem of evil.
-^

To the

Arminians and Socinians, man under the curse of original
sin seems doomed fatalistically to immersion in evil by the

very nature of his creation.

Since man's creation obvious-

ly must have been a divine act, the Arminians and Socinians

reasoned to their own satisfaction that the doctrine of

original sin implied that God created man evil.

Their

rejection of the doctrine of original sin permitted them
to find and identify the source of evil where they sought

it:

not in a naturally imperfect man, but in man's

supposed neglect of the basic code of moral conduct

revealed in the Scriptures.
If evil springs from man's neglect of a moral code,

then the means leading to the conquest of evil become clear:

man must rectify himself by ethical perseverance in the
fulfillment of the moral code previously neglected.

His

salvation, therefore, depends not upon supernatural mysteries like the Atonement and divine grace, but upon human

ethical perseverance and perfection.
The same overriding desire to shift the efficacy,
and meaning^ of human salvation from God to man, from

mystery to morality, generates the fourth basic dispute
within Augustan Christianity:

the new emphasis, and

^9

direction, given to natural religion.

Traditionally a vital

part of Christian devotion in writings of the early Church
Fathers, the medieval theologians, and the Renaissance and

seventeenth century churchmen, Protestant and Roman Catholic
alike, natural religion in Christian theology at once comple-

mented and led to the truths men learned from revealed
religion.

One of the most famous and influential perceptions

of natural religion occurs in Book X of St. Augustine's

Confessions .

Retracing one of the paths by which he sought

and found God, St. Augustine begins with a search for God

throughout nature

ajid

its creatures, all of whom gratefully

and humbly direct the seeker and point above into Heaven to
their great Maker.

By following their directions, St,

Augustine begins his ascent through nature up to God.
A similar traditional progress through created nature
to discover God functions vitally as the structural center

of one of the most popular books of Pope's time, Defoe's

Robinson Crusoe (I7I9),

After having been "Delivered

Wonderfully from Sickness," Crusoe reflects on the order
and cause of recent events, and arrives at conclusions he

never before discovered:
What is this earth and sea, of which I have
seen so much? Whence is it produced? And what am
I and all the other creatures, wild and tame, human
and brutal whence are we?
Sure we are all made by some secret Power who
formed the earth and sea, the air and sky; and who
is that?
Then it followed most naturally. It is God
that has made it all. Well, but then, it came on
strangely, if God has made all these things. He
guides and governs them all and all things that
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concern them; for the Power that could make all
things must certainly have power to guide and
direct them.
If so J nothing can happen in the great
circuit of His works either without His knowledge
or appointment.
And if nothing happens without His knowledge.
He knows that I am here and am in this dreadful
condition; and if nothing happens without His
appointment^ He has appointed all this to befall
me.""

Although obviously dissimilar in some important respects,
these writers saw natural religion as a complement to

revealed religion.

Natural religion led the Christian to

another vantage point from which he then could see in a

new perspective the revealed nature of divine creation,
and the position and duty of men contained and sustained

within it.
But in the late 17th century and the early l8th

century, many writers placed an emphasis on the concept of

natural religion entirely different from that in St.
Augustine, or in Defoe, who leads Crusoe en a mind's
ascent to God.

Instead of finding in natural religion a

complement to revealed and mysterious Christianity, writers
like Johj^ Toland (1670-1722), for example, asserted the

self-sufficiency of natural religion as opposed to what
they saw as the unreliability and superfluity of revealed

religion.

Natural religion became not an illuminating path

leading to a bright vision of the transcendent and omnipotent Christian God, but a rationale aimed at the

t-.

:tal

exclusion of transcendent religion from serious human
thought.

The newly emphasized rationale of natural
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religion sought to demonstrate the irrelevance of tradi-

tional Christian mysteries which were seen to be mere
"superstition.

"

The

aijn

of deism, the common name given

to a wide spectrum of commitments within natural religion,

was to

''ba-nish

mysteries, miracles, and secrets from

religion smd to expose religion to the light of knowledge.
Toland's book Christianity Not Mysterious (I696 £English ed.=
170'i:J

)

describes in its title the theme which hereafter

appears over and over again in the writings of the dei.stic

movement."""

Basing his argum.ent on Lockean theories of

knowledge and Locke's Reasonableness of Christia..nity (I695).
Toland contends that when we speak of "mysteries" in

religion we only mark the relative limits of our human
knowledge at the time of our speaking.

Any kind of ''reve-

lation" about mysteries becomes, to Toland, but one mere

form of communication whose verity must still be tested and

proved on the anvil of human reason.^
The effect of deistic probings into the nature and

validity of traditional Christian theology amplified, it

would seem, the force of similar Socinian and Arminian disputes.

Despite the widely varied differences within these

revisionist doctrines, they spoke as one in their attack on
traditional Christian doctrines of revelation, mystery, and
divine grace.

raries deeply:

These attacks moved and disturbed contempcwe may take Swift's Tale of a Tub (17c4) as

a vigorous testimony,

from an Anglican point of view, of the

eruptive and divisive state of Augustan Christianity.

Swift
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saw the whole fabric cf English Christianity torn and

unravelled by the factious self-interest of many of its
adherents.

In a later ironic essay. An Argument Against

the A-bolishing of Christianity in England (ITll)^ Swift

starkly characterizes the English as a people utterly
devoid of real Christian or religious values of any kind
in all spheres of their lives.

To many Augustan Christians

who opposed the rationalistic attacks on revelation, mystery^
and divine grace, the issue at stake involved no less than
the image of man before his God,

The attempt to erase mysteries and miracles from

religion must, as Swift saw, involve a radical dislocation
in moral values nourished by the beliefs in which they ba.ve

their roots.

The 17th century revival of the ancient

physical concept of materialism seemed to invite^ if not
accomplish, this kind of radical dislocation of moral
values, for in this concept human nature appeared easily
QO

reduced to its physical and material necessities,^

If human nature were essentially materialistic,

then

the moral condition of individual and social life oriented
to a supernatural deity becomes superfluous and irrelevant.

We kncW; as Pope undoubtedly knew, that in the late 17th

and early l8th centuries, from the publication of Thomas
Hobbes' Leviathan (I65I) to Bernard Mandeville's Grumbling
Hivej or Knaves Turned Honest (I705) and The Fable of the
Bees; or Private Vices Public Benefits (1714),

influential

writers adopted an increasingly secular and materialistic
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concept of human nature and psychology. Ql

Man.^

in Hobbes

and Mandeville^ appears little distinguished from brute

animals

:

the difference stands more as one of degree than

one of kind. 52

j^ Mandeville's Grumbling Hlve ^ the infusion

of moral virtues into individuals of a society stifles

commerce and industry which are sustained by desire for

material luxury.

Moral virtues appear^ therefore, not only

irrelevant 5 but also unnatural and destructive to human
soGiety, as we might suppose them to be in the animal

kingdom.

In An Enquiry Into the Origin of Moral Virtue .

Mandeville's description of hum'an pride demands the reader
to accept pride as an imperfection of a.ll animals:

As in all Animals that are not too imperfect
to discover Pride, we find, that the finest and
such as are the most beautiful and valuable of
their kind, have generally the greatest Share of itj
so in Man, the most perfect of Animals, it is so
inseparable from his very Essence, 9j

Mandeville then argues in his Enquiry how moral virtue in

man springs from the insatiable desire for flattery of his
pride. Citing the great example of moral virtue in classical

Greece and Rome, Mandeville insists
we shall find, that what carried so many of them
to the utmost Pitch of Self-denial, was nothing but
their Policy in making use of the most effectual^
Means that human Pride could be flatter 'd with,"^
In Mandeville's view of human nature, moral virtues

then stand

divorced from religious foundations, and ethics

as a discipline becomes effectively explained away,

Man

reduced to a mere animal has no effective conception of
ethical conduct separate from his desire for flattery and

:
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effusive praise
It is visible then that it was not any Heathen
Religion or other Idolatrous Superstition, that
first put Man upon crossing his Appetites and
subduing his dearest Inclinations , but the
skilful Management of wary Politicians; and the
nearer we search into human Nature, the more we
shall be convinced, that the Moral Virtues are
the Political Offspring which Flattery begot
upon Pride, ^-^

Ethics and religion lose their independence and become in
Mandevilie, as in Hobbes, 96 mere extensions of hujnan desire.
To Mandeville, the satisfaction of egocentric desire alone

moves the human world, and moves the world not as a means to
an end greater than the immediate object of physical desire,
but to the object itself as sole end.

Man, like other

animals, appears driven by egocentric desires that have no

relevance to the ideal ethical standards imposed in human

nature by religion.

The human passions, therefore, in their

origin, function, and operation, become beared solely to the

necessities of man's physical nature.

Mandeville's view of

human nature emptied the word "virtue" of its meaning and
significance.

No human action could manifest virtue, or be

motivated by it, for, in the materialist view, man sought
only to gratify selfishly the demands of his animal desires.
Virtue as an ideal goal of human achievement became less
mean.ingful and relevant to the study of human nature.

seemed to have little place in a system, like Hob'oes

'

Virtue
or

Mandeville's, built on an essentially brutal and egoistic
psych; logy of man.

Although hardly a homogeneous "school," the libertines
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of Rest rat ion England^ as their popular name suggests^
J)

frequently -endorsed a materialistic and hedonistic view of

human nature.

The materialism of the I7tn century liber-

tines stressed a need f&r the absolute freedem and full

satisfaction of the primitive physical appetites
pa.ssions so prominently a part of human nature

97
„

aa.id

John

Oldham presents In a monologue a libei'-tine's view of
sensuous human nature in his Satyr against Vertue (167^)..
Oldham's libertine asserts that man's perverse will to
submit te self -enslavement caused the loss of his
tive liberty."

"Primi-

As a result^ the mere "Brutes'* now live

more happily than men because they follow "the great Rule
the rule of the physical appetites,

of sense,"

"The great

Rule of sense" remains reliable for man because innate to

human nature as well as "the Brutes,"

For this reasan^

Oldham's libertine sees the demands of the physical appetites as a natural directive for man^ his "First Chaz^ter."
Joi-m

Wilmct, Earl of Rochester, in his famous

Sat^

against Mankind (I675), makes a sisiilar comparison of the

happiness of men in a civilization of religion and law with
the unencimibered happiness of animals.

From

tlrd.s

comparison,

Rcchesi;er then concludes, not unlike Hobbes and MandeviLle,

with an affirmation of man's depravity manifested by his
endurin-g knavery:

I'll bring it to the Test,
W^iich is the basest Creature,, Man^ er Beast;
Birds feed on Birds, Beast on each other preyj
But savage Man alone, does Man betray.
Frest by Necessity, They kill for Pt^odig
Man undoes Man, to do himself no cood..^°
(127-32)
Be Judge

yo-u::-

self.,
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Even when man claims the performance of a virtuous act,
99
Rochester discovers selfish motives for it:

The Good he acts, the 111 he does endure,
'lis all from Fear, to make himself secure,
Meerly for safety, after Fame they thirst.
For all Men would be Cowards if they durst:
And Honesty's a^gainst all common sense-Men must be Knaves; 'tis in their own defence.
Mankind's dishonest . , .
(155-61)

Rochester undercuts man's pretension to virtue by showing

human motivation to be es=;entially brutal and selfish.

In

place of the dishonest pretense to virtue, Rochester advocated- earlier in the poem,

"right reason,

as radically opposed to mere speculation.

''

which he defines
Rochester's

"right reason" consists of an immediate response by the will
to satisfy the demands of the physical senses:

Thus whilst against false reas'ning I inveigh,
I own right Reason, which I would obey;
That Reason which distinguishes by Sense,
And gives us rules of good and ill from thence;
That bounds Desires with a reforming Wj.ll
To keep them more in vigour, net to kill.
(98-1:3)
In Rochester's psychology of man,

"right reason" becomes a

kind of directive conscience for the will, but a conscience

whose knowledge of good extends only as far as the physical
appetite.

Against the backgroun.d of the influential revival of
the ma.terialist view cf h^oman nature. Pope's concern in

Eloisa to Abe lard with the struggles of "virtue
should appear in new depth and dimension.

an.d

passion"

The use of the

passions and the very existence of human virtue were by no
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means clear across the wide and veiriegated spectrum of

Augustan thought:

opposing the revival of the materialist

view of Lums-n passion^ the neo-stoic ethic, widely prevalent
in the 17th centui'y^

defined the human passions as

destructive and evil in themselves, and advocated the full

suppression of the passions as indispensable to human
happiness.

The Hobbesian materialists and the Calvinists,

although mutually opposed on many key issues of "grace and
nature,

"

appeal- to support one another in their advocacy of

the effective suppression of man's selfish passions.

Hobbesian and Calvinist insistence on man's

injr.ate

The

selfish-

ness came under vigorous attack from the latitudinarian

divines of the late 17th century, who, as a corollar-y to

their moralistic theology examined above as Arminianism,

conceived human nature to be instinctively benevolent toward
others, and who saw the passions, not as merely destructive

and selfish compulsions, but as the very means by which

ma.n

engages and manifests his innate compassion for others.

With a mere frankly secular interest than the latitudinarian
divines, Shaftesbury, in his Inquiry concei-ning Vir tue (I699).

and other moralists of the early l8th century emphasized a

human psychology in which the passions augment and ijnplement
the innate benevolence of man.

Also, radically opposed

to those who would suppress the passions, the 17th century

libertines, on the other hand, advocated the unirJrxibited

gratification of the physical passions as the sole path to
human happiness,-^'-^3 and became notorious by their practical

d

"

—

:
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application of their philosophy of pleasure to their own
lives.

Ill
If we turn, now.

to Pope's specific response to the

revisionist doctrines outlined above, we see that in the
Essay en Criticism (I7II), he describes the era of modern
England as "these Flagitious Times" (529),

He begins his

review of modern English cultural history with the surfeit
of sensual pleasures during the reign of Charles II:
In the fat Age of Pleasure, Wealth, and Ease,
Sprung- the rank Weed, and thriv'd with large

Increase;
When Love was all an easie Monarch's Care;
Seldom at Coun.cil never in a War;
Jilts rul'd the State, and Statesmen Farces writ:
Nay Wits had Pensions, and young Lords had Wit
The Pair sate pariting at a C our t i e i'^l~Play
And not a Mask went un- impr ov
away
The modest Fan was lifted up no mere.
And Virgins smil'd at what they blush 'd bef..re
(534-43)
.,

;

,

'

In the familiar metaphor of the kingdom as a garden, ^^^^

Pope emphasizes the laxity of Charles II 's "easie" cultiva-

tion: "love," not labor, was all his "Care.''

permitted "large Increase,
the fat Age of Pleasure''

"

Wa,s

Hi.s

"Love"

°^ but the growth nourished
"in

obnoxious and unhealthy, "a

rank Weed.
Pope evokes in the passage above the well-known

contemporary image of Charles II as the royal patron and
exemplar of a licentious court of notorious libertines.
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Charles II' s reign appears in Pope's poem as a distinctive

period in English history dominated by a single-minded
negligence to all duty except "Love."

Pope^ we should

note^ has inverted the normal role of the monarch:

instead

of being immersed in a multitude of duties and cares,

Charles II enga-ges but

one_,

"Love,''

The inversion of values

implied by the King's eccentric concept of sovereignty

permeates the whole order of the kingdom, and inverts the

normative structure and natural functions of society,
'•Jilts"

(538),

the kept mistresses cf the court,

n.

w rule

the kingdom, and in effect exchange roles with its chief
l'^6
ministers who now seek only vulgar entertainment,
'^

The

world is turned upside down with the final result imaged on
the faces of its virgins in the corruption of moral values

they show.
Pope then moves to the history of Er.gland ur.der

William III (1688-1702):
The follcwing Licence of a F.^reign Reign
Did all the Dregs of bold Sojinus drain;
Then Unbelieving Priests reform 'd the Nation,
And taught more P leasant Methods of Salvation;
Wh.ere Heav'ns Free Subjects might their Rights
dispute.
Lest God himself shou'd seem too Absolut e,
Pulpits their Sacred Satire learn 'd tj spare.
And Vice admir'd to find a Flatt'r er there I
Encourag T thus , Witt's T itans br^'v'^d the "Skies
And the Press groan'd wiTh Licenj'd Blasphemies
These Monsters, Criticksi with your Darts engage.
Here point your Thunder, and exhaust your Rage I
(54^-55)

—

'

The Licensing Act, passed by Parliament in I663 to suppress
the publication of seditious

sund

heretical writings, was
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allowed to expire under the influence of the Dutch
Protestant King William III:

"...

the Licensing Act was

finally allowed to expire in the more liberal age ushered
invy the Revolution (of l688j

.

After I696 an Englishman

was peraiitted to print and publish whatever he chcse, without consulting any authority in Church or State

''^^^
.

.

.

The expiration of governjnent restriction of the press

permitted the publication cf numerous Socinian tracts and
other kinds of revisionist works summarized earlier in this
-1

pvO

chapter.

Pope's judgment of these works is clear enough:

the revisionist works^ although "Licenc'd", were still
"

Blasphemies

"

(553) which England was encouraged to drink

intemperately to the very "dregs cf bold Socinus " (545).
The terminal pimctuation at line 543 in the Essay on

Criticism , a dash, would seem to suggest a continuity_,
rather than a division, between the Restoration England of
Charles II (534-43) and the reign of William III and Mary
(544-53).

Each cf the two periods of late 17th century

English history, as Pope conceives them, seems permeated

with "Licence," a looseness of moral standards.

On the

basis of their qualitative similarity. Pope suggests not

only a temporal continuity in history, but also a kind of

moral continuity between the two periods .V Although Pope
does not specify their exact causal relationship, the moral

"Licence" of one age seems to follow directly upcn the moral
"Licence'' cf the last^ and the cultural milieu of each age

produces "Monsters" (554).
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In this passage from the Essay on Criticism j

Pope

links the hedonist material values endorsed by a dissolute

court with the weakening faith in the relevance of super-

natural mysteries to human values and acts encouraged by
Socinian and related revisionist theological doctrines.
Churchmen themselves embraced and encouraged material values

by seekiP-g easier ways to "Salvation" (5^7) and by flattering
vice, rather than offending it (55--1).

Pope condemns the

endorsement of material values in search of pleasurable
goals instead of the embrace of supernatural and spiritual

values in search of moral goals.

The issue at the heart of

Pope's condemnation appears ncne other than the issue

examined earlier in this chapter:
nature to supernature.

the relationship of

In the Essay on Criticism , he

exposes the debility of recent English society

ar.d

morals

as the result of the bifurcation of nature and supernature

in the morals of the court and the doctrines of the Church.
It

would appear J then, that Eloisa to Abe lard was not Pope's

first engagement of the issue of nature and supernature,

nature and grace.

IV

A common misconception of the function and meaning of
"nature" in Pope's Eloisa to Abe lard often has impeded the

clear understanding of the poem's issues.

Specifically, the

impediment usually consists of an over-simplified assumption

:
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that nature everyiffhere in

El-i/i sa

to Abe lard stands unalter-

This assumption

ably opposed and recalcitrant to grace.

signals a misapplication of the introduction Pope supplies
his reader in the ''Argument" prefixed to the poem.

Pope alerts us to

virtue

''the

passionS;,

ar.d

"

When

struggles of grace and nature^
ne directs our attention to the out-

lines of the poem's drama: he does not present us in any
sense with a complete statement of the

pe-eai'r

meaning.

He

offers us a hint^ or a guidepcst^ to the important dramatic
issues to follcWa and places Eloisa's letter in a traditional

Christian context of the order between nature and grace,

between the natural and the supernatural3 and between man
and God.
The ''struggles of grace and nature

"

in Eloisa

to_

Abe lard appear vividly described in the conflict revealed
in the very opening lines of the poem.

Elci.-ia's

surging

\

desires for Abelard clearly show nature, as manifested in
her andisciplined impulses, opposed to her commitment to

God and the grace He offers.

/'

/

But more than this (which

probably few readers have missed), the conflict between
grace and na^ture in the opening lines of the poem specifies
Elcisa's deep isolation,

cells"

(1)_,

"in these deep solitudes and awful

frvm fulfillment of her loves, the human love

she retains for Abelard, as well as the love of God she

seeks
In these deep solitudes and awful cells,
contemplation dwells.

Wciere heav'nly-pensive,

And ever musing melancholy reigns;

—
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What means this tumult in a Vestal's veins?
Why rove my thoughts beyond this last retreat?
Why feels my heart its long-forgotten heat?
Yet 5 yet I love] --Prom Abe lard it came^
El 1.8 a yet must kiss the name.
And -(1-8)

Eloisa's desperate outcry at the very beginning of her letter
springs from the severe anguish she suffers all the more

intensely for her ability to perceive its exquisite and
apparently irresolvable complication.

Immured from human

society as a Vestal consecrated to the service of God, she

perceives the physir-.al "t'jnult" and "heat" that drive her
"thoughts" away from her convent cell to "rove" in search
of human society in the person of Abelard.

But this same

physical impulse negates the very purpose of her physical
isolation from the w^rld:

her commitment to God,

In the

place of intense devotion to God, "where heav'nly pensive,

contemplations dwells," she finds herself unable t: main-

tain her commitment to God.

Her cell, as part of a ho use

consecrated and devoted to God, isolates her from Abelard;
her desire for Abelard isol ates her from Gcd even in His Own
house where He dwells.

Isolation from God and His creatures (here, of course,
limited specifically to Abelard), does not exhaust the depth

of Eloisa's conflict.

In the opening pas-age cf the pcem,

she expresses, as a result of her isolation from Gol
Abela.rd,

arid

the intense internal discord that divides her

"thoughts" and her "heart" from her conscience.

Her

"thoughts" wander a.way from her convent cell, which should

'
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be the fixed point of her duty and conscience.
Pope employs is literally spatial:
,

.

.

The imagery-

Elcisa's thoughts "rove

beyond" her "last retreat," the place in which she has

vowed to unify her body and soul in devotion to God.

Prom

the imagery of space. Pope moves to the imagery or tljne:

Eloisa confesses that her "heart" stirs and renews her
past and "long- forgot ten" love of Abe lard.

Elcisa

experiences her internal coni'lict as a kind of psychic
isolation, or division. In space and time, of her will from
her conscience.

She is divided within herself,

ajid

from

this division springs her suffering of discord.

Pew critics have failed to note a psychical conflict
in which Eloisa suffers, and yet seldom has the significance

of the conflict itself been examined. -'-^9 jn their sum, the

detai ls of Eloisa

s

conflict in the opening lines emphasize

he r_ isolati on, and, furthermore ,_h er Isolation specifical lv

recalls_by_analogy the traditional Christian view of fallen
human nature bound in thr.eefold isolation from God, from the
creatures of divinely- created n ature, and from itself,

in

this ancient metaphor, the corporate unity of creation

receives a shattering and disintegrating blr^w frim tne sin
of man, and this sin results in the discords between man and
God, man and his fellow men, and inside man himself „

The

cleavage caused by these discords persists until man accepts
the restoration and reunification offered by Christ who

"hath broken down the middle wall of partition between us"
(Ephes.

2 :14),

between the flesh and the spirit in each

I
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man, between the individual and his neighbors , and between

all men and God,
The scene Eloisa describes for us becomes charged

with meaning if viewed within this ancient psychology of
sin.

Immured in her convent cell but nonetheless isolated

from God, Eloisa presents a figure, in its outward shape
of suffering, of a captive of sin.

She reveals her own

participation in a fallen nature locked in a state of
disharmony with God and his original grace, or gift, of
The suffering she endures sugge_st 3, even at this

creation.

early point in the poem, the insufficiency of nature (as
seen in one of its creatures), liable to sin, to exist at
rest and peace with

i tself

apart from G od.

A few lines later, Eloisa specifies a related meaning of "nature" when, in line 28, she perceives her separa-

tion from God, and sees herself as part of a larger scheme
of nature as an aggregate of natures.

She ^dentifies_

nature, manifested in her own human nature, as a rebel

maintaining a stat e of wiUful separation from God

:

'All is not Heav'n's while Abelard has part7\

^Still
I

rebel nature holds out half my heart,
(25-6)

-

In this couplet, the first word "All," is ccmpromised by
"half,"

which stands apart near the end of the second line,

/ In her commitment as a nun,

Eloisa already had vowed to

give all her love wholly to God,

'

But if she withholds half

her heart for Abelard, she fragments into two parts the

j
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"all," or the whole-heartedness, of her love for God.

compromises her love for the whole,

"Heav'n,

love a mere part of God's creation, Abelard.

"

She

in order to

Eloisa thus

confuses the relationship of part to whole, for if she
gives half her heart to Abelard, exclusive of God, she

bifurcates the unity of her love fur God.

Eloisa sees

that her heart, the traditior.al seat of the will in
111
attempts to serve two masters
Christian psychology,
But Eloisa implies that if her human nature

equally.

now is a "rebel,

"

it may be restored to a just and normative

relationship between Creator and creature in which nature
does not rebel, but serves God,

The very distinction of

a part implies an ordered relationship to a whole in

which the part may function.
The issue of part versus whole underlies the meaning
of "nature" when Eloisa describes the happiness she once

enjoyed in her love of Abelard.

She endcrses a love

unconstrained by the customs and ceremonies demanded by
society

—a

love reminiscent of the libertine view of man

in a nature ordered by the laws and ethics of desire and

appetite.

Eloisa at this point in her struggle recalls a

time when she found her total commitment of love to Abelard,
not merely half her heart, a self-sufficient happiness;
I

Oh happy state when souls each other draw.
When love is liberty, and nature, law:
All then is full, possessing, and possest.
No craving Void left aking in the breast
Ev'n thought meets thought ere from the lips
i

it part.

And each warm wish springs mutual from the heart.

"
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'

This sure is bliss (if bliss on earth there be)
And once the lot of Abe lard and me,
(91-8)

This love, not merely of bodies, but of souls so intensely-

attracted that they seem to exert mysteriously a force
that draws them mutually together into an identity^ seems
so complete that the world,

the

plenum they alone fulfill.

They alone are nature:

fill it completely.

"A.11, "

to them exists as a

they

They exclude from their universe, their

nature, all other thin_gs that might impede the mutual love

cf their souls and hearts.

Their thoughts and wishes

mysteriously commingle in a spontaneous mutual generation
unimpeded by the physical medium of "lips" (95).

The

exclusion of all impediments from the "intercourse" of
souls, as Eloisa calls it in line 57, defines, then,

t-.he

state of nature in which she envisions nature as "law" (92),
She and Abelard, who fill all

ajid

are filled by all, exist

therefore as a sufficient law unto themselves.
Significantly, Eloisa (at this point in the poem)

excludes any awareness of God from nature.

If Eloisa and

Abelard fill all, mutually "possessing and possessed,
then no space, physical or spiritual, remains for God, who
in Christian theology is omnipresent.

The character of

Eloisa' s self-sufficient nature seems directly contrary to
the nature Pope asserts in his later poem. An Essay on Man ,

where God infuses and fills the whole of nature in all its
parts:
(I,

"He fills, he bounds, connects,

280).

and equals all"

Eloisa herself, however, learns the weakness
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of nature, even when apparently complete and self-sufficient:
to endure as a self-conta.ined "bliss.

She enjoyed her "lot"

(98) with Abelard only temporarily before their bliss was

destroyed with abrupt and brutal finality;
'Alas how Chang 'dl what sudden horrors risel
A naked Lover bound and bleeding liesl
(99-100)
I

Her recollection of the sequence of events from bliss to

violent destruction exemplifies the radical insufficiency
and instability of nature dissociated from God, of a part

dissociated from the whole.
Shortly before her passionate encomium of their
earthly bliss, Elcisa affirmed her love for Abelard in spite
of the loss she recognized as its price:

Dim and remote the joys of saints 1 see^
Nor envy them, that heav'n I lose for thee,
(71-2)

Immediately after her recollection of Abelard

's

suffering

subsequent to the destruction of their earthly bliss^ she

recalls the day of her vows when she reaffirmed her love,
not for God, but for Abelard:

i

Not grace, or zeal_, love only was my call.
And if I lose thy love, I lose my all.
(117-18)

Once again, Eloisa places her expression of Icve fcr Abelard

within the context of part and whole.

She clearly designates

in the balanced structure of line II8 the identity of "thy

love" with "my^all

,

"

Abelard^ the creature, not God, the

Creator, engages Elcisa 's whole interest and desire.
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Elcisa then visualizes her dream-like embrace of

Abelard (119-24), but through a forced assertion of her

will she rejects the insubstantial pleasure cf this mere
dream for the joys of the "bright abode" (127) she before
had seen only as "dim and remote" (71):

Ah nol instruct me other joys to prize.
With other beauties charm my partial eyes.
Full in my view set all the bright a.bode,
Ar.d make my soul quit Abelar d ft r God.

~

(125-8)

The structure cf diction in lines 126-7 sug gests again t he

issue of part and whole in Elcisa
are

"

's

devotions:

her "eyes"

partial " to Abelard, and quite literally she gazes

fondly upon the part, not the whole.

But she calls upon

Abelard himself to assist her to overcome her love for the
part alone, her partialit y, jwith a "Full" view of "all"
heaven.

The repetition of ''Full," even as

an,

adverb, and

"all" in one line of reference to heaven hardly seems a
112
The whcleness of heaven, E lolsa
capricious accident.

seems to realize, albeit here tenuously, offers the most

promising alternative to her present isolation and suffering.
In another more brutal sense (a sense not alien to this poem

that springs from the brutal violence of the actual human

history), Eloisa's renewed search for an alternative may

grow from her realization~that with the destruction of

Abelard 's physical sexuality, she indeed has lost what was
her "all."

^

Eloisa's prayer to be empowered to commit h er soul
to the passionate love of God is impermar.ent, for she sees

;
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herself "Confess

'd

within the slave of love and

man''

(I78),

But the struggle of her passionate desire for Abelard against

her vcws to God continues in the intense conflict between

spirit and flesh Eloisa proceeds to describe (l8l-9^).

Eloisa finds no help from the mere virtuous task of resignat.inn

f.n

ah a t

-J

fl'^r""'

'^

'^^'^

the Struggles of passi on she suffer s

Unequal taski a passion to resign.
For hearts so tcueh'd^ so pierc'd^ so lost as mine,
(195-6>

The merely wishful virtue to resign her passion dees not,
she finds, measure up to the "task'' which is malign, or
"unequal,

"equal"

"

the negative meaning of the Latin root of

— "aequus,"

which means "benign."

But when she

invokes the power of "heav'n" (2cl) to aid her soul in its

struggles with her intense passion for Abelard, she testi-

''

fies to her unawareness of a dormant ember of a potential
flamiing heart for the love of God.

The possibility of

embracing God with this passionate spiritual love inspires
her to implore Abelard to teach her to seek and find the

grace that will "seize" her soul:
But let heav'n seize it, all at once 'tis fir'd.
Not touch 'd, but rapt 5 not waken 'd, but inspir'dl
Oh come I oh teach me nature to subdue,
(201-3)
In this passage,

Eloisa envisions her soul, so passionately

committed in union to Abelard, seized and captured by grace,
the power of "heav'n."

The love she envisions supersedes in

intensity even that which she holds f^r Abelard:

her soul

seized by God will be "fir'd," "rapt/' and "inspir'd."
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These terms, drawn from a long and familiar history of

mystic devotions to God, signify a state of union between
Eloisa's soul and "heav'n,"

Eloisa vowed upon entering

the convent to seek and maintain an intense bond of devo-

tion to God, and she is virtuous only in so far as she keeps
her will directed to her pledge:
Oh come J oh teach me nature to subdue.
Renounce my love, my life, my self and you.
Fill my fond heart with God alone, for he
Alone can rival, can succeed to thee.

—

(203-6)

Eloisa sees in the potential seizing power of "heav'n" a
source of her own virtue--a source of power, given by God's
grace, able to effect her bond with God.

Her passionate

soul, when she envisions it seized by divine grace, no

longer distracts her from God, but her soul by becoming
"fir'd," "rapt," and "inspir'd"' will fulfill her devotion
to God.

Although it brings her more closely to God, Eloisa's
assertion of her will to embrace God alone and to renounce
Abelard seems less demainding than her persistent love for
Abelard.

The renunciation of Abelard brings Eloisa back to

the relationship of the part to the whole in which she

previously had understood the conflict of Abelard with God
in her devotions.

At this point in the poem, she seeks to

"fill" her heart with God alone, to embrace the whole, but

in a way that would renounce Abelard, or exclude the part.
Again, the structure of diction within a key couplet in this

passage expresses in compressed form the meaning of nature
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for Eloisa.

She still ccnceives nature as something opposed

to God, for when at the end of line 203 she implores Abelard

to teach her "nature to subdue^

"

she defines what she means

by "subdue" with the first word of the next line in the
couplet:

'"Renounce" (204).

Eloisa, however, offers no

justification why nature in order to be subdued must be

utterly renounced.
Indeed, in the passage immediately following, Eloisa

begins to revise her idea of the disjunction between God and
nature.

Her image of an immaculate and blameless nun,

perhaps the most famous descriptive passage in the poem (20722), has at its metaphoric heart an illustration of one

potential significance of nature

— the

supernatural manifes-

tations of God i n the elements and creatures of nature:

How happy is the blameless Vestal's lot I
The world forgetting, by the world forgot.
Eternal sun-shine of the spotless mind]
Each pray'r accepted, and each wish resign'dj
Labour and rest, that equal periods keep;
'Obedient slumbers that can walce and weep'];
Desires compos 'd, affections ever ev'n.
Tears that delight, and sighs that waft to heav'n,
Grace shines around her with serenest beams.
Arid whisp'ring Angels prompt her golden dreams.
For her th' unfading rose of Eden blooms.
And wings of Seraphs shed divine perfumes;
For her the Spouse pi'epares the bridal ring.
For her white virgins Hymenaeals sing;
To sounds of heav'nly harps, she dies away.
And melts in visions of eternal day.
In order to understand this often admired passage,

we should analyze closely some of the details of its imagery
and structure.

In the very first line.

Pope employes the

characteristic rhetoric of praise usually bestowed upon the

^
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beatus vir^ the happy man^ in the literature of retirement
in English poetry of the 17th and l8th centuries.

-*

He

seems to echo his own Windsor- Forest and its endorsement of
the human values inherent in "humbler Joys":

Happy the Man whcm this bright Court approves
His Sov' reign favours ^ and his Country loves;
Happy next him. who to these Shades retires.
Whom Nature charms ^ and whom the Muse inspires.
Whom humbler Joys of hcme-felt Quiet please.
Successive Study, Exercise and Ease.
(235-^0)
He recalls, too, his earlier poem, the Ode on Solitude

;

'Happy the man, whose wish and care/ A few paternal acres

bound" (1-2).

The rhetorical structure of exclamation in

praise of the retired life in Eloisa to Abe lard seems to
allude by analogy to the long literary history of poems,

evidently very familial- to Pope, that exclaim
"How happy is he

.

.

.

ph_rase finds, perhaps,

,

*'

and "Happy the man

"

beatus ille ";

.<,.."

Pope

its closest analogues in Dryden's

translations cf Virgil and Horace:
happy, if he knew his happy State J
The Swain, who, free trzm Business ar.d Debate,
Receives his easy Food from Nature's Hand.

Happy the Man, who, studying Nature's Laws
Thro' known Effects can trace the secret Cause.

And happy too is he, who decks the Bow'rs
Of Sy Ivans, and adores the Rural Pow'rs.
(Virgil, Georgics, 11^
639-^1, 69B"9, 702-3)
How happy in his low degree^
How rich in humble Poverty, is he.
Who leads a quiet country life]
(From Horace, Epod. 2d,, 1-3)

Happy the man, and happy he alone.
He. who can call to-day his own . . .
114
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As the analogues in Dryden's translations suggest.
Pope adapts the secular retirement endorsed by the Roman

poets to Eloisa's vision of religious retirement.

nun retires,

''The

Eloisa's

world fcrgetti.ng, by the world forgoto"

The Twickenham Edition shows that Pope's line echoes the

Eleventh Epistle of the First Book of Horace
'^

-115

me^rum cbliviscendus et illus,'-

travel^ Horace approves Lebedus as a

escape unsettling cares,

;

"Oblitusque

In this Epistle on
plar-.e

where one can

"The world forgetting, by the world

forgot," although the point of the Epistle emphasizes the

futility of expecting merely

a.

change in place to produce

tranquility of the mind.
By his verbal echo of the theme of retirement. Pope

places Eloisa's vision within the context of ancient values

endorsed by a long history of classical and Einglish poetry.

Eloisa augments the austerity and contentment of the
individual, traditionally celebrated as the chief values in
the literature of rural retirement, with the Christian

values of devotion and dedication to God.

The moral image

of Horace pervaded l8th century poetry and constituted an

important influence on Pope's conception of his own career.

Largely on the authority of Renaissance editors and annotatcrs, Horace became for Augustan readers, as Professor Thomas

Maresca has shown,

"a

nearly unimpeachable moral arbiter and

guide, on the level of authority almost with the Scriptures
to which his sentiments were so often compared,"

'

The

moral image of Horace amplifies Eloisa's perception of the

»

lasting benefits of individual retirement and commitment
to the service of God.

Eloisa envisions a whole-hearted

commitment to ancient classiea.l

and.

Christian moral values

by an immaculate nun^ who as a result achieves a state of

individual contentment and happiness so earnestly sought
and defined by ancients and moderns alike, from Aristotle
to Pcpe himself in his Essay on Man (1733-^)

After she sets the imagined scene of the blameless
nun's retirement, and. invokes the moral and spiritual

values that sustain it, Eloisa envisions the effect of
these values.

She describes for Abelard the results of

the nun's total devotion and commitm.ent to God.

The nun's

state of contentment in^'eligiou s re tirement exceeds the

peace of secular retirement, for she enjoys an interior
contentment of mind expressed in an image of supernatural

1

\

light:

"Eternal sun-shine of the spotless mindi

"

(209).

Pope's imagery of light seem.s accounted for by Joseph

Warton's original recognition that the whole passage recalls
'"the

opinions of the mystics and quietists,''

details of Pope's imagery, here in line 209

lift

a^^d

But the

elsewhere

thi'cughout the passage, demand close scrutiny and precise

analysis, for by means of imagery Pope at this. point reveals
_

a fusion and continuity between grace and nature.

In an

obvious way, the phrase ''Eternal sun-shine" fuses a natural

phenomenon with a condition of supernatural being
The image,

''Eternal sun-shine,

"

— eternity.

recalls from "the opinions

of the mystics," the vision of God as light, eternal light.
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pure, essential, and "spotless,"

cpposites in a forced paradox,

"but

Pope has not merely yoked

instead he has presented

an imeige of nature infused with supernature to describe the

spiritual state of the blameless nun.

The image shows a

chief and significant characteristic of the nun's spiritual
she experiences an enduring beatific vision of

peace:

eternal light as a condition of her "spotless" mind.

Her

own mind, then, as she maintains it "spotless" in devotional
retirement, becomes a point of confluence of nature and

supernature wherein natural human will and conscience seek
and, in so far as possible, meet in a vision of super-

natural light the presence of God,

In this way,

the nun

herself, as she comprehends the image of "Eternal sunshine,

"

appears a manifestation of the achieved harmony of

grace and nature, the enduring vision of God in an

immaculate mind,

-^

The achieved harmony of grace and nature in the nun

seems supported an d illust rated by the line that immediately

follows in which Eloisa envisions her "Each pray'r accepted,
ajideach wish resign 'd" (210).

Here, the specific conditions

that sustain the nun's "Eternal sun-shine" begin to appear.
If she sees

"Each pray'r accepted," she enjoys a state of

grace, a close contact with her God Who, if He accepts her

prayers, obviously first must hear them and respond to
them.

The immaculate nun, although a recluse, is not

isolated from her God,

Indeed, her r etirement differs

radically from Eloisa 's described in the opening lines of
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the poem.

The nun suffers no tumult and no sense of

displacement:

her sighs

''waft to

heav'n" (214).

In the ways reviewed above, the first two couplets

communicate the moral context of values embraced by the nun,
Eloisa

and the resultant spiritual coramujiion she enjoys.

then continues in the next two couplets tc fill in the
image of the blameless nun.

The word ''equal" in line 211

retains the force of its Latin root mean.ing "benign."

The

nun's blissful retirement is punctuatedj therefore^ by a

balance between_Jbeni^n "labour " and benign "rest,

'"

The

attributes of the nun's retirement accumulate in the

passage to form a picture not merely of her physical
situation but of the spiritual order cf her life as well;
"accepted,"

"blameless," "forgot," "Eternal," "Spotless,"

"resign'd," "equal," "Obedient," "compos »d," and "ev'r."
In the vision of "Eternal s^jn-shine,

"

•''"^^

Eloisa

conceives the possibility of a par-t of nature, the sun,

being transfigured into eternity.

Her vision of the

n-on

thus far irT^the whole passage, 11, 207-22, shows_ the outward

signs of an inner peac e tha t suggests^ the trans figuration

of the nun's whole human nature.

The remaining imagery of

Elcisa's vision graphically portrays an acc-omulating trans-

figuration of the created substances of nature

irito an^

undying world sustained for the nun by the divine grace of

communion and marriage to Christ,

The very senses cf the

nun participate in a general transfiguration of nature
into supernature,

Grace manifests its supernatural light.
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its "serenest beams" (215), to the nun whose mind, we have

already

seen^,

perceives and enjcys "Eternal sun-shine."

The supei-natura-l presence^ the aureole^ of grace that

bathes her from without seems analogous in its ineffable

serenity to the "Eternal sun-shine" of her mind.
of grace literally has permeated the
expei'iences within,

she

see:--

without.

nur\„

The light

and what she

The supernatural

light cf grace infuses her dreams and colors them with

^Gld (216). a traditional hue of the apo'jalyptic visions
cf Heaven,

The very dreams themselves show the nun's

empowered sense of hearing by which she receives from
"whisp'ring Angels" (2l6) the promptings of grace.

The

sense of smell next bears the imprint of transfiguration,
for the mystic "rose of Eden " (217)^ blooms eternally and

unfadingly in a kind of paradise regained to the immaculate
nun.

Pope completes the imagery cf smells in this couplet

by augmentiiig the smell of the rose, transfigured from
nature to the mystic rose of Heaven^ with the "divine
perfumer'' shed not from flowers but directly from the

"wings of Seraphs" (218).
nat-jre^

Hea"-e"

-^

e>;,:r-*->-

grace and

'

fuse in these intensely passionate sensory Images.
The fusion of grace aj^4_nature that Elcisa envisions

perhaps stands most clearly illustrated in the mystic

marriage of the immaculate nun to her Spouse^ Christ (219).
Eloisa specifically invokes the Christian metaphor of

communion with God as a marriage of the soul with Chz'ist.
In the commitment of vows, of course, the nun pledges her
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troth to Christ and becr.mes his bride.

The metaphor

itself links grace and nature, for the earthly conjunction
of marriage J already a unieri of souls as well as hodiesj

becomes transfigured out of time into eternity by the
divine gift of Christ as the Spcuse,

mystic marriage with Christ,

F^

In the image of the

pe places Eloisa's vision in

the allusive context of the ClrriBtia:i exegetical tradition
^^

.The. .S^jng^ cf_

Indeed, much of Eloisa's use

Solomon ,

of sensuous imagery to express the immaculate nun's

spiritual consummation falls within the exegesis jf the
sensu.rj.s
h=7,r"mori:/

imagery of The Song of Solomon ,
of grace

ar.d

nature that transfigures the physical

wcrld about her in a way whi
trani^ figuration,

her senses.

The nun enjoys a

;h

effectively conveys this

like the other earlier in the p^,ssage^ to

Her sense of hearing receives the presence of

Christ as the hai-mor.y of sound (22.-1)

^

a_nd

leads her to

the final and ccnsummative vision of apocalyptic lights the

"eternal day" (222) made by the light of grace.

Throughout this passage Elcisa envisixns the bliss of
another imagined nun.

But her ability to visualize in

specific concrete images the harmony of gi-ace

sir.d

nature

marks a decided possibility that she herself may strive more

resolutely and successfully toward this sharply visualized
goal.

The blameless nun, of course,, suffers no complication

in her devotion to God:

she has no Abelard to distract her.

Eloisa, in spite of her earlier tempcrai-y desire to "quit"
(128) her love for Abelard, has not succeeded.

For this

\

j
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reason^ and In the face of the difference between her

sinful self and the blameless nun she envisions, Eloisa

must fit her complicating love for Abelard into a scheme
of grace and her devotion to God.
If Eloisa can visualize the fused harmony of grace

and nature in the imagery evoked by an immaculate nun, she
can experience conversely images of nature so far divorced
from grace as to be images of Hell.

In the passage

immediately following the imagery of grace and nature
harmonized in the immaculate nun, Eloisa experiences her
own nature left free by conscience in a dream "of unholy
joy" (224):

Far other dreams my erring soul employ.
Far other raptures, of unholy joy:
When at the close of each sad, sorrowing day.
Fancy restores what vengeance snatch 'd away.
Then conscience sleeps, and leaving nature free.
All my loose soul unbounded springs to thee.
curst, dear horrors of all-conscious night I
How glowing guilt exalts the keen delight]
Provoking Daemons all restraint remove.
And stir within me ev'ry source of love.
1 hear thee, view thee, gaze o'er all they charms.
And round thy phantom glue my clasping arms.
I wake
no more I hear, no more I view.
The phantom flies me, as unkind as you.
I call aloud; it hears not what I say;
I stretch my empty arms; it glides away:
To dream once more I close my willing eyes;
Ye soft illusions, dear deceits, arise]
Alas no more] me thinks we wand 'ring go
Thro' dreary wastes, and weep each other's woe;
Where round some mould 'ring tow'r pale ivy creeps.
And low-brow 'd rocks hang nodding o'er the deep.
Sudden you mount] you beckon from the skies
Clouds interpose, waves roar, and winds arise.
I shr'iek, start up, the same and prospect find.
And wake to all the griefs I left behind.
(223-48)

—

—
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Nature in this passage is a dark illusory Hell:

"Provoking

Daemons" (231) and an elusive "phantom" (234^236) of

Abelard alternately goad and tantalize an unrestrained and
sensuous Eloisa, and leave her not with "visions of eternal
day" (222) 5 but awakened and immersed in "the same sad

prospect" (2^7) she suffered in her nightmare.
The imagery of Eloisa 's suffering contrasts sharply
to the imagery of the immaculate nun.

Eloisa 's sorrow

makes up her "sad, sorrowing day" (225), not the light "of
eternal day,"

Her torment occurs at night, but the night

itself is "all-conscious" (229 )j all-knowing with enough
light to make the darkness in Eloisa 's "loose soul" (228)
visible.

In place of the immaculate radiance that floods

the blameless nun,

Eloisa experiences "glowing guilt" (230),

The epithet "glowing" often had been used in 17th century
love poetry to evoke a sensuous flush,

1?P

and here the color

it suggests only serves to dimly illuminate Eloisa'

s

"guilt."

Consistent also with Renaissance and 17th century love
poetry, Eloisa'
pain.

s

sensuous pleasure oxymoronically is her

Her "Fancy" (226), or her love and affect ion, ^^

produces "horrors" which although "cursed" remain "dear"
(229).

At this point, she approves the sin of her dreams,
22k

and thus partakes in guilt because of her willing consent.
But the oxymoron comes full circle, for the guilt is

sensuously "glowing" and pleasurable; it certainly "exalts
the keen delight" (230), a delight that seems itself to

include the pain of a "keen" edge.

Vision and hearing
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themselves become as inconstant and illusory as Eloisa's
One moment she sees, even gazes

pleasure in a phantom.

waking sees and hears
(223)^ and hears, but suddenly upon
'no mere"

(235).

Even as she drifts willingly back into

her dream, she is unable to enjoy the former "soft illusions
and dear deceits" (2^0).

Iristead she and Abelard suffer

Hell together in a different way;

they wander weeping

through a hostile and obscured wasteland (241-4).

But

even this conjunction in suffering proves inconstant to
Eloisa:

suddenly Abelard mounts and deserts her as she

rudely awakens to the "griefs" (248) she has accumulated
in her fitful night of restless dreaming.

In contrast to

the immaculate nun's "sighs that waft to hear'n" (248),

Eloisa has called "aloud" (237), wept not from "delight"
(214) but from "woe'

(242), and "shrieked" (24?) in response

to the roar of '"waves"

(246) that separate her from Abelard.

The contrasting images of Heaven

a:-.d

Hell envisioned

by Eloisa in the two verse paragraphs (207-48) present an
extracrdinary statement of tne scope of her personal
suffering.

If the value of literature is still to be

searched for in its portrayal of the anguish and suffering

experienced by the human soul in adversity (as many agree
125
then Eloisa t£
d^es),
it
that
Faulicner
with William
Abelard, especially in the passages we have just examined.,

must remain one of the most impassioned and compassionate
artifacts imaging the struggles and sufferings of the human
soul in all literature.
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Eloisa's anguish and suffering becomes but more

intense wheri she then describes how Abelard's image

disrupts her worship at Matins and during the Mass.

At the

time when other souls rise closer to God in the celebration

of the Holy Sacrifice^ Eloisa^ distracted by her sinful
"thought" (273) of Abelard, violently plunges into the

flaming seas of Hell,

The imagery of height and depth

describes Eloisa's participation and repetition of The
Fall of Man and especially Satan's violent headlong plunge

from Heaven into Hell in

Pai-ac.ise Lost,

Book

I.

Sne falls

into deeper isolation from God--an isolation felt and

perceived all the more intensely because of the simultaneous pull toward communion with God offered by the Mass.
But Eloisa's plunge suddenly and mysteriously becomes

a fortunate fall.

The poignant awareness of her own sin

and how it plunges her soul to Hell prostrates her "in
Her prostration marks

humble grief" (277) before her God,

not only her greatest distance from her Godj but paradoxi-

cally the point at which she "praying^ trembling" (279)
perceives "dawning grace

,

.

.

opening on my soul" (280).

As we have seen earlier in Chapter

I,

the ability and

disposition to pray itself shows the efficacy of grace
126 Eloisa has
already at work within the Christian soul,
fallen in sin, but grace, manifested in an image of

"da.wn-

ing''

light, has drawn her in humility and pr-ayer closer to

God.

The use of the metaphor of the natural light of dawn

to express the infused presence of God is traditional, and
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nature Infu sed by God presents an obvious_ image of h armony
of grace a nd natur e.

At this very moment;, however^

"while"

(2765278) Elcisa perceives the skies opening to emit the

grace that will free her from sin^ she willingly calls for
the sin in the person of Abelard to tighten its bonds on

her soul and to enforce her isolation from God:
Come J if thou dar'st„ all charming as thou art;
Oppose thy self to heav'nj dispute my heart]
Come^ with one glance of those deluding eyes.
Blot cut each bright idea of the skies.
Take back that grace, those sorrows,, and those
tears.
Take back my fruitles^. penitence and pray'rs.
Snatch me, just mounting., from the blest abode.
Assist the Fiends and tear me from my Godi
(281-88)

Eloisa desires Abelard as the agent of sin to "Blot out"
(284) the image of fused natui-e and grace in dawning light,
"the bright Idea of the skies."

She employs numerous verbs

of divisive fi'agmentation to show her preference here for
the part, Abelard, rather than the whole, God:

"Oppose,"

"dispute,'" "deluding," "'Take back," "Snatch," and "tear."

The violent abduction delineated in the final couplet

especially reveals Eloisa '3 desire tc be literally torn
"from

her

God" in this 'blest abode" (287), to which

she in "dawning grace" (280) is "just mounting" (287), and

joined in a Hell of sin with "the Fiends" (288) and Abelard,

who now functions as a devil.

Having willed her own rape from the blest abode of
God, Eloisa recoils in apparent horror from the fiendish

image of Abelard,

"No,

fly me, fly mei

far as Pole from
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Pole" (289), and immediately wills her separation from him
(289-96).

Eloisa's conscience and will, and her soul

which depends on these, have torn her away from the devils
who abducted her, and prepared her for the prayer to God
for "faith" (300),

''hope"

(299)^ and "grace serene" (297).

The means to her restoration to God, her "eternal
rest'"

(302), are revealed as she hears the voice, in answer

to her prayer,

tell her:

frailties here" (3l6),

''Gcd^

net man, absolves our

The revelation comes as a grace from

God in the mysterious and supernatural voice of a former
"Love's victim" (312) who like Eloisa sought to be "a

sainted maid.

"

The grace of absolution of her sins

specifically fulfills Eloisa's invocation and prayer for
"grace serene,"

Nor does Eloisa remain a prisonei- to her ''griefs."
In her vision of the immaculate nun,

Eloisa's ability to

visualize in specific concrete images the harmony and
fusion of grace and nature marks a point of progress and

illumination achieved in her suffering.

Now she is able to

envision herself wrapped in the grace of this harmony.

She

once again envisions images of nature transfigured by grace,
and the images she sees seem tc describe her own future

ascent into Heaven:

V

I come, I come; prepare your roseate bow'rs.
Celestial paLms., and ever-blooming flow'rs.
Thither-, where sinners may have rest, I go.
Where flames refin'd in breasts seraphic glow.
Thou, Abelardi the last sad office pay.
And smooth my passage to the realms of day.
(317-22)

:
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In detailxS similar to those in her vision of the immaculate

nun^ Eloisa sees "roseate bow'rs^" "palms," and "flow-rs"

transfigured

tr&ra.

the mortality ©f created nature to the

eternity of the "unfading rose of Eden " (217),
like the immaculate nun,

t?ie

She enjoys,

transfigured light that glows

in. flames of the love ®f God from the angels closest to Him,

the seraphs.

In her vision of the harmony of grace and

nature, she receives the final 'office'' (321) of Extreme

Unction from Abelard, who in his r:le as priest participates,
as a creature of nature, in the fusioi'i of grace and nature.

As a sanctified man, Abelard himself stands before El. isa
as an embodiment of the harmony of grace and nature.

And

Eloisa now can love him as a priest., and enjoy that love
as a part of a love for God,

The pai-t, Abelard, will be

restored, net "quit" (128, 293 )j when Eloisa restores

herself to God, Who sustains and embraces all creatures.
By seeking God with her will, Eloisa releases herself from

isolation from Abelard as well as fr^m God,
Eloisa 's "struggles of grace and nature" are by no

means ended J indeed, they will be er.dleas tnroughcut her
life.

For instance, she immediately sees Abelard, not as

a priest, but as her lover with whom she engages in sexual

intercourse
See my lips tremble, and my eye-balls roll.
Suck my last breath, and catch my flying souli
(323-4)

Her viaion of her future death is transformed into a vision
of her

sex'j.al

"death" in physical union with Abelard.

But
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her conscience spurs a willed negation^ "Ah no" (325)3 of
this erotic scene^ and leads her to affirm her love of

Abel&rd an a priest "in sacred vestments" (325) dressed-=a
creature of nature sanctified h" grace.
If the history of Eloisa and Abelard offera^ as Pope

tells vsy

"so lively a picture of the struggles of grace

and nature^ virtue and passion^

"

the struggles, specifically

the struggles analyzed above^ do net result in the annihila-

tion of one

tei-m,

or pair of terms^ by another.

In the

imagery of transfigured nature we see nature permeated by
In the passages analyzed above,

grace.

Eloisa finds her-

self unable "to resign" (195) her passion for Abelard at
all:

her

owri

power, or virtue alone, simply does not and,

she concedes, cannot measui-e up to the demands of that

"Unequal task" (195).

But,

she then realizes divine grace

can capt.ure her soul and draw the heart's intense passion
of love to God,
vi.rtue.

bj-A

thereby achieve the

vo^ws

and ends of

Eloisa' 3 recognition of divine power and its

influence over natural passions offers

.

in human teims, the

chief instance in the pcem of nature per-meated by grace.
In this specific vision of harmonious interaction

between grace and nature, virtue and passion, the poem, it

would seem, offers a vigorous oppcsition to the major trends
of contemporary Augustan thought we have reviewed earlier in
this chapter.

Against those who would cheese to doubt the

relevance of Christian mysteries to h-oman life, the poem
offers Eloisa' s awareness of the mystery of divine grace as
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a source of real and specific power effective in her

particular struggles.

And against those who would choose

to present the nature of man as essentially animalistic,

brutal, and intelligible only to a rationalistic psyehclogy,
the poem offers Elcisa's nature passionately suffering in

body and soul as she seeks her God,

,
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Cf. also the blame-
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CHAPTER III

ANCIENT AND MODERN

LITERARY CONTEXTS;
In his later years ^

Pope recalled to Joseph Spence

how deeply the poet William Walsh had influenced his

practice of poetry during his formative youth in the early
1700

's:

About fifteen, I got acquainted with Mr. Walsh.
He used to encourage me much, and used to tell me,
for
that there was one way left of excelling;
though we had several great poets, we never had any
one great poet that was correct; and he desired me
to make that my study and aim.
The meaning of this famous criterion of correctness in
Pope's poetry has been explored by a number of scholars:

no

mere stylistic punctilio, correctness comprised an extensive
goal of harmonious design in poetical form and content.

2

One specific technique of poetical design Walsh communi-

cated to Pope deserves particular attention in the light of
Pope's well-known affinity for ancient classical literature.
Pope had presented early copies of The Pastorals to Walsh
for criticism, and had asked his judgment on the propriety
of borrowing images and diction from other poets.

Walsh

endorsed to Pope the technique of allusion and, furthermore,
approved not the borrowing of "one or two bright thoughts,
but instead a full absorption:

"But when 'tis all melted

down together, and the Gold of the Ancients so mixt with
98

99
that of the Moderns that none can distinguish the one from

the other,

I

can never find fault with it,"

The ancient gold^ the Ovidian heroic epistle, with

which Pope chose to

''mix."

and inform his Eloisa to Abe lard

seems especially appropriate for two reasons,

Dryden, in

an influential essay prefixed to his edition and compila-

Epistles Translat

tion of Ovi ds

^

'd

by Several Hands (I680),

affirmed them "generally granted to be the most perfect
piece of Ovid,

"

and found their style "tenderly passionate

and courtly; two properties well agreeing with the persons

which were heroines and lovers."

Dryden's judgment and

conception of the heroic style and characters

in Ovid's

epistles seem to suggest vividly the attraction they must
have had for Pope, who was to strive for precisely such

correctness, or perfection, of poetic art, and conceived

anew the drama of a distinctive heroine and her lover,
"two of the most distinguish 'd persons of their age in

learning and beauty," and "their unfortunate passion."-^
Pope in Eloisa to Abe lard conceives a modern poem

from the significant human experience found in the Christian

context of the medieval letters.

He also designs the

substance of Eloisa 's experience within the clearly

recognizable and familiar genre of the Ovidian heroic
epistle.

Professor Geoffrey Tillotsbn describes Pope's

method of allusion to Ovid and his aim:

"in Eloisa to

Abe lard he chose existing materials--a contemporary version
of the correspondence of the medieval lovers

— and

by
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selection, addition, and arrangement gave them the sort of
shape Ovid had given his Heroides,
best Heroic Epistle since

Ovid,"'''

"

writing thereby "the
The exact "sort of shape"

found in Ovid's Heroides, and its relationship to Pope's

Eloisa to Abelard, needs more detailed analysis and precise

definition than yet given it.

A full critical analysis of

the Heroides would be an intrusion here; nevertheless, we
should establish the critical principle of their integrity
as individual poems, and suggest the unified pattern of

meaning in the whole collection of poems as seen in a
representative integral poem, Ovid's Sappho to Phaon , so
important to Pope's recasting of the Heroides in his Sapho
to Phaon and Eloisa to Abelard.

The twenty-one epistolary poems comprising the

Heroides have received the critical demur that they redun-

dantly present a monotonous recurrence of the complaining
heroine without essential change or character development
o

from epistle to epistle.

But in the Heroides each

epistle reveals to the reader a specifically new dramatic

situation of different characters with their own particular

human values and desires,

Ovid's choice of familiar and

traditional characters from Greek and

Roman literature

would seem to lessen the chance of his poems being thought
repetitious, for readers in his time would (and readers in
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our times should ) be able to distinguish the severe and

radical difference between the love of Penelope (Heroides
and the loves of^ for instance, Phyllis

Briseis
(

(

Heroides III), Phaedra

Heroides VII), Medea

XV).

(

(

(

I)

Heroides II),

Heroides IV), Dido

Heroides XIII), or Sappho

(

Heroides

Each character, of course, suggests different kinds

of "loves,

"

expresses different values, and suffers differ-

ent adversities:

indeed, the differences that distinguish

them emerge from the different dramatic situation in each
poem.

The basic conception of a series of well-known

heroines, then, fundamentally establishes a framework by

which each poem in the series will present its own familiar,
and therefore distinct, narrative.

As the characters differ

from one epistle to the next, the content obviously must

change in consequence.

With the change in content, each

poem must embody a new form, or structure, of language, and,
logically, a new and different meauiing.

Only when the

Heroides are seen as distinct and individual poems covering
a wide spectrum of human character and values can a signifi-

cant meaning and unity of the whole group of poems as an

aggregate be ascertained.
The most important and pervasive thematic, structural,
and metaphoric element in Ovid's epistles

9

is their urgent

concern with human nature suffering in adversity and that
adversity is an inescapable effect on human passion in the

most private instances of human behavior.

^

In the Heroides ,

all the drama of passionate love, for which they customarily
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have been celebrated in literary criticism,

10

unfolds

within a larger context of adversity suffered.
In each poem of the Heroideg ,

the adversities

suffered by the heroine grow from violations they themselves
commit, or suffer at the hands of their lovers, or, in a

few cases, at the hands of other agents.

By far the

greatest number of the Heroides , seventeen of the total
twenty-one, portray the heroine herself immersed in the

effects of a violation she has perpetrated against another

human being, against the gods, or against external nature
seen as a source of power greater than man.

In the success-

ive epistles in the Heroides , Ovid explores a broadening

range of culpability and sacrilege that the heroides themselves confess:

the promiscuity of Phyllis (II) and

Briseis (III), the incest of Phaedra (IV) and Canace (XI),
the vengeful profanity of Hypsipyle (VI), the sacrilege of

Dido (VII), the bigamy of Hermione (VIII), the murderous

revenge of Deianira (IX) and Medea (XII), the betrayal by
l

Ariadne (X), the filial disobedience of Hyperranestra (XIV),
the incontinence of Sappho (XV), the adultery of Helen and

Paris (XVI-XVII), Leander's disregard for the strength of

natural barriers which limit him (XVIII), and the treachery
of Acontius compounded by the sacrilege of Cydippe (XX-XXI),
In four other poems,

the heroine suffers as victim the

violations commlttted against her without provocation or just
cause:

Penelope (I) laments Ulysses' neglect of her; Oenone

(V), much like Penelope in situation but not in character.
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laments the desertion of Paris; Laodamia (XIII) mourns the

absence of Protesilaus for she has envisioned his premature

death as the first Achaian to be killed in the invasion of
Troy; and Hero (XIX) suffers the arbitrary prohibitions of

her guardians against the love she holds for Leander, who

now is driven to desperate means of stealth which will
lead to his drowning as he attempts to swim the Hellespont.
If the Heroides may be seen as portraits of human

character living under the stress of adversity concomitant

with violaticn^ then violation itself--its context, its
source, its moral and metaphysical imp lie at ions --must be

understood as it functions in the poems.

The stress on

violation logically must imply a context of law, or laws, in

which the acts of violation occur.

The implied context of

law is as much a part of the dramatic action of each poem
as the violation which is so explicit in each.

The con-

text of law may differ from poem to poem, but the intrinsic

unity of each poem, it seems to me, is maintained coherently
by the strong logical bond of violation and concomitant law.

An appropriate example to extract from the twenty-one
Heroides would be, of course, the epistle from Sappho to
Phaon , which bookseller Jacob Tonson solicited Pope to

translate for the eighth edition (1712) of Ovid^s Epistles

Translated by Several Hands .

Certainly Tonson demonstrated

his high professional regard for the young Pope as a poet,
for the epistle from Sappho to Phaon traditionally has been

valued for its high intensity of passion expressed in a

a
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poignant Illustration of the desperate situation endured
Ovid's heroines.

by-

But the passion for which the poem

universally has been valued occurs only as a resultant part
of the larger context of adversity, violation, and law within

The following analysis will seek to define and

the poem.

clarify this larger context as it appears in the text of the
poem.
At the very outset of the poem, Sappho refers to the

state of strife in which she finds herself.

The elegiac

meter by which, she tells us, she brings poetic coherence
to her griefs for the loss of Phaon's love,

itself consti-

tutes a dislocation of her normally distinctive and

accomplished '"mode" (6) of poetry:
Perhaps, too, you may ask why my verses alternate,
I
when I am better suited to the lyric mode.
must weep, for my love--and elegy is the weeping
strain; no lyre is suited to my tears.
XV, 5-8)
( Heroides,
fj'orsitan et quare mea sint alterna requiras

carmina, cum lyricis sim magis apta modis.
flendus amor meus est--elegiae flebile carmen;
non facit ad lacrima barbitos .ulla meosj}
She "burns'* (9:

"Uror") in love for Phaon, but simultaneous-

ly must "weep" (7), in elegiac grief at his sudden stealthy

departure.

She suffers the adversity of Phaon 's cowardly

desertion for which she indicts him as "erronem" (53)

which Showerman translates as "wanderer,"

But "erronem"

also carries the sense of straying from the right path

morally, and Sappho's indictment aims at Phaon 's faithless

moral conduct, which he shows by his desertion of her.

Her

,
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pain of separation seems exquisitely augmented by her own
incontinent nature.

She creates her own fires of Aetna^ a

kind of volcanic hell^ in which to suffer:
I burn--as burns the fruitful acre when its
harvests are ablaze^ with untamed east-winds
driving on the flame. The fields you frequent
Phaon, lie far away, by Typhoean Aetna;
and I--heat not less than the fires of Aetna
preys on me,

(9-12)
ut indomitis ignem exercentibus Eur is
fertilis accensis messibus ardet ager,
arva, Phaon, celebras diversa Typhoidos Aetnae;
me ealor Aetnaeo non minor igne tenet

IjJror,

.j|

Sappho's suffering in a tumultuous state, seen in the image
of torturing

fires, reverberates through her poetry, which,

she stgain emphasizes, must convey the interior state of her

mind (13-1^).

Here we can affirm that Ovid's Sapphic epistle

itself is no mere exercise in the precious use of artificial

language for its own sake (as often asserted by critics like
Wilkinson), but an ambitious attempt to make intelligible
the distraught and disordered anguish of a violated human

being sensitive to her plight.

For Sappho, harmonious songs

are the product of "minds care-free" (14:

mentis"),

"vacuae

,

,

,

Ovid-s epistle attempts, therefore, to search

out and fix the appropriate form to express, not a "care-

free" mind, but one anguished by violation and loss.
The purpose of the elegiac structure of grief that

Sappho herself chooses to use (7) is precisely to restore

order to the suddenly disordered experience,

Sappho seeks

to persuade her lover to return to her and thereby restore

the bliss lost when he violated her by desertion.

To
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achieve her ends^ she must convince Phaon that his desertion of her was treacherous and with this aim she so

addresses him^

"unworthy one" (20:

"inprobe").

At the same time^ however^ Sappho accuses not only

Phacn of violation of universal human and natural laws; she
admits her own history of reproach in her sexual love of the

Lesbian maids "whom

I

have loved not without reproach" (19:

"quas non sine crimine amavi'^).

And later in the epistle,

she speaks of the Lesbian maids as those "whom I have loved
to my reproach''

amatae'

m

).

(201;

"Lesbides, infamem quae me fecistis

Sappho's life,, love enjoyed with the Lesbian

maids has been a guilt-ridden experience--a violation of
human and natural laws "non sine crimine,
reproach.

"

"

"not without

But her love of Phaon marks the end of her

love for the Lesbian maids (20).

possessor of Sappho's love:

Phaon becomes the sole

she isolates herself from her

former reproachful loves in order to surrender herself

completely to him.

Phaon, of course, accepts; and his

acceptance followed abruptly by his desertion measures clearly the extent of his violation of Sappho's trust.
Sappho seeks to persuade Phaon 's return

by.

empha-

sizing the unworthiness of his act of betrayal and desertion.
Her defense of her own worthiness^ not in beauty, but wit,

or "genius" (32: "ingenio"), granted her by nature (3I-32),

serves to place Phaon 's unworthy act in clear contrast to
the object of that act.

Since none are so beautiful in body

to deserve Phaon in his beauty,

then only the divine power
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of Sappho's poetry (27)^ and the passion of love it sustains and celebrates, deserves the reward of Phaon's love
(21-43).

Her recollection of the intensity of their former

love (41-50) emphasizes the unity of the two lovers ,
the joys of both had mingled into one" (49:

fuerat confusa voluptas"),

"when

"ubi amborum

Sappho attributes her readiness

to join P;_aon in sexual unity to a law of her nature (81:

"nascentl legem"

a law either by which she was created or

),

by which the function of her poetic art has softened her
heart (79-84),

Phaon-s destruction of their unity in love,

a unity that engages Sappho to the very depth of her nature,

wounds her mortally, as she shows by baring her breast (122)
in a sign of being helpless before a fatal "wrong" (103:

"Inluria").

Sappho's sensuality intensely augments her suffering
at Phaon's desertion.

In her dream of Phaon's return, she

describes her submission to him as an act without rule:
"all takes place,

(133-34:

mihl").

I

feel the delight, and cannot rule myself"

"omnia fiunt,/et juvat, et slccae non licet esse

Isolated throughout the poem in a state in which

she cannot rule herself, Sappho is doomed by her own

incontinence to suffer what she called earlier in the poem
"the fires of Aetna"' (12),

While she possessed Phaon, her

love without rule brought her fulfillment; but now that she
r.as

lost him it brings her only grief.
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Paced with a lifetime of suffering, Sappho readily
accepts the relief offered by a Naiad, a genius of a spring,

whose supernatural presence emerges benignly from a nearby
sacred spring.

The Naiad advises suicide and Justifies it

t© Sappho as the surest means to quench her fiery suffering

(163-72),

By leaping from a cliff into the sea, Sappho,

the Naia,d contends, will relieve her suffering life and

enjoy the new benefits of "the law of yonder place" (171?
"legem locus ille"), the cliff.

To Sappho, the Naiad's

alternative, however severe, promises to place her under a

new law, a natural law of physical destruction offered by
the cliff, which at once will soothe the pain she suffers

both by Phaon's faithless desertion and her own subsequent
interior fires of incontinence.

The Naiad's new law

demands Sappho's life in suicide as a necessary condition
for relief.

Confronted with supernatural order of being

and a new plane of supernatural law concomitant with that

being manifested here by the presence and omniscience of
the Naiad, human suffering (the poem would seem to endorse)

only can be blotted out and extinguished.
The details of Sappho's lament for Phaon at this

point in her poem are important, for she specifically underscores the value of what is at stake in her love.

In effect,

she defines with severe clarity the nature of her relation-

ship of love with Phaon,

She laments, in the loss of Phaon,

not merely the loss of her "love "--a term which if allowed
to remain unexplained in criticism simply begs the question
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She laments, as we shall see shortly,

of its definition.

the loss of a comprehensive spiritual orientation in a world

ordered and inhabited by supernatural powers and beings,
like the Naiad, who are cognizant of human and natural laws

under which human beings must live

— the

faithless love of

Phaon, the destruction offered by the cliff.

She has lost

the beauty of Phaon, and with it, she has lost the profound

sense of union with beauty spiritual as well as physical- -a

beauty that she understands as divine.

It is divine,

for

Phaon has appeared to her from the beginning of the poem as
ApollOj and then as Bacchus,

festus Apollo

.

,

.

"manifest" (23-^:

Bacchus eris").

"fles manl-

Sappho fears, therefore,

that this divine beauty radiating from Phaon will attract
the love of the most beautiful and desirable goddesses,

Aurora, Phoebe, and Venus (89-92).
As a result of her grief at Phacn-s betrayal, Sappho

also loses her creative power of poetry:

Grief stops my art, and all my genius is
halted by my woes. My old-time power in song
will not respond to the call; ray plectrum
for grief is silent, mute for grief is my
lyre.

(195-8)

Oiolar artibus obstat,
ingenlumque meis substltit omne malls,
ncn mlhl respondent veteres in carmina vires;
plectra dolore tacent, muta dolore lyra estj
The power of poetic creation, Sappho understood earlier,

originally was granted to her by "nature" (31: "natura"),
and then sustained for her by the sacred Muses:

"yet for

me the daughters of Pegasus dictate sweetest songs" (27:

—
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"at mihi Pegasides blandissima carmina dictant").

As long

as she employes hef lyre in poetry, she shares a "common

boon" (l8l: "communia munera") with Phoebus Apollo, the god
of the creative arts:

the divine power of creation.

As

long as she loves Phaon, she enjoys the beauty he emanates
the beauty of Apollo and BacchuS;, the beauty the goddesses
leva.

Fhacn, in the image Sappho perceives him, lives as

a kind of human conductor emanating the beauty and inspira-

tion of the gods to the art of Sappho.

The loss of her

lover and his love, therefore, meariS the loss of her source

of divine inspiration to write poetry:

"my genius had its

powers from hlm^ with him, they were swept away" (206:
'"ingenio vires ille dat,

ille rapit").

Sappho's loss of

Phacn brings to an end her love and her art, for her art is

integral with her love.

Indeed, the beauty Phaon manifests

and the art he inspires in Sappho reveal in the poem the

influence of the gods and their power in human affairs.
The desolation of Sappho's life caused by the loss of love

and art commends to her the desperate relief she hopes to

find in suicide, an act that will Impart the stern natural
law of death on her life of former pleasure.
In this heroic epistle,

Sappho remains bound in her

isolation and misery unrelieved by the return of her lover,
er the release from her adversity.

In the human drama Ovid

presents, she and the other heroines enjoy no reunitive

discovery of their lovers' return.

Neither do the heroines

experience any amelioration of their sense of agonized

Ill

isolation.

In despair born of agony^

as a source of relief.

not mere

''love''

some seek suicide

Their coraplaintSj therefore_, are

poems^ but passionate testaments of human

suffering in a world of human disorder.

Human love in the

Heroides appears soi'rowf*ul because the human propensity to
violate redounds with traumatic consequences upon the

violator as well as the violated.

In the world of Ovid's

Heroidesj as seen in epitome in Sappho to Phaon , law

functions as a constant retributive force against which

human violation generates its own suffering,

Sappho, who

at first' achieves a kind of communion with the gods in her

ruleless love of Phacn_, finds the communion short-lived as

Phacn treats her without rule in his faithless desertion of
her.

Her loss is all the more painful to her as she

reflects upon her former state of bliss.

The only allevia-

tion she finds in her suffering comes at the unified order
of natural and divine powers

:

the Naiad as a goddess offers

her the revelation of stern relief at the hands of the

natural

l^^w

of the cliff, which will result in destruction:

The order of law--divine, natural, and human--is severe

and unremitting in the world of Ovid's Heroides .

II

Culpability and violation distinguish Ovid's heroines,
and it is not surprising to find that the heroes and heroines of Michael Drayton's Englands Heroicall Epistles (1597-
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99) display a similar distinctive series of human portraits.

Drayton's poems, of course, develop the basic characterization of culpability and violation within a rich framework of

British history and Tudor politics that revitalizes the
Ovidian legends into a genealogical and cultural fabric
relevant to the contemporary Tudor audience.

But Drayton's

Heroicall Epistles also retain the fundamental dramatic
situation found in the epistles of Ovid,

Drayton affirms,

I

"whose imitator,"

partly profess to be.

Drayton's

heroes, like those of Ovid whom he imitates, appear immersed
in a world of human adversity, violation, and culpability.

Yet Drayton's vision of human drama in this struggle scans
a world more complex than that of Ovid, for in several of

Eng lands Heroicall Epistles man appears acutely aware of
a specifically Christian divine power of providence and

mercy which impinges upon human adversity, violation, and
culpability.

Drayton's Heroicall Epistles thus provided

Pope with a ready example of transition, within the genre
of the heroic epistle, from the ancient context of pagan

law to a modern vision of Christian grace.

four epistles of the

Furthermore,

twenty-four comprising Drayton's

Englands Heroicall Epistles reveal the heroic character

developed in terms of a specifically Christian heroism.

In

the two pairs of epistles between King John and Matilda and

The Lady Jane Gray and the Lord

Gilford Dudley, Drayton

reveals the Christian hero confronted with a series of severe
tests by sin to the strength of personal faith, resolve, and

courage.
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Drayton announces in "The Argument" to the epistle.
King John to Matilda

,

the lawless means of coercion and

deceit used by King John who "strives

what faire meanes could not winne,"

.

.

,/

To get by force,

King John seeks to

persuade Matilda to cast aside her vocation as a cloistered
nun in order to be his lover.

His disregard for law appears

in his sacrilegious suggestions in perversion of the rituals
of worship in the nunnery.

If he were a monk, a role he

may take ("lie be a Mohke, so

I

may live with thee," £7^

),

they would live together in sensuous pleasure as regular
as the daily worship within the cloister.

And he then

enumerates the parts of her body that will serve as holy
artifacts:

her lips,

"the sacrisy Bell" (72); her eyes,

the Mattens Light (75-6 )j her curls,

brows,

"his Booke" (78); her body,

"Beads" (78); her

"the Crosse" he embraces

(79-8^); her "Brest the Altar" (84); her mouth, the "Psalter"
(86); their kisses,

"shrine" (84).

their "Beades" (87); and his "Bed," her

King John also seeks to coerce Matilda into

submission by extortion:

he banishes her father only to

offer his return for her favor (177-78).

Matilda quickly places King John's letter in its

moral context of sin, and identifies it as "Thy blamefull
lines bespotted so with Sin" (17).

She inveighs against

his "unbridled lust" (97) and his "deceit for Sinne" (I3),
and vows to remain separate from him, even at the cost of

suffering her father's continued banishment, to avoid these
horrors.

The resolve of Matilda in her love of God is
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superceded in passion only by the love of man and God that
unfolds in the final pair of epistles between Lady Jane

Gray and Lord Gilford Dudley.
Lady Jane Gray sees the plight of herself and her
husband, imprisoned for their attempted exclusion of Mary

Tudor from the throne, as caused by a kind of original sin

perpetrated by their two fathers, who used their marriage
to claim the throne for their families and themselves:

They which begot us, did beget this Sinne,
They first begun, what did our grief e beginne.
We tasted not, 'twas they which did rebell,
("Not our offence) out in their fall we fell,
(35-8)

Drayton's historical gloss on these lines amplifies the
sin in which Lady Jane Gray and Lord Dudley become involved:

"Shewing the ambition of the two Dukes, their Fathers, whose

pride was the cause of the utter overthrow of their
children.

"-'2

Lady Jane then echoes the deceit of ambition,

and places her suffering in the moral context of Heaven and
Hell:

Ah vile Ambition, how dost thou deceive us.
Which shew'st us Heav'n, and yet in Hell dost
leave us?
(43-4)

Although Jane Gray takes pains to insist on "our spotlesse
Innocence" (50) as contrasted with the original sin of their
fathers, she nevertheless admits an involvement (albeit

unwilling) in the vain perpetration of "a lawlesse Usurpation" (65).

Jane's reflections turn repeatedly to the implications of "a lawlesse Usurpation," in which her personal

:
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innocence seems but a small issue in the greater contest

between human and divine law in the establishment of
Henry VIII and the Tudor line of divinely constituted

monarchs
For what great HENRY most strove to avoid.
The Heav'ns have built, where Earth would have
destroy 'd.
And seating EDWARD on his Regall Throne,
He gives to MARY all that was his owne.
By Death assuring what by Life is theirs.
The Lawfull claime of HENRIES Lawfull heires.
By mortall Lawes the bond may be divorc'd.
But Heavens decree by no meanes can be forc'd:
That rules the case, when men have all decreed.
Who tooke him hence foresaw who should succeed.
For we in vaine relie on humane Lawes,
When Heaven stands forth to pleade the righteous
cause.
Thus rule the Skies in their continuall course.
That yeelds to Fate, that doth not yeeM to force,
(101-14).

But this same righteous force of Heaven stands not

only upon the inflexible application of its divine laws.
It offers the sinner relief in the

merciful efficacy of

"Faith, Repentance, and Humilitie," (152).

Lady Jane's

epistle thus comprehends the theme of law seen throughout
Eng lands Heroicall Epistles , but does not rest with the

final efficacy of law.

Rather her epistle seeks to reveal

a divine order which, in addition to being responsible for
the efficacy of law, trsmscends it in the fullness of time

by the means of grace.

husband,

"is Heavenly,

"The Soule,

"

Lady Jane assures her

and from Heaven reliev'd" (ll8).

Then Lady Jane shows the responsive movement of the soul to
the attraction it finds in "Celestiall Joyes" (l6l):
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For each good motion that the Soule
figure sees, from whence it
Heavenly
A
That sweet Resemblance, which by power
Formes (like it selfe) an Image in the
And in our Faith the operations bee.
Of that Divinenesse which through that
o

o

«

awakes,
takes
of kinde.
minde.

we see;

o

Then draw thy Forces all up to thy Heart,
The strongest Fortresse of this Earthly part.
And on these three let thy assurance lye.
On Faith, Repentance, and Humilitiei
By which, to Heav'n ascending by degrees.
Persist in Prayer upon your bended Knees:
Wnereon if you assuredly be stay'd.
You need in Perill not to be dismay 'd.
Which still shall keepe you, that you shall not
fall.

any Perill that you can appall:
Key of Heav'n thus with you, you shall beare.
Grace you guiding, get you entrance there;
you of those Celestiall Joyes possesse.
Which mortall Tongue's unable to expresse.
(133-8; 149-62)

For
The
And
And

La,dy

Jane's epistle establishes, in its concern with the

nature of the human soul and the conditions under which it
exists and suffers, a fully developed context of divine

organization and providential mercy.

The theme of the guid-

ing force of binding law appears functional only within a

clearly larger context of "Grace" and "Celestiall Joyes

Which mortall Tongue's unable to expresse" (l60-2).

.

.

Lady

Jane suffers under the punishment of the human law duly

endorsed by "Heavens decree" (108, above) in favor of the
Tudor line of monarchal succession.

The same Heavenly

source, however, draws the human soul to itself with "The

Key of Heav'n" (159), which is "Grace" (l6o),

I^dy Jane

not only suffers under the law, but she also transcends it
in her affirmation of faith in the fulfillment of a greater

destiny shaped by divine grace.

For this transcendence by

:
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grace. Lady Jane utters her prayer of thanksgiving;

Then thanks the Heav'n, preparing us this Roome^
Crowning our Heads vxith glorious Martyrdome^
Before the blacke and dismall dayes begin.
The dayes of all Idclatrie and Sinne,
(163-6)
Her husband, Gilford Dudley, endorses her resolve in his

reply:

he,

too, looks forward to Heaven,

"when we shall so

happily be gone" (117),
The faith of Lady Jane and Gilford Dudley in a benign
Pr-ovidence completes in a personal drama the affirmation of

such a Providence and can-not occur without a complementary

affirmation in the efficacy of law in the world of nature
and man.

In the Heroicall Epistles,

the affirmation of law

provides the necessary frame cf order for a specific

manifestation of that laws

the providential guidance of

the history and destiny of England,

Prom the depths of

incipient civil war in the Richard II---Isabel epistles,
jjrayton

taice'j

at to a

conclusion in which

La.dy

Jane Gray

af films In a vision the guiding hand of Providence manifest
in the birth of a destined righteous golden age of England
to come in the reign of "falre Elizabeth":

Yet Heav'n forbid, that MARIES Wombe should bring
Eng lands falre Scepter to a forraine King^
But she to faire ELIZABETH shall leave it.
Which broken, hurt, and wounded shall receive it:
And on her temples having plac'd the Crowne,
Root out the dregges Idolatry hath sowne
And Slons glory shall agalne restore
Laid ruine, waste, and desolate before^
And from blacke Slnders, and rude heapes of Stones,
Shall gather up the Martyrs sacred Bones;
And shall exti.rpe the Fow'r of Rome againe.
And cast aside the heav'ie Yoke of Spalne .
(171-1B2)
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Hardin cites Drayton's historical note

Professor Richard

F,

to this passage;

"A Prophecie of Queene Maries Barrenesse,

and of the happie and glorious Raigne of Queene Elizabeth;
her restoring of Religion^ the abolishing of Romish Servitude, and casting aside the Yoke of Spain.

"

Lady Jane

Gray's prophecy stands proved and fulfilled for Drayton's

Elizabethan reader^ and for this reason Professor Hardin
affirms that 'Jane Gray's consolation to Dudley,

.

,

.

furnishes a grand close to the whole epistolary sequence,
and a reassurance for Elizabetnans of the unerring protec1"^

tion of Divine Providence.''

-'

The overt vindication of

Providence in Lady Jane Gray's epistle has been implied

throughout all the epistles wherever we see the maintenance
of law in the affairs of men;

the workings of Providence

are not only seen in visionary prophecy but also felt

throughout in the experience of a Constance governing
force of law in the lives of men.

In this sense, then,

we can agree emphatically with Pr.-fessor Hardin that "the

Heroic all Epistles view the past in the traditional Augus-

tinian concept of history as an extension of the will of
God.

"1^

In Ovid, human violation and culpability meet only

severe retribution and suffering finds relief only in

destruction of self.

In Drayton, however, human sin and

suffering occur in a providential world of purposeful

redemptive powers.

Violation is healed by love of man and

God, and suffering reveals the capacity for merciful
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forgiveness by the providential power of God as it functions
in the world of men.

Pope would have found in the tradition

of the literary heroic epistle a clear development which
embrac-.ed the

whole range of classical and Christian values.

Pope could scarcely have been unaware of Drayton's

Heroic all Epistles .

Several specific parallels in diction^

line and couplet structure^ and dramatic situation between

Eloisa

to^ Abelard^

and many of Drayton

'

s

Heroicall Epistles

verify unmistakably Pope's thorough and intensely detailed

knowledge of his Elizabethan
couplet.

predecessor in the heroic

The numerous close analogues (see Twick. Ed. notes)

suggest the deep impression of Drayton's diction on

Pope_,

especially within the epistle between King John and Matilda,
and the epistle of Lady Jane Gray.

In the epistle of King

John and Matilda, Pope found extensive application of the
special diction that Geoffrey Tillotson finds native to
the funeral elegy and translations of epics (in addition to

the heroic epistle) and Maynard Mack finds Important in
"the new vocabulary of sentiment set abroad by the gallants

of the salons and the mystical writers of the Counter-

Reformation":

"murmur," "celestial," "relent," "tears,"

"sighs," "eyes," "dear," "gaze," "beauteous," "sad," "in
15
In Lady Jane Gray's epistle to
vain," and "tremble,"'
her husband, Gilford Dudley, Drayton uses further the dic-

tion of the mystics in the description of heaven that Lady
Jane envisions as her goal.

Pope would not, of course,

have been exposed to these kinds of diction only in
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Drayton's epistles; he could^ and did find them elsewhere,
too.

But the felicitious conjunction of style and content

already so firmly cemented in the heroic epistle seems a
most tempting center of poetic organization that

Pope_,

in

his quest for poetic unity of meaning, would have found

difficult to ignore as he brought meaning to the epistle
of Elcisa,
If we can agree that the numerous verbal and

dramatic parallels between Eloisa to Abelard and Eriglands

Hercicall Epistles indicate the probability of Pope's close
knowledge with Drayton's work, then we might agree also
that Pope would not have been likely to overlook the poignant

suffering of lawless lovers and the dramatic hope of peace

achieved by those who seek to know and love the super-

natural source of all law, God.

Certainly Pope's Eloisa

engages willingly in a lawless love and suffers for it.

Her

insistence on the beauty of libertine love is famous (9I-8).
But, we should notice subsequently in Eloisa to Abelard how

close Eloisa comes, in her development throughout her
epistle, to Drayton's sensuous, but disciplined nun,
Matilda.

At the end of her epistle, Eloisa denies the

sensuous image of Abelard as lover (see Chapter
strives to love him as a priest (325-36).

I)

and

In her rejection

of sinful temptation, she seems to follow the dramatic

example cf Drayton's Matilda, who rejects King John's

blasphemous sensuality to maintain her vows and honor as
a nun.

:
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Matildaj although not nearly so passionate nor

enraptured by libertine love as Eloisa, reveals nonetheless
in her "great and constant Resolution,

"•^'^

a sense of struggle

against as yet ungoverned impulses within herself.

She

expresses her discomfort upon receipt of King Johii's letter
in a psychomachia that may anticipate, in part at least,

Eloisa's struggles:
I set me downe, at large to write my mind.
But now nor Pen, nor Paper can I find;
For still my passion is so powerfull o'r me.
That I discerne not things that stand before me;

write, indite, I point, I raze, I quote,
enterline, I blot, correct, I note,
despaire , take courage, faint , disdaine
_! hope ,
1 make , alledgeT I imitate , 1 f aine
Now thus it must be , and now thus, and thus
Bold , shame-fac 'd , fearlesse, doubtfull , timorous ;
My faint Hand writing, when my full Eye reads.
From ev'ry word strange Passion still proceeds.
(27-^2, italics added)
I
I

,

"

;

,

The rhetoric of fluctuation and the specific antithetical

structure of the italicized lines seems to provide a

reinforcing rhetorical pattern to that Pope found in Hughes
18

translation of the Letters ©f Abe lard and Heloise

.

Eloisa's

expression of her shifting and contradictory passions bursts
forth in a very similar rhetoric of rapid antitheses

Unequal task!
a passion to resign.
For hearts so touch 'd, so pierc'd, so lost as mine.
Ere such a soul regains its peaceful state.
How often must it love, how often hatel
How often, hope, despair, resent, regret.
Conceal, disdain do all things but forget.
(195-200)

—

It seems unlikely that Pope, writing an heroic epistle about

a nun torn between her vows to God and her love of a man.
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would disengage his characteristic sensitivity to earlier
English poetry and ignore Drayton's portrayal in an heroic
epistle of a nun in a similar situation,

Wien Eloisa, the outcome of whose struggle is severely mere tenuous than that of Matilda^ envisions hei own

future deathj she orients herself (with Abelard's help in
the last rites) to a final state in which the love of Abelard, even as a priest and sanctified man^ will be dissolved
as the flesh is dissolved into dust.

The importance of

death in Elcisa to Abelard is not that it is sought by Eloisa

with a kind of fatal and suicidal urgency, but rather

that

once it comes, or is seen as sure to come, it serves as a
teacher, or rectifier, by which human values may be

illuminated,

Eloisa emphasizes this instructive function

of death:

—

Ah no in sacred vestments may'st thou stand.
The hallow 'd taper trembling in thy hand.
Present the Cross before my lifted eye.
Teach me at once, and learn of me to die.
Ah then, thy once-lov'd Eloisa seel
It will be then no crime to gaze on me.
See from my cheek the transient roses flyj
See the last sparkle languish in my eye
Till ev-ry motion, pulse, and breath, be o'erj
And ev-n my Abelard be lov'd no more,
death all-eloquent you only prove
What dust we doat on, when 'tis man we love,
(325-36)
I

J

In administering her the last rights, Abelard,

Eloisa asserts,

may teach her of death and absolution (3l6), but he may also
see her willing receipt of death's convincing argument

against her sexual passion for him.

Death proves Abelard,

and Eloisa herself, to be really mere dust.

Knowing this
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grim, but essential^ fact allows Eloisa to accept the loss

of her life willingly^ for she knows that even the sensuous

charms of Abelard will not endure beyond a limited span of
time, scon to be terminated

^

Abelard

-s

earlier and partial

dissolution, his castration, was but a prefiguremei.t of all

dissolution into impotent dust.

Eloisa imaged the castrated

Abelard earlier in the poem as "dead" (258, 262).

Now she

calls on him to mark how firmly she faces and accepts the

new fcrce of death that proves all, "death all-eloquent";
Present the Cross before my lifted eye.
Teach me at once, and learn of me to die,
(327-8)

Eloisa '6 resolve, and her mode of expressing it, recall
Drayi;on's Lady Jane Gray, who affirms her strength of

resclve in love of God as she recounts her august family
lineage and denies pride in her nobility:
of this, but learne to die
In each epistle,

"

"Nor doe I boast

(92).

the ars mcriendi implies the value

of its artful goal and the meaning of its human act.

To

the recluse (Lady Jane, although not a nun, is Imprisoned)
the goal and the act are identical:

to orient one's love

to God is to love all beings in their order in Him.

To love

God is to seek Him, and for this reason the value and meaning of death then attain their most illuminating intensity.

Learning to die thus becomes another way, more complete
than the earlier, of living with God.

To this divine source

of love and grace do Eloisa and Jane Gray turn their

aspirations.
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Within the fina.l pair of epistles, then^ especially
within the epistle of Lady Jane Gray, Drayton orients the
Ovidian moral center of law to a new Christian center of
grace,

Drayton's Heroic all Epistles provided Pope with an

already existing model for the adaptation of the classical
emphasis upon the implacable suffering under law to the

Christian emphasis on absolution by grace.

The difference

between Sappho to Phaon j with its sole expiation of guilt
by suicide, and the later Eloisa to Abe lard , with Eloisa's

search for grace and her vision of Heaven, certainly
suggests a movement from inflexible law to redemptive grace
in Pope's poems similar to that he must have found in

Drayton,

III
It should not be surprising that Pope should respond

to the dramatic possibilities inherent and potential within

the image of the Christian hero.

The rich store of human

drama contained within that image was available to Pope in
a very wide range of 17th and l8th century literary and

theological traditions.

To disentangle all the possible

sources of influence prominent in Pope's time would be a

prodigious task; but a beginning may be made with an important literary commerce with the poetry of Richard Crashaw

that Pope makes obvious in Eloisa to Abe lard.
Pope, of course, would not have needed to depend on
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Drayton's poems for so traditional a literary and meditative

conceptual structure as the ars moriendi
have needed to read Crashaw's Death

'

s

.

Nor would he

Lecture at the Funeral

of k Young Gentleman (I652); " and yet as the exhortation
of Drayton's Lady Jane Gray to her husband to "learn to die"
seems to provide a seminal hint for Eloisa's exhortation to

Abelard as a priest to "Teach me at once, and learn of me to
die" (328)5 Just so, in this same passage in which Eloisa

envisions her own death, her comprehension of the finality
of death seems to echo the conclusive power of death in

Crashaw's poem.
en-jBierates the

As Flcisa envisions her own death, she

progressive extinctions of sexual potency

within herself (329-3^)^ and then exclaims her knowledge of
what death, a constant test, reveals to be constant in

physical human nature:
death all-eloquent I You only prove
What dust we doat on, when 'tis man we love,
(335-6)
The conclusion of Crashaw's Death's Lecture also enumerates
the physical debilities of the human visage and structure
(21-31) and arrives at much the same truth emergent from
the test of human nature:

only you
All daring dust and ashes
Nature
true,
interpreters
read
Of all
J

(31-2)

Eloisa' s vision of her own death as a time of testing and

proof recalls the revelation of the vision from the affirraation of death's power in Crashaw,

20

As a part of the image of "the blameless Vestal"

"
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(207-22)^ envisioned by Eloisa as the archetypical Christian

heroine J Pope includes line 212 in quotation marks and footnotes it as "Taken from Crashaw.

''

21

The line adds an

ijnpcrtant detail to the whole picture of the disciplined

nun living in full commitment to the love of God;
'

-Obedient slumbers that can wake and weep,'"

"taken^" as the Twickenham Edition notes,

1.

she sleeps

Pope has
l6 from Crashaw's

"Description of a Religious House and Condition of Life
(Out of Barclay)."

In this little poem (39 lines), inspired

by a section of John Barclay's (I582-I62I) historical
romance in Latin^ Argenis (I62I),

Crashaw describes the

peaceful and disciplined response of devout recluses, one
of whom speaks as the narrator.

We learn of the inhabitants'

willing commitment as the narrator unfolds the rigorous duty
they maintain to God:

they have only

A hasty portion of praescribed sleep;
Obedient slumbers? that can wake & weep.
(15-16)
In spite of his quotation marks at Eloisa to Abe lard , 1. 212^

Pope does not quote Crashaw's line I6 exactly.

By omitting

the question mark, he alters the sjmtax of Crashaw's line,

resulting in the moderation of Crashaw's severe caesura--a

moderation which makes the whole line more effectively
indicative in mood, and therefore more coherent with the

affirmative rhetoric of Pope's whole passage on the felicities of "the blameless Vestal.

The impact of the image in 1. 212 emerges from the

metaphor J "obedient slumbers."

The metaphor insists that

,
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a

physical necessity, sleep, not normally subject finally

to the human will, does submit to the firm will of "the

blameless Vestal."

Furthermore, the "slumbers" themselves

become willful, and therefore can be seen as "obedient."
The "slumbers" themselves, in an animated synechdoche,

recognize over physical necessity the superior spiritual
The oxymoronic strength of

necessity of devotion to God.

"slumbers that can wake" stresses the Vestal's subjection of
her physical needs to her spiritual commitment.

couplet,

11.

The whole

211-12, places the "Obedient slumbers" and

the waking that grows from them within a context of disci-

plined harmony in "equal periods," in which "equal" means
not only a chronological and quantitative harmony, but also

implies an older latinate root significance, "beneficent,"

from Latin aeguus

;

Labour and rest, that equal periods keep;
'Obedient slumbers that can wake and weep.'
(211-12)

All the cloistered activities of "the blameless Vestal" as
bride of Christ, then, are harmonious and beneficent:
"labour and rest," and their chiasmic structured parallels,
"slumbers" and waking to weep.

Eloisa's own state, of

course, differs radically on the v^ry basis of these

cloistered activities:

as a nun, her labors of penitence

are performed "in vain"

(15,

28,

177);

nor any slumber free from "tumult"

(4)

she knows no "rest"

and nightmares

(223

ff.); and her waking hours are spent mainly with sensuous

recollection of her love with Abelard

— recollections

all too

frequently accompanied with the tears of despairing eros
(^5-8,

348)
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In both Crashaw and Pope,

the demands of physical

nature are not ignored, but they are seen to be met as a
part of a larger reality to which they must become adapted
a:r!.d

harmonized.

jects of Crashaw'

Pope's "blameless Vestal," like the subs

''Description of a Religious House," is

content because in her commitment to God she has success-

fully resolved the struggle of the physical against the
spirituri.l,

of nature against graces she has subdued (not

eradicated) the demands of nature to the demands of grace.
She seeks the Bridegroom with

Desires compos 'd, affections ever ev'n.
Tears that delight ^ and sighs that waft to heav'n,
(213-14)
In a letter addressed to Henry Cromwell,

December 17,

1710, Pope offers his criticism and analysis of Crashaw 's

poetry.

His judgment of Crashaw'

s

poetry is severe, but

not wholly unsympathetic:

All that regards design, form, fable
(which is the soul of poetry), all that
concerns exactness, or consent of parts
(which is the body) will probably be
wanting; only pretty conceptions, fine
metaphors, glittering expressions, and
something of a neat cast of verse (which
are properly the dress, gems, and loose
22
ornaments of poetry), may be found in these verseF.
It may,

at first, be surprising to see Pope quoting from

poetry he previously judged to lack "body" and "soul,

"

but

Pope's debt to Crashaw, in spite of his letter to Henry
Cromwell, appears more extensive than the borrowing of a

single line.

The opening lines of Crashaw'

s

"Description

of A Religious House and Condition of Life" offered him
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some "pretty conceptions" which appear adapted closely
^^-

Elolsa to Abelard

;

No roofes of gold o're riotous tables shining
Whole dayes and suns devour 'd with endlesse dining^
No soules of tyrian sylk proud pavements sweeping^
Nor ivory couches costlyer slumbers keeping;
False lights of f lairing gemmes; tumultuous joyes;
Halls full of flattering men & frisking boyes;
Whate're false showed of short & slippery good
Mix the mad sons of men in mutuall blood.
But WALKES & unshorn woods; and soules just so.
Unforc't & genuine; but not shady tho.
Our lodgings hard & homely as our fare.
That chast & cheap, as the few clothes we weare.
Those, course & negligent. As the naturall lockes
Of these loose grooves, rough as th'unpolish'd
rockes.

(1-14)

Crashaw's description of the life led by those in the religious house reflects in its outward appearance the

inhabitants' spiritual commitment to God.

The first eight

lines present an image of the enjoyment of physical

pleasures and material wealth---an image that the religious
house negates.

Crashaw begins with a negative image of a

corrupt "religious house" that shows a dedication to Mammon
and Venus rather than Christ, to the ephemeral and therefore specious riches of a nature divorced from the Source of

grace to whose service the religious house presumably is
still outwardly dedicated.

The opening of Crashaw's poem

is ironical in which we see the obverse side, as it were,

of what we might expect the poem to present from its title.
In Crashaw's poem, we are immediately caught up in the

ironical rhetoric of indirection as
"religious house" is not.

we first see what the

The negative image, however, with
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its cumulative detail of human sin in a cloister seems all

too real and possible, as if the negative image of a "condi-

tion of life" in idolatrous worship of Mammon and Venus
remains

.a

threatening potential urging and tempting "a

religious house" to fulfill.
The difference between the "false" (5) values of the

first religious house and the "genuine" (10) devotion of the

second hinges upon their respective uses of nature,

Cra-

shaw does not oversimplify by showing the "genuine" religious

rejecting nature:

rather nature is preserved and cherished

in its primitive and unpretentious beauty.

The simplicity

of nature surrounding the "genuine" religious house seems
to suggest "the condition of life" therein:

the "unshorn

woods" (9), through or near which the "WALKES" would seem to
extend^ image forth "soules, just so/ unforc't & genuine" (910); and, reciprocally, the "condition of life" of the

devotees reflects back to the condition of unspoiled nature
as their "few clothes" are

"course & Negligent, As the

naturall lockes/Of these loose groves, rough as th' unpolish't
rockes" (12-14, italics added).

Conversely, the luxury

etnd

pride of ostentation of the first religious house reveal
a disharmony that can only be an unnatural and perverse

expression of religious duty.

Indeed, the "description" of

the first religious house is devoid of any mention concerning the overt presence of nature as a part of that "condition

of life.

"

Nature never enters the perverse image crowded as

it is with gold roofs, dining tables,

"tyrian sylk,

"

"proud
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pavements," "ivory couches ,

"

"flairing gemmes," "flattering

men," "frisking boyes," and "false showes."

The scene

already clogged with things then brings forth the source of
the clutter:

a confused

rout of human creatures linked

together only by their common heritage of madness:

Whate're false showes of short & slippery good
Mix the mad sons of men in mutuall blood,
(7-8)

The mad "condition of life" in the opening eight lines of

Crashaw's poem reflects qualitatively the moral and spiritual debility of those, referred to in the poem, who indulge

themselves under the guise of serving God,
Crashaw's "Description of a Religious House and

Condition of Life" seems to have impressed Pope, for when
Eloisa undertakes to recollect her happiness when first

committed to the life of a nun in Abelard's newly founded
convent, the Paraclete, she recalls a scene analogous in

form and content to Crashaw's opening lines:

Ah think at least thy flock deserves thy care.
Plants of thy hand, and children of they pray'r.
From the false world in early youth they fled .
and deserts l ed.
By thee to mountains , wilds
You rais'T these hallow 'd walls; the desert smil'd.
And Paradise was open'd in the Wild.
No weeping orphan saw his father' s stores
Our shrines irradiate , or emblaze the floors ;
No silver saints , by dying misers giv'n .
Here brTb'd the rage of ill-requited heav'n;
But such plain roofs as piety could raise .
And only vocal with the Maker's praise.
(129-40, italics added)
,

In the italicized lines, Eloisa clearly fixes the anti-

thetical condition of the world, on the one hand, and on the
other, the secluded convent.

The world is "false" in the
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sense that it stands antithetical to the second line of the

couplet!

it is false for it harbors false men who are not

found in unadorned and terrifying primeval nature.

As

Eloisa interprets Abelard's escape, he returned not only

closer to nature, but closer to God, for in primeval nature
he finds a place receptive to "hallcw'd walls."

Nature,

which first appears in its terrifying aspect (perhaps
because it is closer to God), now appears benign, "the
desert smil'd,

tion to God.

"

as Abelard constructs a holy place of devo-

The "false world" thus stands successively in

opposition to Abelard, who escapes from it to worship Godj
to nature, which receives Abelard,

serves as the scene and

medium of Abelard's worship, and in assent to Abelard's
worship miraculously changes its aspect to bring forth a
"Paradise
to God.

...

in the Wild;"

and, finally, by analogy,

Once again we see in Eloisa to Abelard an image

of nature that serves as a link between human nature and

grace:

here, specifically, between Abelard and the nuns

(including Eloisa) and the Holy Spirit, or the Paraclete,
as Pope-s note to line I33 affir-ms.

At line I35, Pope then shifts clearly into a

rhetoric ("No

.

.

.

No

.

.

.

But

.

.

.

")

smilar in its

antitheses to Crashaw's "Description of a Religious House"

by first presenting us with a negative image of a perverse
and even grossly uncharitable irreligious house.

He makes

more explicit than Crashaw the damage wrought by the worldly
house's sins against its society (the "weeping orphan" p.3^
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whose patrimony the house has devoured) and against its God^
"ill-requited" by its "bribes" (I38).

Like Crashaw, Pope

contrs.sts the worldly house of luxury and pride to the pious

house of plainness and humility,

Eloisa makes a distinction

between a richly endowed convent like the famed Santa Casa
at Loreto ^ and Abelard's rustic retreat at the Paraclete.
In John Hughes' 1713 translation of the Letters of Abe lard

and Helcise, we find Heloise making the same distinction:

These Cloisters owe nothing to publick
Charities; our Walls were not rais'd
by the Usury of Publicans^ nor their
Foundations laid in base Extortion.
God whom we serve^ sees nothing but
innocent Riches, and harmless Votaries,
whom you have placed here (p. 108).^°
It

would be much too facile to ascribe Pope's lines on the

founding of Abelard's convent solely to his major source,
Hughes' translation.

Crashaw's opening couplets in "Descrip-

tion of A Religious House" offer a possible additional

analogue to the logical structure and meaning of Pope's
lines.

Pope even seems to recall the thought of Crashaw's

striking beginning,

"No roofes of gold"

(1), when Eloisa

specifies the humble chai'acter of the Paraclete's design:
''But

such plain roofs as piety could raise" (139 )•

In Pope's

repetition of the key verb "raise" (133^ 139)^ we certainly
27

see the possible imprint of the relevant passage from Hughes;

but we must, I think, see that Pope's imagination probably
has conflated the rhetorical structure and content of images

from both Hughes and Crashaw into one coherent and new image
of the humble nun as Christian heroine in Eloisa to Abelard,

:

13^
Other poems of Crashaw provided Pope with examples
of the Christian heroine in adversity.

The Twickenham

Edition twice refers to Crashaw 's Alexias , The Complaint of
the Forsaken Wi_fe of Sainte Alexis (1648-52): once for a

parallel in epithet choice ("Relentless walls/' Eloisa to
"relentlesse rockes,

Ah e lard, 17;

"

Alexias

,

I5), and

II.

once fcr a similar scene of future mourning over the tomb of
the heroine

(

Eloisa to Abelard

,

3^5 ff; Alexias

,

I.

25 ff.).

Crashaw' s adaptation in three elegies abbreviates Remond's
29
Latin originals on Alexias 3 -^ but preserves the basic image

of the grieving faithful wife whom Alexis has laid aside to

fellow Christ, 30

in her grief. Alexias considers what

crime could have possibly caused her to deserve her rejection
at the hands of Alexis

And I, what is my crime I cannot tell.
Unlesse it be a crime to have lov'd too well,
(III, 19-20)
The issue of crime in Icve arises in Eloisa to Abelard when

Eloisa confronts the destruction of her happiness in love

with Abelardj she reviews her early acquaintance with
Abelard and isolates the point at which she first submitted
to his persuasion:

Prom lips like those what precept fail'd to move?
Too soon they taught me 'twas no sin to love,
(67-8)
She invokes the traditional Christian idea of love as

sin," but with a significant difference,

"no

in so far as this

love of Eloisa for Abelard does not turn away from God, then
her love is literally "no sin.

"

But the love Eloisa
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describes is the product of Abelard's deceit "under FriendShe is moved "too soon" to believe that

ship's name^^ (60),

love, even love turned away from God, is "no sin,"

Her sin

is then not in the love itself ^ but in the turning away from

God which is the result of her sensuous desire for Abelard.
She describes in a vivid scenic metaphor her willful turn

away from Gcd---a turn that drives her away from the "light"
of Gcd and "Back thro'" a pathway from which the light of

God appears "Dim and remote'':

Back thro' the paths of pleasing sense I ran^^l
Nor wish'd an Angel whom I lov'd a Man,
Dim and remote the joys of saints I see^
Nor envy them, that heav'n I lose for thee,
(69-72)

Eloisa runs to the erotic attraction of Abelard's "tongue"
and '"lips" (67).

Sensuality itself is "no sin" until she

casts all desire for God aside in the exclusive indulgence

of her sensuous love of Abelard,

The result of Abelard's

teaching Eloisa "Too soon" (68) appears to have been her
failure to see and experience how love can lead her to God
as well as Abelard,

Her early experience with love seems

metaphorically narrowed in the image of the "paths of pleasing sense" (69),

She willfully confines her pleasure to

the sensual love of man andwillfully rejects God,

"the joys

of saints" (71) and "heav'n" (72), for Abelard (70, 72),

Eloisa 's "sin" results not merely from her love of Abelard,
but from the deceit he uses to involve her unwittingly at

first in a love that then encourages her to separate will-

fully herself from God,

Abelard's deceit involves Eloisa
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in love "Too soon" (68) for her to understand that love is
"no sin" only when it leads consistently into love of God

and to final union with Him.

Through deceit by Ahelard and

her own resultant error, then^ Eloisa shuts out God from
her Icve^ and in so far as she does this, she sins.
The effect of Pope's use of the situation he found

in Crashaw's Alexias-^

is thus two-fold.

First, he estab-

lishes the exact conditions and circumstances of Eloisa 's
sin in love.

She has been deceived and misled by Abelard,

her preceptor, and she has been tempted into sin before
she had acquired the understanding to resist it.

Thus

explained, Eloisa 's struggles are more likely to generate

sympathy in the reader.

Secondly, he establishes at the

same time the characteristics of a love which is "no sin":

by involving herself in the issue of love as "sin" and "no
sin,

"

Eloisa already begins to rectify her understanding of

love from ^he damage done to it by Abelard's deceitful

teachings.

Once she knows her sin, she may be able then to

strive to achieve a love for God, and Abelard, in which
there is

'"nc

sin

"
.

The imsLge of the Christian heroine that Pope found
in Crashaw's Alexias implies a struggle in which Christian

virtues are exercised by the heroine.

As Eloisa calls for

the traditional triad of theological virtues to empower her
to sustain her search for God,

she concludes her invocation

of them in terms that again recall the poetry of Crashaw,
DO
She first invokes "grace serene" (297)5 or charity, -^-^ and
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"hope" (299) with their apposite powers of directing
the

Christian heavenward to God.

Then she calls for "faith, our

early Uimicrtality" (300) and uses phraseology from
Crasha,w's
'"Answer" tc Cowley in On Hoge

(51-2):

Fair Hope;
our earlyer Heaven i by thee
Young Tlirie is taster to Eternity.

Crashaw and Pope alike present memorable chaiacterizations
of the suffering Christian heroine^ and this fact
alone

should render Pope's significant use of Crashaw'

construct the drama in his own less strange.

s

poetry to

But Pope's

significant use of Crashaw does not imply a weakening
of

distinctions between the two great poets:

rather, it offers

us a chance to define their difference of
outlook more

sharply.

In the poem On Hope ,

Crashaw invokes Hope in

terms of the highest goal she seeks:

True Hope s a glorious Huntresse, and her^chase
The God 01 Nature in the fields of Grace. ^^
'^

The best of Crashaw'

s

poetry with its ecstatic and impas-

sioned vision of human nature in a state of grace
seems to
have at its very center the "chase" of "the God
of Nature
in the fields of Grace."

Pope, however, resolutely seeks

to treat the imprint of God in the workings
of human nature,

and how in its earthly setting, human nature itself
must

understand the created harmonies in the larger patterns
of
external nature around itself.
Pope's poetry, then,
especially Eloisa to Abelard

,

has as its central movement

a search, or "chase," of the God of
Grace in the fields of

nature.
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IV
In order to assess Pope's use of the literary-

traditions he found, we should begin with his paraphrastic
translation-^-^ of Ovid's Sap ho to Phaon, Wholly Translated ,

written perhaps as early as 1707^ that ostensibly replaces
the earlier version of that epistle translated, and severely

abbreviated, by Sir Carr Scrope for the first edition of
Ovids.

Epistles, Trans lat'd by Several Hands (l680).-^

Pope's poem links him directly to the Ovidian drama of

human love set firmly in a world of violation and punishment, for he articulates in his poem the issues that reticulate in Ovid's Latin poem.

His Sapho, like Ovid's, suffers

most severely from the consequences of her own ungoverned
sensuality, now, at Phaon's desertion, turned upon herself:
I burn, I burn, as when thro' ripen 'd Corn
By driving Winds the spreading Flames are born;
Phaon to AEtna s scorching Field retires,
Wl'iile I consume with more than AEtna s Fires J
No more my Soul a Charm in Musick finds.
Music has Charms alone for peaceful Minds.
'

'

(9-U)
Sapho eschews

''the

Lyrick Muse" (6) for "Elegies of Woe" (8)

because of the rage in her "Soul"
her peace in a hell of fire.

—a

rage that "consumes

"--

Her state of self-consumption

and self-destruction can be mitigated only by the unlikely

return of Phaon.

Like Ovid, Pope clearly shows Sapho

's

suffering at the outset of the poem as the direct result of
her unrestrained, but fruitless, sensuality.
Pope then departs from the strict sense of Ovid's
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Latin text to introduce a passage descriptive of Sapho's

psychological state:
Soft Scenes of Solitude no more can please.
Love enters there^ and I'm my own Disease.
(15-16)

The distinctive characteristic of this passage, its "tender
melancholy,"--^'

constitutes the effect of Sapho's restless

and suffering "Soul" (13) on her perception of her environment.

The normal pleasures of nature, clearly defined

first as "Soft Scenes of Solitude" (15), have been perverted
into scenes that no longer return their expected pleasure
to the viewer.

This effect on Sapho, we learn in line l6,

has been caused by the intrusion

of "Love" into the scene

before her eyes, which makes the real absence of love with
Phacn more painfully felt.

She herself is the source of

this intruding presence of "Love"; therefore, she is the

source of her own pain and her "own Disease,"
For Pope, however,

Sapho's Hell does not confine

itself within her own mind, but extends to embrace and color
her whole world.

He insists on a profound relationship

between perceiver and thing perceived--a relationship that
is not merely the effect of a simply psychological projec-

tion^ but one that implies an ordered continuity of

existence between humsun perceiver and thing perceived.

The

restlessness in Sapho that makes her her own disease denies
her the enjoyment of nature's normally proffered "Soft
Scenes of Solitude."

incontinence perverts

Her breach of natural law in her

what should be the normal lawful
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pleasures of nature external to her.

She does not^ in Pope's

addition to Ovid^ exist or act in a vacuum separate from
nature^ but her suffering under Phaon's faithless desertion

mars her ability to see the whole of nature in which she
exists.

Pope's departure from the strict sense of Ovid's

text, therefore J functions to reinforce what

I

have shown

earlier to be Ovid's basic and pervading meaning in his
Sapho to Fhaon ;

love cannot be defined apart from the

structure of law^ moral and natural, and the suffering

consequent upon violation, in the total order of nature.

Immediately following his departure from the strict
sense of Ovid in lines 15-16, Pope returns to the Latin text

only to modify it again.

He omits Ovid's detailed list of

Sappho's former Lesbian loves (15-19 )j perhaps for reasons
38
of propriety:
No more the Lesbian Dames my passion move.
Once the dear Objects of my guilty Love.
(17-18)

This couplet abbreviates the list of names in Ovid and

eschews the tabulation of the "hundred others" of Lesbia
'"loved"

(19:

"aliae centum

,

.

.

amavi") by Sappho not

without "reproach" (19: "non sine crimine").
do not omit Sapho

's

sense of guilt, her reproach to herself

for her "guilty Loves."

underscore Sapho

'

s

Pope's lines

Indeed, his abbreviation serves to

loss of yet another pleasure as a result

of her incontinence with Phaon, her "guilty Loves" in Lesbia.
Pope, then, departs from Ovid in order to dramatize

more vividly the nature of Sapho 's plight.

She submitted
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to Phaon of her own will^ and however great his guilt of

violation by subsequent desertion, she remains the sole
source of what she calls her "Plame"--her incontinent and

restless sexual passion:

All other loves are lost in only thine.
Ah Youth ungrateful to a Flame like mine]
(19-20)

Neither Ovid nor Pope in any way impose a merely prudish
or arbitrary judgment of ascetic morality upon Sapho's

sexual passion.

In both poems her passion is seen to be

incontinent because of the intense and unquenchable pain
she complains that it inflicts.

The image of the volcanic

fires of Aetna, early established in both poems as the

sensual quality of Sapho's "Flame," conveys a hellish

quality to all her pangs of love for Phaon,

In her inconti-

nence, she is her own pain and her own hell.
Like Ovid's Sappho, Pope's Sapho, derives her

creative power of poetry directly from divine sources--the
Muses and Venus.

Also, as in Ovid, her power of poetry is

inspired by her exceptional agitation of soul in love:
The Muses teach me all their softest Lays,
And the Wide World resounds with Sapho's Praise,
Tho great Alcaeus more sublimely sings.
And strikes with bolder Rage the sounding Strings,
No less Renown attends the moving Lyre,
Which Venus tunes, and all her Loves inspire.
To me what Nature has in Charms deny'd
Is well by Wit's more lasting Flames supply' d.
'

(31-8)
In line 38,

Pope departs from the strict sense of Ovid's

diction when he defines "Wit" in an image of "Flames," the
same image Pope and Ovid often use to define Sapho's love

1^2

and passion for Phaon.

Pope's departure here brings Sapho's

love together with her wit^ or the divinely inspired genius
of her poetry, in a coimncn image of "Flames."

Both love and

creativity are identified traditionally with the

gods_,

and

on rare occasions^ are inspired by them into human breasts.
We have seen earlier that the "Flames" of Sapho's love, in
Phaon' s absence, bring her only the super-human torments of

the volcanic fires of Aetna, the traditional classical

earthly link with the fires of hell.

Her "Flames" of wit,

under the severe duress of "wandring" (66) Phaon 's ignoble
desertion, as we have seen, first alter from lyric poetry

of love to "Elegies of Woe" (8).

Later, at the end of the

poem, her art will dissipate into silence of the same "Woe"
(231):

Alas J the Muses now no more inspire,
Untun'd my Lute, and silent is my I^re,
My languid Numbers have forgot to flow.
And Fancy sinks beneath a Weight of Woe.
(228-31)
The less of love, then, for Pope's Sapho as well as Ovid's,

marks the loss of an intimate communion with the powers of
the gods

— powers

that Sapho relinquishes in despair at the

loss of Phaon:

My Phaon s fled, and I those Arts resign,
(Wretch that I am, to call that Phaon mine])
Return fair Youth, return, and bring along
Joy to my Soul, and Vigour to my Song:
Absent from thee, the Poet's Flame expires.
But, ah how fiercely burn the Lover's Fires?
'

I

(236-41)

Sapho places all her happiness upon Phaon'

s

unlikely return,

and, in effect, casts her own gods and their powers aside

:

1^3
in despair:

"and I those Ai-ts resign,"

In the sister powers ,

she is renowned, Sapho

love and poetry, for which

finds the cause of her sensuous

nature
Cupid 's light Darts my tender Bosom move.
Still is there cause for Sapho still to love:
So from my Birth the Sisters fix'd my Doom,
And gave to Venus all my Life to come;
Or while my Muse in melting Notes complains.
My yielding Heart keeps Measure to my Strains.
(80-94)
Her "yielding Heart," established by a law of fate, or

"Doom" (91)5 and sharply augmented by her "melting" (93)

poetic art, leads her to be "undone" (96).

Sapho sees her

fate "fix'd" (9I) to suffer from her sensuous nature as

well as the betrayal of Phaon's desertion:

she suffers

equally from her own "Flsones" (38) as well as from his
'•Crimes" (141).

As in Ovid, Pope's Sapho recounts her ungovernable

dreams of sexual intercourse with the absent Phaon (143-52).
She admits, like Ovid's Sappho

(

Heroides XV, 132-33) that

she cannot control herself before the "Fancy" (146) of his

"visionary Charms" (14?) in spite of her "blush" of guilty
conscience:

—

Then fiercer Joys I blush to mention these.
Yet while I blush, confess how much they please]
(153-4)

Instead of pleasure, she finds intense

eind

"fraxitick" (159)

misery, for her dreams of violent love were only tantalizing "sweet Delusions" that "fly" (155) at daybreak.
In contrast to the fanciful and fleeting pleasures

14^
of Phaon's return in her dream^ Sapho appears now "like
some Fury" (159) wandering forlornly as a spirit of hell
lost in a cursed wasteland:

As if once more forsaken,, I complain^
And close my Eyes^ to dream of you again.
Then frantick rise^ and like some Fury rove
Thro' lonely Plains, and thro' the silent Grove,
As if the silent Grove, and lonely Plains
That knew my Pleasures, cou'd relieve my Pains.
(157-62)

The melancholy landscape of Sapho

"s

distraught wandering

marks the profound dissolution of the fleeting pleasure in
her sensuous dreams to an enduring state of pain and despair,
Pope derives from Ovid his melancholy landscape, for both he

and Ovid show a nature barren- to Sapho 's search for gratification:

view the Grotto , once the Scene of Love,
The Rocks around, the hanging Roofs above.
That charm 'd me more, with Native Moss o'ergrown.
Than Phrygian Marble or the Parian Stone.
I find the Shades that veil'd our Joys before.
But, Phaon gone, those Shades delight no more.
I

(I63-8)

The change she has undergone as a result of Phaon's
urjiatural desertion has violated not only herself, but

also her perception of the order of nature.

The sole

response in an otherwise silent nature, rendered so in

mourning at Phaon's desertion, emerges from the nightingale's solitary song of abandoned and violated love

call of Philomela invoking the terror of Tereus

violence against man and nature (173-8).

Sapho

'

's

— the

passionate
allusive

image of Tereus conveys her realization, in this part of

Pope's poem that deviates from the strict sense of Ovid,
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that the crimes of men, herself and Phaon, as well as

Tereus, violate the order of moral and natural laws in the

world in which they must live.
Isi

constrast to the sterile scene of darkness that

Sapho must endure. Pope's ''Watry Virgin" (186), like Ovid's
Naiad, offers succour from her sacred spring whose purity

and beauty is protected within "a Grove" (l82) where

Eternal Greens the mossie Margin grace
Watch 'd by the Sylvan Genius of the Place,
(183-4)

Although Pope's nymph of the spring speaks from the locus of
a rejuvenated nature of "Eternal Greens," she,

like Ovid's

Naiad, offers Sapho release only in the act of suicide.
As in Ovid, Pope shows Sapho aware of the alterna-

tives she faces.

The loss of Phaon and his godlike beauty

means the loss of a godlike inspiration in her life:
art.

her

The loss of her creative power robs her of any future

chance of bringing order to the chaos of her passion^ as
she has done in this very poem in the form of an impassioned

plea for Phaon 's return.

She knows that the result of her

"Lover's Fires'' (241) for the absent Phaon will simply be
that the fires will remain unrequited.

Sapho

's

only

recourse under the isolated hell of her own punishment is
to seek the relief of suicide in "the raging Seas" (257),

whose rage is more mild than the rage of torment she now
suffers.
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V
The comparison of Pope's translated heroic epistle^

Sapho to Phaon^ to his later original effort^ Eloisa to

Abelard, distinguishes two principal qualities about the
latter poem.

Firsts Eloisa to Abelard shows a deep

impression left upon its theme and style from Pope's

apprenticeship in the translation of Ovid.

Secondly,

the key points of similarity in mode linking Eloisa to

Abelard with Sapho to Phaon serve also to define, as we
shall see, important distinctions between the poems.

If

we first examine the similarities the two poems present,
we may then more sharply articulate the profoundly distinc-

tive and original character of Eloisa to Abelard ,
The opening scene of each poem presents the writer
of the epistle not only "as treasuring her lover's letter
and as struggling with tears and emotion in her attempts to

answer it,

it4l

but also as isolated from social intercourse

with human beings, and bound to a seemingly irrevocable
past of violation and a present of sorrow.
Sapho,

The anguish of

"I'm my own Disease" (16), seems comparable to the

way Eloisa feels her own intense desire for Abelard to be
the very source of her intense suffering:
In vain lost Eloisa weeps and prays.
Her heart still dictates, and her hand obeys.
(15-16)

"Her heart" as the traditional seat of her will turns "her

hand," a synecdoche for her body, against her expressive

14?

Divorced from her will^ Eloisa's

acts of contrition.

contrition seems ineffective and useless to herself.

Not

only this 3 but her own will actively combats her contrition,
and thus causes her to be her "own Disease,"
Sapho and Eloisa are similar in their awareness of
the centripetal source of the suffering they experience:

themselves.

They prove similar, too, in the way they find

the loss of pleasure in themselves extend out from its

center to drive pleasure from their environment of nature,
Fope develops Sapho

's

awareness of her total loss of pleas-

ure from its first revelation that "Soft Scenes of Solitude

no more can please" (15)^ to a more thoroughly detailed

description of the way nature in her perception turns into
hell, a place of unrequited desire and recurrent torture.

For instance, Sapho

's

visionary joys of recollected sexual

intercourse with Phaon (l43 ff

.

)

cause her more anguish

because they remain, however momentarily "sweet" (155),
mere fleeting "Delusions" (155).

Once lost, the delusions

drive Sapho in torment out to seek fruitless refuge from a

new hostile, not "Soft" (15 )5 scene of solitude, a "lonely"
(16j, 161) and "silent" (l6o, l6l

)

plain and grove.

As we

have seen earlier in the analysis of Pope's Sapho to Phaon,
Saphj no longer enjoys a receptive and protective nature:
I find the Shades that veil'd our Joys before.
But, Phaon gone, those Shades delight no more,
(167-8)

In Sapho to Phaon ,

pain and pleasure,

11.

143-4, the antithesis of

"Care"— "Delight " (l43) and "Longing"--

:
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"Dream" (144)5 establishes a polarity of reference that Pope

seems to develop in a similar scene of a night of torment in

Elolsa to Abelard , 11. 223-48.

Eloisa remarks at the outset

the extreme and antithetical distance of her own pleasures

from those of the holy nun she has envisioned immediately
before
Far other dreams my erring soul employ.
Far other raptures, of unholy joy.
(223-4)

As Impassioned sexual sensibility "stir^J

within fhe^

ev'ry source of love" (232), but in spite of her love so

sharply awakened, Eloisa finds no satisfaction with her

own nature, nor any complementary fulfillment from external
nature.

However "soft" and "dear" (240), her erotic visions

of Abelard prove "illusions" and "deceits" (240).
As in Sap ho to Phaon, perceived nature seems real

nature for Eloisa,

She makes her own hell out of nature

as she wanders in a distraught vision with Abelard,

Thro' dreary wastes, and weep each other's woe;
Where round some mould 'ring tower pale ivy creeps.
And low-brow 'd rocks hang nodding o'er the deeps,
(242-4)

The allusive diction suggestive of the sensibility of

Milton's L'Allegro ,

"ihere under Ebon shades, and low-brow 'd

Rocks" (8), suggests more than the general influence of

Milton on l8th century poetry:

it suggests Pope's use of

a particularly responsive mode of human perception,

-*

Eloisa 's personal hell organizes her response to nature;
for,

in effect,

it obliterates the distinction between

:
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interior pernonal h-oman nature and exterior environmental
nature, between subjective nature and objective nature.
To Eloisa^ external nature appears as a hell on earth
beca.use her perception of external nature occurs within

her comprehensive moral experience of sin and suffering.
This is not to say simp lis tically that Eloisa extends, or

transfers, her immediate mood to nature.

Rather, Pope

insists, it would seem that her act of perception remains

inseparable from her total moral experience of evaluation
and understanding.

Her experience of external nature,

then, must be seen as but a part of a larger whole--a

whole moral and evaluative context of human experience
that the poem has been primarily unfolding from its very

first line.

For example,

the wasteland of Eloisa 's night-

marish vision quoted above suggests two analogous
experiences described in Dryden's translation of the
Aeneid, one of which is cited as an analogue in the

Twickenham Edition.

In the fourth book. Dido laments the

desertion of Aeneas, and suffers the anguish of his lest
image in her dreams

stern Aeneas in her dreams appears.
Disdainful as by day: she seems, alone.
To wander in her sleep, thro* ways unknown,
Guideless and dark; or, in a desart plain, k|.
To seek her subjects, and to seek in vain.
(Aeneid IV, 676-80)
The landscape of Dido's dream does not exist detached from

her as she perceives it, but instead it becomes a part of
her comprehensive emotional experience.
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Elcisa's "dreary wastes" (242) suggest also another
scene from Dryden*s Aeneid , Book VI^ as Aeneas and the

Cumaean Sybil begin their journey into the underworld:
0bS3ure they went thro* dreary shades ^ that led
Along the waste dominions of the dead,
(Aeneid VI, 378-9)
Pope's description of nature perceived as hell helps to fix
the quality of Eloisa's experience.

Her "wandring" (241)

in nature clearly becomes in her experience a journey
thz'ough hell--a hell that is not merely transferred from

within her to external nature but is inseparable from her
receptive experience of nature.

Among many scenes in Eloisa to Abelard that recall
similar scenes in Sapho to Phaon ^

tne analogous scenes of

supernatural communication in each poem point beyond similarity to a distinct and crucial difference between the
basic thematic and structural coherence of each poem.

In

Sapho to Phaon , Ovid's as well as Pope's, we have seen how
a Naiad,

"a

Watry Virgin" (Pope, 186) stands before the

weeping Sapho and points the way to her relief by the
stern means of suicide.

Only in this implacable way of

self-extinction can Sapho relieve the disordered state of
her unrequited love.

Alive j her loveless life without

Phaon is totally disordered:

dead, she will find what

relief the nature goddess offers only if she literally
disintegrates herself on the rocks below "Apollo's Fane"
(Pope, 190).

The law of nature embodied in the nature

goddess, the Naiad, offers relief only at the fullsome

price of extinction under its power--an extinction that,
of course, precludes any reunion with the separated Phaon.
In Eloisa to Abe lard , however, as we have seen in

Chapter

I,

Eloisa attains in her vision of her death the

prospect of restored union with Abelard.

When she envisions

Abelard as a priest, she experiences the manifest union of
grace and nature in her love of Abelard, who as sanctified
man, becomes the means of her consummate love of God.

Like

Eloisa 's visual perception of nature^ her visionary perception of Abelard engages her whole moral and spiritual
existence.

Reality for Eloisa comes to be not merely

material, but moral and spiritual.

Her perception of

Abelard as a priest comes only after long suffering, and
agonized resistance to persistent temptation.

Even before

her vision of Abelard as a priest, she must receive a super-

natural revelation in order for her natural suffering in
the convent cell to become fruitful.

The importance in

Eloisa to Abelard , then, of the scene in which Eloisa

experiences the supernatural communication in her convent
cell far exceeds the importance of the analogous scene in
Sap ho to Fhaon,

supernatural

In Eloisa to Abelard, the revelation by the

voice grants Eloisa knowledge of absolution

(316) to assist her will in resisting her as yet most

insidious temptation:

the sensual image of Abelard, not as

priest, but as lover, sucking the last breath of her sexual
"death" in the act of sexual intercourse.

The "Spirit"

voice (305) that calls Eloisa functions in the poem as the
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final step in her preparation to accept the love of Abelard
in the only way by which she can enjoy that love not in a
"partial" (126) way exclusive of God^ hut only within a

whole order of love for God^ and for Abelard in God.

The

supernatural voice in Eloisa to Abelard , perceived gratuitously by Eloisa^ reveals nothing less than the efficacy
of g2-ace as it works upon human sin and suffering,

Eloisa draws attention to the setting of the scene
in her cell contiguous to the dead as she leans "Propt on

some tomb, a neighbour of the dead" (304).

We are prepared,

with Elcisa so close to the dead, to accept her perception
of a ccmmunieation to her from the dead.

asserts that

''a

When Eloisa

Spirit calls/ And more than Echoes talk

along the walls" (305-6), the responsive reader is less

likely to question her, for the setting of the scene so
deep within memento mori evokes the communicative and homi-

letic potential of her surroundings.
''Spirit''

are borne "in" the "wind,"

The words of the

and we need not ignore

this detail unless we refuse to see the effective union of

nature and supernature that functions in the image to bring
spiritual communication to Eloisa.

The convent "walls"

themselves, part of the architecture consecrated to the
Source of Grace, also function as a medium to convey

information to Eloisa,

The "wind" and "the walls" carry the

voices of spirits who bring by their revelation a grace-

filled gift to Eloisa:

they relieve her utter isolation,

which, as we have seen, had been a poignant quality of her
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In this very

sense of loss in Hell (11. 38, 173-6).

specific way^ the walls of Elcisa's convent cell that

imprison her afford a means of her reception of the power
of grace which figuratively and literally encompasses her
The walls, consecrated to God^ embrace Eloisa

suffering.

as she struggles to consecrate herself to Him.

The situa-

tion in which she had suffered earlier as a kind of Hell of

isolation from God new becomes not a prison far away from
God^ but a place as fully comprehended by His Grace as it
is comprehended by the walls which serve as the medium of

Gcd's Grace.

Unlike the analogous offer of death in Sapho to
Fhaon, the call of the "spirit" in Eloisa to Abe lard does

not offer simply the cessation of suffering at the natural

temiination of existence in death.

In Eloisa to Abelard,

the "Spirit" elaborates in detail the nature of death and

what it implies for Eloisa.

In Death,

"all is calm in

this eternal sleep" (313)--"all is calm„

insensible or non-existent.
but changed:

lest

"

not merely

Existence is not lost in death

rather than existence, certain attributes are

J

____—--'

Here grief forgets to groan^ and love to weep,
Ev'n superstition loses ev'ry fear.
For God, not man, absolves our frailties here.
(314-16)

The ''Spirit" assures Eloisa that she need not fear intermi-

nable predicaments sustained only by the limitations of the

human mind and soul on earth;

groaning grief, weeping love^

:

15^

and fearful superstition.

Instead of stark grief, anguish,

and fear (the final state of Sapho, for instance), death

will bring Elcisa closer to the grace of absolution offered
freely by her God.

The grief , anguish,

aXid

fear Eloisa

harbors will be absolved along with all her other "frailties."
The analogous scenes of supernatural communication

^

EloJ-sa- to

Abe lard

ari.d

Sap ho to Phaon continue to set off

in sharp relief the differences that persist within the

analogy.

The emphatic denial of man as the source of

absolution in line 316 defines for us a further specific
difference between Eloisa to Abe lard and Sapho to Phaon .
In Eloisa to Abe lard ,

here J

"

"God,

n(.)t

man, absolves our frailties

in Sapho to Phaon, Sapho implores Phaon as the only

source of her rejuvenated life

fi-ee

frcm the oppression of

anguished unrequited love
Return fair Youth, return, and bring along
Joy to my soul, and vigour to my song:
If not fi-om Phaon I must hope for Ease,
Ah let me seek it from the raging Seas,

(238-9; 256-7)

Eloisa learns from the "Spirit" voice that God alone can
bring her peace to relieve her fruitless anguish.

This

fact seems a necessary requisite to Eloisa' s subsequent

experience of love for Abelard the priest as part of her

whole love of God.

-^

Only through God can Eloisa find the

peace to sustain a renewed love for Abelard.

And the death

proffered by the "Spirit" voice does not mean, as it does
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for Sapho^ mere extinction, but an ascension into Heaven
in the company of eternal seraphs whose "breasts glow"
(320) with the flaming love of God:
I e.me^ 1 ocmej
prepare your roseate bow'rs.
Celestial palms ^ and ever -blooming flow'rs.
Thither, where sirjaers may have rest, I go.
Where flames refin'd in breasts seraphic glow,
(317-20)

The grace of absolution, revealed and asserted to Eloisa,

affirms the merciful succour available to her in the

presence of her God.

Empowered by this affirmation of a

merciful God, Eloisa is then able to conceive the vision
of Abelard as a priest functioning as an instrument of
God's mercy and love (325-8).
In the most general sense, of course, we may define

the difference shewn in these two analogous narrative scenes
as the difference between the pagan epistle of Ovid, and

the explicit Christian context of Pope's Eloisa and Abelard
story.

Bi-.t

the details of Eloisa to Abelard examined above

belie any mere superficial conception of the Christian context of Eloisa to Abelard .

We see Eloisa as she experiences

the gradual unfolding of a just but merciful world in which

suffering implies not merely a closed world of temporal
discomfort, but opens upon a new world of union with God
and man.
come,

I

The new world constitutes Eloisa 's desire,

"l

comej" (317), and her vision of nature perceived in

a new poetic reality.

The metaphors of nature used to

describe eternal heaven show nature renewed into a changed
yet unchangirj^ life,

in this vision of nature recreated

h

I
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into eternal Heaven^ Eloisa, new briefly but indelibly like
"the blameless Vestal" (207)., experiences her own ecstasy

in "Visions of eternal day" (222),

Eloisa 's designation of her envisioned heaven as a

place "where sinners may have rest" (319) recalls her earlier
prayer for grace uttered immediately before the call of the
".Spirit" we have examined above:

grace serene] oh virtue heav'nly fair
Divine oblivion of low--thoughted care;
Fresh blooming hope, gay daughter of the sky]
And faith, our early iimnortalityi
Enter each mild^ each amicable guest;
Receive, and wrap me in eternal rest;
(297-302)
She prays for a reciprocal influx of "grace serene" and
its attributes into herself ("Enter," 301), and herself into
the nexus of "grace serene" ("Receive, and wrap me in eternal

rest," 302).

Her prayer is answered by the "Spirit" voice

that affirms the effective operation of grace on the soul

of a human sinner, and assures her of "eternal rest";
is calm in this eternal sleep" (313).

"all

This Eloisa affirms

for herself in her own vision of a heaven "where sinners may

have rest" (319).
The prospect of heaven, absolution, and eternal
rest that opens before Eloisa in her vision does not, of
course, abrogate the necessity of her continued struggle nor
the possibility of her continued suffering as long as she
lives.

But we must conclude from the foregoing comparison

of Sap o to Phaon with Eloisa to Abelard that although

Important similarity in the poetic mode of perception of
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nature exists between the two poemS;, even greater dissimi-

larity distinguishes the precise ontology of nature in each
poem.

In Sap ho te Phaon we see in nature a closed and

implacable world of suffering in which Sapho's complaint and
suicide remain fruitless.

But in Eloisa to Abelard , Eloisa's

mystical experience of revelation by voice and vision is
capable of assuming a new order of '^roseate bow'rs,/ Celestial palms J and ever-blooming flow'rs"

— an

order of grace

by which suffering for the violation of law may be fruitful
f^r the human being who endures the suffering with faith,
hepe> and the love of God.

Nature, in Eloisa to Abelard

,

is

incomplete in reference to itself for the love of God that
Elcisa seeks (128, 205-6, 297-302), she finds in nature

transfigured and in the "Spirit" voice of the "sainted

maid" (312) with its divine revelation of the grace of

absolution proffered by "God, not man" (316).

VT

Although deceived and tempted oy Abelard, Eloisa
sins, an act for which she alone is responsible when she

willfully seeks his sensual love after she has become the
spouse of God at her taking of the veil.

She often con-

flates Abelard with the Christian Godhead, and grants to
her earthly lover the devotion she, as the spouse of Christ,

owes to Christ.

By means of an allusion to Milton's

Paradise Regained , Pope strengthens the development of a

J. :3d

pattern in Eloisa's conflation of creature and Creator,
From the beginning of her epistle, Eloisa conflates

Abelard with Christy creature with Creator

j,

lover with

Redeemer^ for the "name" she claims she "must kiss" (8) is
not the Holy Name of Christ, nor the Gospel that the priest

kisses and venerates during the Mass, but the name of her
Icver^ Abelard.

In her blasphemous parody of a divine

meditation on the Holy Name of Christ,
9,

46

beginning at line

she calls Abelard 's name "dear," as if she cherished

that name as much as she should cherish the Holy Name of

Christ.

She extends the theological scope of the blasphemy

in the oxymoron,

"dear fatal name" (9)^ which suggests not

only the loving aspect in the Holy Name, but also a severely judging, even primitive and magical, power released by
th"©

Name of Christ the Judge, or by His Old Testament

aspect in Jehovah, the God of Wrath.

In fear of the dread

consequence of uttering that "dear fatal name,

"

Eloisa

implores her "heart" (11), the center of her soul and seat
of her will, to confine and obscure it:

Dear fatal name I rest ever unreveal'd.
Nor pass these lips in holy silence seal'd.
Hide it, my heart, within that close disguise.
Where, mix'd with God's, his lov'd Idea lies,
(9-12)

But Eloisa's whole difficulty in fulfilling her commitment
to God in the convent grows from the bifurcated state of

devotion in her heart.

She cannot "hide" the name of

Abelard within her heart, for her Christian God searches
the hearts of men.

Her heart presents no "close disguise,
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moreover, tc the God whose own image, or "lov'd Idea," can
be found there where He placed it at Eloisa's creation.
"mix-d"' state of God's

"idea.," or image,

The

with that of Abelarr!

in her heart reveals the sufficient cause of her sin:

will is "mix'd" in devotion to two lovers at the

s&jne

her
time.

The entire blasphemous parody of a divine meditation on the

Holy Name completes its ironic cycle when her "mix'd" heart
•dletates" (16) her true will against the vain hope of

suppression:

Abelard's name 'appears /Already written" (14)

as an outward sign of a true inward reality.

Eloisa does

net clearly distinguish, at this early point in her epistle,

between the sacred Name and Image of God, and the profane
name and image of Abelard^ between the love of the Creator,

and the love of the creature:

this is her sin, and it

appears in her divine meditation as a parody of sacred

worship,

A further parody of divine worship seems to tumble
frcm Eloisa's lips as she implores Abelard to write to her
in order that she at first may share^ then completely

assume all his sufferings upcn herself.

Her plea parodies

the desire of the worshiper to share in the grief of
Christ

crucified and ultimately to bear the full burden of the
Cross as Christ did.

Eloisa further conflates Abelard with Christ in a
compound allusion to the Transfiguration of Christ (Matt,
I7:li Mark 9:2; Luke 9;28) and The Visitation of the Virgin

Mary (Luke 1:26) when she recounts her first meeting with

xoO
Abelard.

We examined the passage in which this occurs (59-

72) earlier in reference to Crashaw, and noted then the

emphasis Eloisa places upon Abelard'

s

deceit.

She does not^

however^ neglect her own willingness to be deceived;

My fancy form'd thee of Angelick kind.
Some emanation of th" all -beauteous Mind.
Those smiling eyes 5 attemp'ring ev'ry ray.
Shone sweetly lambent with celestial day:
Guiltless I gaz'dj heav'n listen 'd while you sung;
And truths divine csunae mended from that tongue.
(61-66)

Abelard stands before Elcisa transfigured from a human
being into an angelic being,

Eloisa sees him related some-

how to God ("th' all-beauteous Mind'') not merely as creature,

maae from nothing, to his Creator; but, as the word "emanation" suggests, as a being that shares God's nature as a

result of an outpouring, or flowing forth, of part of His
nature.

Christ-like, Abelard 's eyes convey a benign aspect

to this brilliant epiphany of divinity.

The God on whom

it is fatal to cast one's eyes here consciously subdues, or
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attempers, his fatal brilliance, ^^

Eloisa repeats her erroneous conflation of Abelard
and Christ in an even mere startling instance when she

recounts the destruction of her original happiness as

Abelard 's libertine mistress (73-98).

She recalls the

violence and mutilation inflicted upon Abelard when he was

castrated by her vengeful uncle:
Alas how chang'di What sudden horrors, rise J
A naked Lover bound and bleeding lies:
(99-100)
The "naked Lover" clearly refers to Abelard.

But Eloisa,
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as a nun^ has committed herself to a life as "the spouse of

God" (177 )j therefore J the only "Lover" she should have is
Christ,

Indeed,,

the graphic brutality of her vision recalls

not only the recent violence perpetrated upon her mortal
"Laver^

"

Abelard, but it also recalls the ancient

ar^d

perpetual violence inflicted upon her divine "Lover^ "Christy
in the Crucifixion of his mortal body.

Wnlch "naked Lover"

does Eloisa mean?

The haunting presence of Christ, the Divine Lover,
in Elcisa's vision of calamity reveals clearly her betrayal

of her commitment to Him,

Her vision of "A naked Lover

bound and bleeding" as a vision of Abelard parodies in

blasphemy another traditional divine meditation;
tion on The Crucifixion.

the medita-

Often beginning with an effort to

envision Christ suffering on the Cross, the exercitant would
try to "Be present, then, in spirit at all He does,

"5'-'

Eleisa's reminiscence of Abelard 's mutilation seems to follow
in parody this general method of fcrmal meditation, for she

agonizes as if she were "present'' with her suffering "Lover":
Where, where was Elcise ? her voice, her hand.
Her ponyard had oppos "d the dire command.
Barbarian stay; that bloody stroke restrainj
The crime was common, common be the pain,
I can no more, by shame, by rage supprest.
Let tears, and burning blushes speak the rest.
(101-106)
The rage, shame, and tears that Eloisa suffers for Abelard
sake should be suffered for Christ's pain and humiliation
at the Crucifixion,

Eloisa 's meditation deeply stirs her

sympathy, but for Abelard, not primarily for Christ on the

's
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Cross.

The terms she uses to describe the vision of mutila-

tion suggest

a meditation on Christ suffering.

Her devo-

tion to Abelard, however, conflates him with Christ, and

results in another parody of divine meditation.
Earlier, in Chapter

I,

we noticed in Eloisa's

acco-ont of her "institution as a nun,

"

11. 107-18,

that her

attention was devoted to Abelard as if he, not God on the
Cross^ were the center of her vows.

When Eloisa then moves

forward in her recollection of tne past, she reminds Abelard of his founding of the Paraclete and his responsibility
to the nuns who inhabit it (129-48), ^^

Retreat from the

world brought the youthful nuns out of the wilderness of
this world into a newly restored ''Paradise":

From the false world in early youth they fled.
By thee to mouritains, wilds, and deserts led.
You rais'd these hallow 'd walls; the desert smil'c^
And Paradise was open'd in the Wild.
(131-4)
In an allusion to Milton's Paradise Regained I, 1-7,

52

Pope

shows Eloisa's radical inability to distinguish between

Abelard and Christ.
and restored "Eden

In Milton, tne "one man" who "rais'd"

...

in the waste Wilderness" is, of

course, Christ:
I who erewhile the happy Garden sung.
By one man's disobedience lost, now sing
Recover 'd Paradise zo all mankind.
By one man's firm obedience fully tried
Through all temptation, and the Tempter foil'd
In all his wiles, defeated and repuls't.
And Eden rais'd in the waste Wilderness.

(1-7)

To Eloisa, Abelard performs the traditional function of
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Christ as portrayed in Paradise Regained ;

he is her

redeemer who reconstructs an earthly ."Paradise" in the

earthly "Wild."

Once a.gain^ Eloisa has radically conflated

the identity of Abelard with the identity of Christ.

Like Christ in His traditional role as Creabor,

Abelard "rais'd these hallow'd walls" (133).
Eloisa emphasizes Abelard'
redemptive function.

o

Clearly, then,

creative act as well as his

Therefore, when she verifies the

maintenance of plain piety within the walls of the convent
Abelard has built, as distinct from the "false world"
whence "they fled" (131), she generates ambiguity in the

identity of the "Maker" whose values the nuns pursue:
No silver saints^ by dying misers giv'n.
Here brib'd the rage of ill-requited heav'n:
But such plain roofs as piety could raise.
And only vocal with the Maker's praise.
(137-40)

The "Maker," in line l43j seems clearly to refer to God,
eripecially since the "vocal" praise of the nuns stands in

sharp antithesis to the hollow bribery that induces "the
rage of ill-requited heav'n" in line 138.

But since Eloisa

Just had written that Abelard "rais-d these hallow'd walls,"

mere than one "Maker's praise" may be the object of the
vocal devotions in the convent Abelard founded.

Eloisa

then moves to "praise" of Abelard, and distinguishes him
once again for the ameliorative power of his eyes, the
sight of which transforms her whole world into a paradise
of glory:
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Thy eyes diffus'd a reconciling ray^
And gleams of glory brighten 'd all the day,
(1^5-6)
Eloi--=;a's

devotion to "the Maker'' conflates God and Abelard

into an ambiguous union.
If Eloisa's love for Abelard becomes the occasion

of her turning away from God^ love also retains its abso-

lute capacity for leading her back to God:
is "no sin^

Abelard.

"

love in itself

as Pope's use of Crashaw verifies in Eloisa to

Similar ly^ Eloisa' s conflation of Abelard and

Christ leads her into a radical dislocation of her under-

standing and devotion?
Christ,

she worships Abelard instead of

But may not her love for Abelard, in spite of its

blasphemy, move her closer to a capacity to love God by

increasing her capacity to love one of His creatures other
than herself?

After she has learned of God's grace in absolving
siniS

(316), and after her vision of Abelard as priest

administering to her the last rites (325-8) at her death,
Eloisa casts her vision forward to the future death of
Abelard,

In a flood of divine light, she once again con-

flates Abelard and Christ in a prayerful vision of the

Ascension (Mark 16:19; Luke 24:51; John 20:17):
Then, too, when fate shall they fair frame destixy,
(That cause of all my guilt, and all my joy)
In trance ecstatic may thy pangs be drown 'd.
Bright clouds descend, and Angels watch thee round.
Prom opening skies may streaming glories shine.
And Saints embrace thee with a love like mine,
(337-42)

The last line of her vision of Heaven opening in "streaming
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glories'- reveals what Eloisa's conflation of Abelard and

Christ in her love has implied throughout the epistle.

The

conflation of the sacred Christ with the profane Abelard

means not merely a corruption of the sacred by the profane:
this state of sin is but one possible result potential in

the conflation of the sacred with the profane.

The other

possible result manifests the capacity for love to be "no
sin" and to draw the individual increasingly further out-

Eloisa's

side himself to love anotner creature selflessly,

prayerful wish that Abelard ascend (witnout her) to Heaven
at Lis death surely achieves a selfless expression of love.

She prays that Abelard may receive the full blessing of

God's sacred love, and the path to her brilliant vision of
angels and saints in the triumphant light of God has not
The simile,

excluded profane love, but fulfilled it.

"and Saints embrace thee with a love like mine," cannot

mean, given its context in a beatific vision, that Eloisa
sees the refined love of Saints as profane and sexual.

In

its ecntext of beatific vision, the simile asserts a conti-

nuity and homogeneity between the Saints

'

love of Abelard

ascending and Eloisa's love of Abelard, the sanctified man
as priest,

Eloisa's commitment as a nun to the sacred love

of God is not merely mocked, corrupted, and defeated by her
love of Abelard.

Instead, Eloisa's love of Abelard, with

its sinfulness absolved by grace, results in the increase
If the

and rectification of her whole capacity to love.
'Saints embrace" Abelard ''with a love like Qi.er^

,

conversely her love must be seen to be Saint-like.

"

then

^
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disserta's
Hauser
debt
to
Mr.
wish to acknowledge a general
tion, although I argue for a much closer affinity between
I use Ovid's spellirig_,
Pope and Ovid than he allows.
"Sappho, " when referring to his character in his poem; I use
Pope's spelling, " Sapho, " when referring to his character
in his translation,
39 Pope deviates from Ovid here by way of Scrope's
translation: see Audra and Williams, p. 4C1, 11. 175-8^.,
and pp. 3^^-5.

^^ See Audra and Williams, p. 3^6.
Pope's apprenticetranslations:;
published
rds
included
ship with Ovid's poetry
of Polyphemus
stories
the
of episodes from the Metamorphoses
;

«

„
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and Acis and Vert-gmr-us and Fcmcna^ and The Fable of Dryope .
^1 Twick. Ed.^ p. 3195 1. In.

-

In Chapter lY^ I shall explore Eloisa's act of
contrition more extensively,
^3 The valuable scholarship of Raymond D« Havens
The Influenee of Milton on Englijji Poetry ( Cambridge ^ Mass,,
±9227' ^-G:ed:? tc~Te reviewed 5 it seems to me, from a vantage
point that should illuminate conv^eptual strands of relationship between Milton and later Er'.glish poets, especially
18th century poets. Pope's sensitivity to the minor poems
of Milton's is well known; see Twijko Ed ., p. 3^5 and n, 1;
and George Sherburn, "The Early Bypularity of Milton's Minor
Poems/' ^3 XVII (1919-2G).

^^ Cf. Twick. Ed.

„

p. 339s

H.

2^1 ff. n.

^5 cf. Chapter I,
^" See Crashaw's To tYie Name Above Every Name 5 The
Name of Jesus 3 and Louis 17^ Martz.„ Tj' e Poetry of MeditaTicn g
rev. ed. (N'ew Haven^ 1962)_, pp. 6I-V, "3.^^-52.

^7 See Ps. 139?233 Jer. 17sl0, 1 Chron. 28s9, R
81275 Rev. 2:23.

ro,

^8 In a review of the Audra and Williams Twicker>iam
Edition of Pope's Pastoral Fcetry and An Essay on Criti^ism^
Earl R. Wasserman comments briefly on the' history of the
light imagery in this passage from Elcisa to Abe lard see
;

FQ^

LX (I96I).

^

Brewer, Alexander P^;p_ej The Poetry of Allusion,
sees no reference to Cnrxsu InT ElFlsa to Aoeiara and
speaks of the poems resultant 'Vagueness," But he omits
consideration of the "naked Lever in line 100. Eloisa seems
to be horrified by her involvement in events leading to
Abelard's mutilation. Also, b" sinning against Christ in
her love of Abelard before H.im, she crucifies Him anew
according to Catholic doctrine. The mutilation of Abelard
and the Crucifixion of Christ are conflated by Eloisa in
a horrifyir:^ but indelible per:.:eption„
Po 82,

^^ See Martz, ;Ihe Poetry of Meditation , p. 73
^^ Cfo Pope's extensive use of Crashaw in this
passage examined above, pp. 129-33.
52 Cited In TwlcK.o Ed., p. 330;, 1. 13^ n.

CHAPTER IV

THE SACRAMENTAL ANALOGY IN ELOISA TO ABELARD

In a letter of acknowledgement arid encouragement
to Dr. William Cooper ^ who was engaged in translating some

of Pope's poems into Latin

;,

Pope thanks him for his work

on Messiah , and suggests Eloisa to Abe lard as especially
apt for translation into Latin:
"more of that Descriptive, &,

(if

"it has," he claims^
I

may so say) Enthusi-

astic Spirit, which is the Character of the Ancient Poets.

"-^

Although written 15 years after the publication of the poem.
Pope's comment provides an illuminating approach to the

essential poetic "character" of his poem.

Having discussed

the "Eescriptive" character of Eloisa to Abelard in

Chapter III, we now should move to consider what Pope

meant by the "Enthusiastic Spirit" of the poem.
Pope's cautious use of the word "enthusiastic" to

relate the spirit of Eloisa to Abelard with that of ancient

poetry suggests that he was willing to run the risk of being

misunderstood in order to articulate as precisely as he
could the distinctive achievement of Eloisa to Abelard .
The word,

"enthusiastic," of course, has had part of its
170

:

17.1

meaning and usage well catalogued by scholars of historical
Clear ly, it was used in Pope's time to desig-

semantics.

nate a wide range of religious and Utopian sects committed
to the ready testimony of a special supernatural communica-

tion^ perception, or mission granted to them exclusive

of any other mediative channel.^

Whatever the veracity

of the assertive claims of special illumination by those

called "enthusiasts," the word accrued in the late 17th

century a

pejorative connotation growing from the

increased disfavor with which their religious, social, and

political doctrines were held.

But in addition to this

signification of "enthusiastic" as a state of restrictive
and unreliable individual assertion of supernatural insight,
the word had, as Pope's usage of it demands us to recognize,

alternative signification.

Alternative meanings may be found in use before
Pope.

In Dryden's Author

'

s

Apology for Heroic Poetry and

Poetic License prefixed to The State of Innocence (l677),
"enthusiasm,

"

far from being a pejorative term, names the

primary means by which poetry achieves the Longinian
sublime
Imaging is, in itself, the very height ajid
It is, as Longinus describes it,
life of poetry.
a discourse which, b^ a kind of enthusiasm , or
extraordinary emotion of the soul , maKes it seem to
us that we Deholdtnose things which the poet paints,
so as to be pleased with them and to admire them,

"Enthusiasm" here denominates the empowered state of alert

sensitivity by which the reader can envision ("behold")
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the world that the poet explores.

Enthusiasm is the

response the poet seeks most vigorously to create and

maintain in his reader:

the poet must engage^ in Dryden's

view (and certainly in LongiJius')^ the reader's soul in

order to
art.

Cv->nvey

the coherent visions of his own soul^ his

Dryden endorses

;,

not surprisingly in an essay on

heroic poetry, the concept of poetry as the communication
of souls

— the

poet's soul fired by his vision, the

reader's soul moved in sympathy with the poet's.
ter-ra

As a

in neo-classical literary criticism describing the

effect of poetry on the human soul,

"enthusiasm" seems a

very likely term for Pope to employ in description of the
"spirit" of Eloisa to Abelard.
In Dryden's criticism, as well as in much other neo-

classical criticism, poetry and its effects engage in the
poet and in his reader "enthusiasm," the God within the
mind.

The Greek root of the wcrd, of course, expresses

clearly Dryden's assent to an ancient theory defining the

origin and end of poetry:
god.

"en-," in, or within;

"theos,"

To write heroic veise and create the imagings that

are "the very height and life of poetry,

"

the poet must

have the breath of God, or some divine inspiration, within
him.

Only when inspired in this way can the poet hope to

create a sympathetic and resonant inspiration, or enthusiasm, within his reader,

Dryden also uses "enthusiastic" in his essay. Of
Heroic Plays (I672), to indicate the inclusion of gods and

"
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spirits in the action and drama of heroic poetry.

Again,

Dryden's sense of the word derives from its Greek root,
"en-theos," god within, but the word is confined in meaning
to descriptive literary criticism.

Dryden eschews all

»
implication of zeal in the word "enthusiastic

"

Speaking

of Lucan's use of "the oracle of Appius, and the witch-

craft of Erictho" in the Pharsalia , he says that
for my part, I am of opinion that neither
Homer, Virgil, Statius, Aristo, Tasso, nor our
English Spenser could have formed their poems
half so beautiful without those gods and spirits,
and those enthusiastic parts of poetry which
compose t^e most noble parts of all their
writings.-'
In Dryden's criticism then, an heroic poem must be, above

all,

"enthusiastic":

poetry

— the

it must contain the "noble parts" of

gods and spirits in action within human

experience,

Dryden's employment of "enthusiasm" and "enthusiastic" as essential parts of his literary critical terminology

clearly provides the words with a respectable, and even
honorific, background in the Augustan age.

And so when

Pope points out to Dr. Cooper the "Enthusiastic Spirit"
*^^

Eloisa to Abelard, he may be suggesting his poems'

power of inciting "an extraordinary emotion of the soul,

comparable to the affect achieved by ancient heroic poetry,
as well as his poem's intense involvement with a penetrating

Christian spirituality.
From the opening scene of Eloisa to Abelard , Eloisa

struggles to establish and maintain within herself a sincere
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penarxce for her submission to temptation in her persistent

love of Abelard.

She seeks in such penance to develop

her own Christian spirituality.

paragraph of the

poem_,

In the second verse

she describes her struggle to

resist the sacrilegious adoration of Abelard

-s

nanie.

She

resists speaking it, but nevertheless she fails to suppress
it:

—

Oh write it not, my hand The
Already written---wash Iz out,
In vain lost Elqisa weeps and
Her heart stilx aictates, and

name appears

my tears

I

prays.
her hand obeys.
(13-16)

Although she resists uttering his name, she is unable to
control her heart, the traditional seat of the human will
arid

soul, and it commits her to the act of sacrilege.

a result of her sacrilege,

As

Eloisa experiences remorse; and,

as a result of her remorse, she begins her penance of tears,

even though she thinks that they are shed "in vain" (15).
From the first occurrence of her weeping. Pope firmly

establishes the penitential character and context of her
tears.

Her penance of tears appears to her again "in

vain" (28) against the rebel force of nature impelling her
heart to cling to her sensuous love for Abelard, but from
the opening part of the poem, she reveals herself struggling
to achieve a contrite heart before God.

At least part of

the ''Repentant sighs, and voluntary pains" (l8) contained

by the surrounding convent walls originate with Eloisa.
But her penance is imperfect, and with this imperfection of

spirit she struggles.

:
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The scenes of penitential weeping in Eloisa to

Abe lard

recall more readily the Renaissance and 17th

century literature of tears than lachrymose epics and
romances.

The similarity of Eloisa to Abe lard

with the

literature of tears enables us to see the fundamental kinship of Pope's poem with the penitential tradition of

English poems by Southwell, Nashe^ Herbert, Crashaw, and

Mar veil.
The penitential character of Eloisa 's weeping

established. Pope is able to introduce with sharpened

contrast and emphatic meaning her erotic tears and sighs:
Oh name for ever sad
for ever dear
Still breath'd in sighs, still usher'd with a tear
I

I

Line after line my gushing eyes overflow.
Led thro a sad variety of woe
'

Yet write, oh write me all, that I may join
Griefs to thy griefs, and echo sighs to thine.
(31-32, 35-36, 41-42)

Her weeping is not wholeheartedly an act of sacramental

penance:

it is partly,

even largely, an act of secular

regret for a lost eroticism, and she underscores for us the
specific conflict between the sacrament of penance and her

worldly regret for lost eroticism:
Tears still are mine, and those I need not spare.
Love but demands what else were shed in pray'r,
(45-46)
The divorce here of liturgical from secular act, the weeping 'in pray'r" from the weeping for carnal love, reveals

Eloisa 's awareness of a basic contradiction in her own

action between the tears and their meaning.

This awareness
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is shewn in her admission of futility in her secular tears

that now have no meaning:
No happier task these faded eyes pursue^
To read and weep is all they now can do.
(47-48)

Repeatedly, when Eloisa seeks some portion of worldly pleasure or contentment from the recollection of her

cohabitation with Abelard, she appears in scenes of passion
showing the futility of her effort:
(1)

upon her vision of Abelard-s castration:
can no more; by shame, by rage suppressed.
Let tears, and burning blushes speak the rest.
(105-106)
I

(2)

after Abelard leaves the Paraclete:
But now no face divine contentment wears,
'Tis all blank sadness, or continual tears.
(147-48)

and (3) after her nightmare of temptation with Abelard:
shriek, start up, the same sad prospect find.
And wake to all the griefs I left behind.
(247-48)
I

The acts of sacramental penance and mere worldly regret

clash forcefully as Eloisa momentarily engages in the
rigor of the sacrament only to "curse," rather than seek
the blessing of, her innocence:

Now turn'd to heav'n, I weep my past offence.
Now think of thee, and curse my innocence.
(187-188)

Contrasted to Eloisa,

"the blameless Vestal" (207)

enjoys the peace of a penitence that is perfect.

Ker

tears and sighs, unlike Eloisa 's, bring her not to anguish
and futility, but to the love of God:

they are "Tears that
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delight^ and sighs that waft to heav'n" (214).

Her peni-

tence is perfect, and leads her to union with the Spouse,
Christ, as the most complete, fulfilled, and fruitful

conclusion to the sacrament of penance.
Later, when Pope paints Eloisa's passion during her

devotions at Matins (267-27O), he shows her weeping with
her beads, but conscious, too, that with each bead and
tear she thinks of her worldly loss of Abelard.

Her tears

are "too soft" (270) for the beads and the penitence they

should signify and call to mind.

She is sensual, not

penitential, as tears at Matins should be.
The plunge of her soul into a fiery hell during

Matins certainly measures the imperfection of Eloisa's

penitence, but it also marks a traditional posture of the

penitent in the Divine Office of Matins.

Perhaps the most

famous of the Seven Penitential Psalms forms an integral

part of the Matins Office:

De profundi s clsunavi Domine ,

'Out of the depths I have called thee.

Lord."

Pope thus

reveals Eloisa after her plunge into flames struggling with
her imperfect penitence and crying out of the depths of her

failure in the Divine Office of Matins.

Her tears now

appear not sensual, but as graphic evidence of her weakness "prostrate" (277) in her cell.

In this passage,

discovers and experiences "humble grief" (277)

;

she

and as out-

ward expressions of this inward spiritual state, her tears
are justifiably "kind" and "virtuous" (278):
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While prostrate here in humble grief I lie^
Kind J virtuous drops just gathering in ray eye.
While praying, trembling, in the dust I roll.
And dawning grace is opening on my soul.
(277-80)
From out of the depths and weakness of her sin, Eloisa perceives a new possibility of personal strength gratuitous
and as yet untapped.

Her struggle is not abrogated by the

presence of this new strength:

indeed, her struggle is

intensified, for immediately upon her perception of "dawning grace,

"

she willingly recalls hell to herself in the

form of "Fiends" (288) in order to prolong her sensual
Not unlike St. Augustine in his

enjoyment of Abelard.

struggles against concupiscence, Eloisa grieves for her

willful sensuality, but does not necessarily want to
forego it.

Upon the perception of "dawning grace

opening on £herj soul,

"

.

.

.

Eloisa desires the Fiends and

Abelard to tear her away from God.

The violent action

Eloisa dramatizes here strongly asserts the deeply animal

nature of her sensual passion for sexual love of Abelard.
Her subsequent negation of her violent vision of tearing

Fiends, and her ecstatic submission to the embrace of
"grace serene," assert as vividly her deep capacity for

passionate love of God, the discovery of which constitutes
the poem's achievement of what Pope called its "Enthusiastic Spirit."

9
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II

Since Joseph Warton's method of explicating Eloisa
to Abe lard as a linear sequence of one emotive scene after

another appeared in 1756 as part of his Essay on the
Genj-us a.nd Writings of Pope ^ recent critics have for the

most part followed his assumptions about the structure of
the poem.

Professor Geoffrey Tillotson sees in the poem

"a series of scenes and moods all about equal in the number

of their lines, one leading properly into another, all of

them arranged to fit the psychological progress of Eloisa 's
mind»'

Professor Tillotson elsewhere speaks of the

poem's "'geometry' of situation" in which "Eloisa pits
o

one situation against another, formalizes, makes points."

Professor Reuben Brower responds to Professor Tillotson

's

idea of "geometry" by describing a sequential structure

of parts in the poem:
We go from melancholy to ecstatic remembrance, from innocent communion to guilty love,
from assertions of freedom to the horrors of
imprisonment and damnation; from visions of pure
One state of
faith to passionate abandonment.
mind or feeling is thus always being qualified
ironically by its opposite,

Each of these accounts of the poem's structure

helps to make us aware of the drama of Eloisa 's suffering,
but neither offers to explain how one scene or mood properly

leads into, or opposes, another, or why such progress or

opposition might be significant and meaningful.
One important structural pattern, however, emerges

from the hypothesis of a sequential order of events in

i8o

Elolsa to Abelard:

a pattern of the passage of time,

its corollary concept, an awareness of history.

and

Professor

Henry Pettit, following Warton's idea of sequential progres.s in

Eloisa to Abelard , sees the poem divided into

three nearly equal parts sequentially linked in chrono-

logical order of past, present, and future.

In the first

part (lines 1-118), Professor Pettit sees Eloisa "developing

emotion through methodical recollection," through a survey
of the history of time past.

He then says that "the

second part" (lines II9-256) explores "the immediate
situation" in time present.
then,

The third part (lines 257-366),

"is a vision of death," a vision of the future.

Professor Pettit calls our attention to Eloisa

's

pervading concern for her history and her destiny, and
he is correct,

I

think, in pointing out Pope's emphasis on

the past in the first half of the poem.

Eloisa is still

vitally concerned with reviewing her past acts well beyond
Professor Pettit

's

dividing point at line II8

whole passage of review

:

see the

struggle, lines 177-200.

eind

We

may agree, too, that the concluding portion of Eloisa to
Abelard, but from line 303, not line 227, constitutes a

vision of future death.
Professor Pettit

's

Idea of structural division in

the poem collapses, however, when we notice that over 80

per cent of the poem, from lines 1-302, concerns itself
not only with the past, but also with Eloisa 's suffering

and struggle in the present.

Past and present in Eloisa
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to Abe lard are not cleanly divided; but the suffering of

Eloisa's soul in the present is inseparable from her acts
in the past, for they have their consequences, consequences

that she perceives all too well, in the present.

At the

very outset of the poem, the past penetrates Eloisa's

present in the convent when she discovers A.belard's
passionate letters and as she experiences anew the stirrings
and ''tumult" (4) of her former love.

Even the vision of

future death from lines 303-66 appears not as a distant and
remote event, but one in which Eloisa acts in the present
tense more often than not:
42, and 351-6.

see lines 313-16, 317-35, 339-

In the vision,

the future is seen in an

immediate fulfillment in the present by means of the revelation of grace in absolution in the present at line 302.
Eloisa's vision of the future is imbedded within action

occurring in the present tense; and her death with the
Cross before her eye (327) and Abelard's death "in trance

extatic" (339) in effect bring all heaven before her eyes
as an image of that which she is heir to through hope,

"Fresh blooming hope" (299).

If she knows she must in all

probability endure a purgation as a "pensive ghost" (365),
her suffering is not pointless or endless if endured with
the hope of the already envisioned, and therefore realized,

"opening skies" and "streaming glories" (341) of Heaven.
The primary movement and structure of Eloisa to

Abelard

,

therefore, is not rigorously sequential or

chronological,

A historical sequence of narrative cannot
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account for the conflation and fusion of time and events
past, present, and future so often the result of Eloisa's

meditative visions.

Time is, however, important in so

far as it is the medium of Eloisa's introspection and

retrospection.

The analysis of her acts and her responsi-

bility for them constitutes much of the sheer substance of
the poem.

Her analysis does not limit itself to a merely

simplified sequence of casuality to account for her
responsibility.

She does not merely find in the past the

seed of her present suffering.

Her analysis embraces a

far more comprehensive matrix of interwoven moral responsi-

Her sin is more grievous when seen against the

bility.

destiny of redemption offered to her as well as to "the
blameless Vestal" (207).

This destiny she foresees in

visions of the future, and her moral responsibility appears
even greater when she realizes that her past acts rever-

berate not only into the present, but into the future as
well.

She does not primarily seek to excuse herself:

even when she explores some mitigating circumstances in

which her fall occurred (her innocence fp9-6^J; Abelard's
beauty l6l-4j

^1

ffl|),

;

or the tempting bliss of libertine love

she does not permit her analysis to obscure her

own responsible sin and subsequent guilt (see 104, I85,
191, 193, 230, & 266).

In this thorough review of her

culpability, Eloisa makes her retrospection introspective:
she discovers an aspect of her personal character by searchOnly by
ing for the meaning and moral value of her acts.
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the means of introspection^

then.,

does the past become

linked with the present in Eloisa to Abelard: the link is
not chronolcgical, but moral and evaluative.
Her introspection characteristically becomes pros-

pective as she assesses the effect of her sinful past and

present on her destiny as a Christian.

She finds herself

at one crucial point denied the "visions of eternal day"
(222)...

Spouse,

the present visions of a future bliss with the

Unlike

''the

blameless Vestal" (207), Eloisa sees

in her self-analysis, now prospective rather than retrospective, that her destiny as a Christian has undergone

severe alteration from the effect of her sin in the past
and her persistence in sin in the present.

She sees her

destiny as hell, both at this point in the poem and later

when she describes the fiery sea into which her sinful
soul is immersed (271-6).

Thus, her autobiography derives

its coherence from a mcral order of her acts, an order

determined in the poem by means of retrospection, introspection, and prospection.

It is inadequate to describe

the poem's structure as chronological because past, present,

and futu2'e do not appear as distinct entities in the poem;

they often are telescoped, interspersed, fused, and nonsequential.
The order of Eloisa 's autobiography confonhs to
the moral paradigm of acts that begin in innocence, produce

knowledge and experience which themselves involve sin, and
result in a ruinous fall into desperate anguish.

The
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pAr.aiigm unfolds gradually in the poem:

for the first 58

lines 5 Eloisa describes her present sufferings of profane
t'omalt

within the sacred walls of the convent and within^

tcc^ the Bs.cred vtows of silence she reveals she had made (10),
But the critical hypothesis of a single chronological order

for the poem immediately fails to define the character of
the first 58 lines of the poem.

Although seemingly set in

the present J the opening of the poem under consideration

here reveals by its frequent invocation of the past that
the "present" cannot even be conceived without the awareness, on Eloisa 's part, of a moral matrix that includes

her acts in the past.

In epitome, the first 58 lines

demonstrate what will be true throughout the poem:

that

experience itself has meaning only when viewed within a
context of human, spiritual, and moral values.

Without

regard to keeping to any single segment of time, therefore,

Elcisa conflates past and present as she explores in the
first 58 lines the spiritual roots of her now fallen state.

Within her retrospective passage from lines 59 to
72, she telescopes the three dimensions of her autobiography

in time:

she sees in her present state the past matured

and the future conceived.

She affinns first to Abelard her

eai^ly state of innocence:

"Thou know'st how guiltless first

I

met thy flame" (59).

Even upon meeting Abelard, she assures

us of her persistent innocence:

"Guiltless

I

gaz'd" (65).

But her innocence did not survive the onslaught of knowledge

from Abelard, for it was kriowledge with a stigma or stain

within it.

Divine truth was altered by Abelard before
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offered to Eloisa:

"And truths divine came mended from

that tongue" [66, italics added).

Eloisa's loss of

innocence was the acquisition of knowledge that quickly
ijnpinged upon her will to act:

From lips like those what precept fail'd to move?
Too soon they taught me 'twas no sin to love.
(67-8)
The physical appearance of the lips persuades Eloisa, not

only the precepts that they articulated:

she diverts

herself from the exercise of her understanding upon the
specious precepts offered her in order to enjoy sensuous

pleasure.

Also^ she diverts herself from the rational

discourse leading to the Highest Good^ God, seen in
"truths divine,

"

in order to submit herself to a lesser

good, the "lips" and the "tongue" that "mend" and, therefore, deface, the

"truths divine."

Eloisa employs her will

to act in vigorous pursuit of the lesser good, pleasure,

by indulging her "sense" (69) with Abelard.

Her willful

embrace cf a lesser good constitutes her sin with love

(contrary to Abelard

's

"mended" teachings), and the sin

cuts her off from God:

Back thro' the paths of pleasing sense I ran.
Nor wish'd an Angel whom I lov'd a Man.
Dim and remote the joys of saints I see.
Nor envy them, that heav'n I lose for thee,
(69-72)
Eloisa's loss of Heaven in line 72 is not confined to the
present, of course:
destiny.

it implies the loss of a whole future

The loss of a future prospect constitutes the

third dimension of Eloisa's whole act of will:

she has
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explored fully the wholeness of her sin.
The exploration of the spiritual and moral dimensions of her fall from innocence in an act of sin continues

to oecjupy Eloisa's minute attention, and leads her, like

Satan in Paradise Lost , to discover in her "lowest deep a
Icwer deep" (IV, 76) as, during the Mass, thoughts of

Abelard displace thoughts of God.

Hell opens even greater

depths into which Eloisa's autobiography plunges:
In seas of flame my plunging soul is drown 'd.
While Altars blaze, and Angels tremble round.

(275-6)

Eloisa's rejection of Heaven (72) and plunge into Hell (275)

imply an eternal damnation and residence in Hell.

Her

spiritual present seems to extend in a continuum of not

merely a future, but an eternity, of Hell.
But the Christian paradigm of human history does

not end, of course, at a point of a fixed future of eternal
flames in a Hell of the spirit.

Nor does Eloisa's paradigm

in her autobiography end with her confined in Hell, for,

quite gratuitously, at her lowest point of descent yet in
the poem, as she lies "prostrate,

"

she experiences the

spiritual presence of light, the traditional image of grace
as the presence of God,

The grace she receives is the

spiritual strength of humility and contrition (277-8) that
enables her to pray (279):

While prostrate here in humble grief I lie.
Kind, virtuous drops just gath'ring in my eye.
While praying, trembling, in the dust I roll.
And dawning grace is opening on my soul.
(277-280)
,

.

.
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Eloisa proves the power of this grace by overcoming an
intense desire to defeat it by calling on the aid of
"Fiends" to "tear" her away from the presence of God that
the grace has brought (288).

The grace comes to Eloisa,

unexpectedly descending to her self-made Hell, and intersecting from above her present suffering with the promise
of a new destiny, a new future of faith, hope, and the

love of God in an embrace of "eternal rest" (297-302).
The vision of future death that ensues brings with it a

kind of prophetic vision of heaven to be attained upon
the absolution of Eloisa 's sins (3l6) as a part of her

redemption.

If Eloisa sees her

"pensive ghost" (365) at

the end of her autobiography, she shows her awareness of

her moral and spiritual need for purgation before final

absolution by God in Heaven.

In the terms of her destiny

in the future, Eloisa completes her autobiographical

paradigm:
redemption.

she moves from innocence, through a fall, toward

Her paradigm is also the structure of the poem,

and this structure fulfils its Christian vision of earth.

Hell or Purgatory, and Heaven.

Eloisa 's autobiography, then, is structurally
analogous to a sacred history that she shares with all
men; the structure of sacred history gives meaning to all

her acts.

This is as much to say that her structure of

autobiography, the contour of the poem, is analogous to the

sacramental paradigm of Christian human history.

At all

points of her life imaged in the poem, Eloisa is aware of
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a relationship to God,

12

Even in her rejection of Him- she

is aware of Him; and her account of her rejection of Him

often makes the substance of what she herself calls in the

poem her confession:
Ah wretch! believ'd the spouse of God in vain^
Confess 'd within the slave of love and man.
(177-8)

Much of Eloisa to Abelard is "confess'd within":

indeed^

Eloisa conceives and realizes her participation in the

history of man from innocence^ to fall, toward redemption
only within the introspective awareness she achieves as
a result of her confession.

The poem as confession consti-

tutes the central act in the traditional Sacrament of

Penance with its four main parts:

contrition, confession,

absolution, and purgation,

s

Eloisa'

personal history is

structured as an analogy to the sacramental experience of
Penance,

Eloisa begins her sacrament of penance when she is
startled by the awareness of deep spiritual and moral

disorder in her life upon the receipt of Abelard's letter.
The letter provokes her to a serious consideration of her

plight as a sinner cut off from God as well as from Abelard,
Her tears and sighs are the outward signs of her contrition,

and yet she knows that if her tears are at all wept for

Abelard, then her contrition is imperfect.

The awareness

of her imperfection in the act of contrition brings Eloisa
to the firm and anguished conviction of her own sin.

this conviction squarely before her, Eloisa descends

With
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spiritually and morally in her own awareness from her guiltless state of innocence to a nadir of her soul plunged into
the punishing flames of Hell (275-6).

At this low point in

her life, she experiences her first clear awareness of the

presence of grace,

"dawning grace" (280),

The effect of

the grace, seen in her strong rejecrion (289 ff .

)

of her

immediate temptation to embrace a sensual vision of

Abelard (281-88), is nothing less than a conversion of
Elcisa's desire for Abelard to a desire for God,

Her

conversion begins a regeneration of her spiritual and

moral life, for she then receives the revelatory testimony
from the voice of the nun-spirit that God offers absolution
for all her sins.

Since Eloisa once again rejects the

temptation of a sensual vision of Abelard, and turns
instead to embrace God in the viaticum that Abelard the

priest of God serves her, the regenerative force of
"dawning grace" sacraraentally effects Eloisa 's destiny of

future redemption,

-^

But redemption remains for Eloisa a destiny to be

enjoyed in the present only by hope and promise.

She knows

all too well, it would seem, that, although Abelard will

ascend saint-like to Heaven upon his death (337-42), she

must linger after death as a "pensive ghost" (365) undergoing purgation for her manifold sins during her life.

But

purgation itself is the final step in her sacrament of
penance, and her life history at the end of the poem loses
its raw expression of anguish and assumes a new sense of
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peace^ resignation, and acceptance.

The emotional

development Eloisa undergoes therefore parallels the

spiritual progress she experiences within the sacrament
of"

penance and the sacred history of her life from inno-

cence, to fall, toward redemption.

Eloisa 's poem is

confessional in rhetorical mode, archetypal in its image
of personal history congruent with a sacred history of
all men^ and sacramental in the analogy it constructs

with the act of penance Eloisa everywhere in the poem
struggles to perfect.
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NOTES
Corves ,, III, 269. The date of the letter is
Professor Sherburn observes that "if (Pope)
5 Feb. 17317^^^
more descriptive, more enthusiastic, and
Eloisa
is calling
hence more 'classical' than the Unfortunate Lady, it is an
interesting judgment" (p. 268, n.2). Twick . Ed., p. 301,
n.3, calls attention to this letter.
-'

Knox, Enthusiasm
History of Religion ( London, 1950).
2 See Ronald A,

3 Watson ed.,

I,

203.

;

A Chapter in the

Italics added.

^ See the discussion of John Dennis' use of the
word, "enthusiasm, " and its derivatives in Samuel H. Monk,
The Subljjne (Ann Arbor, I96OJ first publ., 1935), PP. ^5-5^.
5 Of Heroic Plays ,

Watson ed.^

I,

I60.

^ See Louis L. Martz, The Poetry of Meditation

(New Haven, 195^), PP. 199-203T "The structural relarionship of the image of tears with spatial, as well as penitential, modes of 17th century English poetry is discussed
in Mar jorie Hope Nicolson, The Breaking of the Circle ,
rev. ed. (New York, I962), pp. 57-72.
^ Geoffrey Tillotson,
^ Twick .

On the Poetry of Pope, p. 47.

Ed., p. 299.

9 Brower, Alexander Pope

:

The Poetry of Allusion,

p. 83.

1^ Pettit, "Pope's Eloisa to Abelard ; An Interpretation," 72. Curiously, Professor Pettit denies arbitrarily
the significance of the question of "the struggles of grace
and nature" in Eloisa to Abelard, p. 68.

11 J. Paul Hunter, The Reluctant Pilgrim; Defoe 's
"
Bnblematic Method ^zid QuesFTor Foim in Robinson Crusoe ,
pp. 1^4-7, has influenced my discussion of retrospection
and introspection at this ppint.
12 Gilson, The Spirit of Mediaeval Philosophy , pp.

98-9.

^^
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^3 See G,
,
review
cv.y (Princeton^ 1966)5 po 62^ ar^d Aubrey Williams
of this book in Yale Review., LV (Winter^ 1966)^ 312-155
for artijulatior. of penar-ce in R:.ritan autobiographies
which I find analogous in traditional form to Eloisa's
I have drawn some of my terminology from their
penanL-.e,
analyses.
.
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